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P R E F A C E
I
It is only since the last fifty years that the 
study of Indian Archaeology has heen taken up seriously.
The work done within such a little time has heen tremendous 
considering the difficulties which the archaeologists had to 
face. The results of these researches have heen published 
in volumes of archaeological reports. But so far the 
history of Indian art has only heen written in the round.
The art-critics have heen mainly concerned with the contro­
versial questions of dates and the unfruitful discussion of 
the superiority of western art over eastern and vice versa.
It is high time that the efforts of art-critics were directed 
to the more specific problems of Indian Art* The present 
studies were undertaken with a view to discover what light 
the painting and sculpture of India can throw on various 
phases of Indian dancing. The dancing and musical scenes 
which are described in the first part of the thesis give us 
intimate glimpses into the life and customs of the people. 
There is the splendour of the royal courts and the stuff of 
peoples1 lives on festive occasions* portrayed in Indian 
sculpture and painting. From the point of view of the study 
of Indian costume and ornament, too, the dancing scenes I 
have dealt with furnish us with a wealth of information not 
hitherto revealed. The musical instruments have also heen
II.
described and their Sanskrit or vernacular equivalents given. 
The study of the Mudras or ♦momentary hand-poise1 also forms 
a corollary to the study of Indian dancing. The Mudras 
which at first appear to be spontaneous are meant to convey 
definite meaning to the spectators. I have given 
descriptions of these from Bharata and Nandike6vara in the 
footnotes.
In the second part of my work I have considered the 
representations of musical Ragas in painting. Apart from 
the emotional reactions which these paintings were intended 
to evoke in the critic, they are a veritable encyclopaedia of 
Hindu culture from the 17th century onwards.
A vexed point of discussion concerning these 
paintings is the question of their dates and their places of 
origin. Style is the only means by which their places of 
origin may be determined. But it is not always the surest 
guide. I have tried, however, to ascribe dates to these 
paintings with reference to stylistic similarities so far as 
can be discerned from the Johnson Collection made in the late 
eighteenth century. This collection contains many albums of 
the Ragamala paintings, some executed in the Rajput style, 
while others in the Mughal style, with the names of the 
artists inscribed at the bottom*
The language of these Ragamalas is coarse as 
compared with the beautiful lyrics of the Vaisnava poets. .•;>
Ill,
To add to the difficulties the inscriptions are bristling 
with the mistakes of the copyists. I have, however, made 
an attempt to give the text of all m  the thirty-six ragas 
and ragipis from the album Or. 2821, Or. 8838, Or. 8839 and 
Add. 26,550 (B.M.) The album Or. 2821 consists of thirty- 
four folios. The text is in the dialect used by Jayasl.
The other three albums give the same text. Full text of the 
dhyanamantras has been given from Or. 8838 which gives the 
most correct reading. The variants in the other two 
manuscripts are noted down. In translating these pieces due 
care has been taken to make the translations literal.
It has been sought to collate and check the results 
of archaeology with reference to literature.
1*
PART I
• STUDIES IN INDIAN DATING AS DEPICTED IN
PAINTING AMD SCULPTURE 
It is not untrue to say that Indian sculptures at
a date near the second century B*C* have come down to us in
fragments* A few terra-cottas, a few Yakpa and Yakfipl
statues, and some Adokan pillars wonderfully polished and
crowned with the statues of lions and bulls, are all the
sources of our information*
fortunately for a student of Indian dancing as
depicted in painting and sculpture > a terra-cotta image of a
nafI or dancing girl was discovered by Hr* Banerjee £>astrX
1*
and Hr* Jackson at the Mauryan level near Patna College*
It is now exhibited in the Bu*jar and Pafcaliputra Room in the 
Patna Museum* This terra-cotta image is about thirteen 
inches in height, two inches across the waist and four inches
across the skirt* Her breasts are uncovered and she wears a
full skirt* Her smiling face and elaborate coiffure are 
rendered very artistically* The only point of peculiarity 
in this figure is its full skirt, which does not seem to be
1» A, Banerjee ^astrX, The Natl of Pa£aliputra9 Ind* His* 
tyxar*, March, 1933V PP« 154-156* He compares this 
dancing girl with Njtu of the §gvedat
"Like Njtu, a dancing girl, carefully putting on 
her person vestments to attract the eyes of all, bares 
her breast*" $gveda, I* 92, 4*
2 .
used by any of the many dancing; figures in Indian art*
XXX XXX XXX
I
The Sculptures of the Buddhist stupa at Kharhut, 
in Nagod State of the Central Province, are among those few 
remnants of ancient Indian art, which tell us in vivid terms 
about the glories of a civilisation that is all but lost to 
us* The technique of the Bharhut sculptures may be styled 
coarse as compared with the Slachl and AmarSvatl sulptures, 
but the repose of the semi-gods and goddesses has a peculiar 
beauty and grace of its own* There is a certain stiffness
in delineation which renders the movements of the dancers
less supple, but a certain solidity^ a certain feeling of 
broad humour make up for the stiffness of these sculptures 
from the point of view of pose*
▲ remarkable dancing scene at Bharhut, is depicted 
on the outer side of the Prasenajit Pillar which is broken at 
the top, though fortunately nothing is lost of the sculpture* 
On the right four dancing girls and a child are dancing with 
their arms extended in various attitudes* In the middle and 
on the left are seated the female musicians* One of the
1* Coomaraswamy assigns to the Bharhut sculptures the
date of 150 B*C* See, Hr History of Indian $nd Indonesian 
Art, p*31*,V, Smith, on the strength of a Sunga inscrip­
tion, fixes the date between 185-173 B*0* See,^History
of Pine Art in India and Ceylon, p*30*
3,
dancing girls to the right of the child has raised her
clenched left hand above her shoulder, and her right hand
1* 2. 
in PatSkS Mudra* She wears an elaborate turban, and a 
3*
waist-cloth, its outer edge being gathered in a continuous
succession of equal sized stiff folds* A six-stringed
4* 5*
beaded girdle (mekhala) adorns her waist and a ch&nnavira
1* *Pat£ka is formed when the fingers are raised, and 
the thumb is a little bent** Bharatiya Nafyaiftstram
XX* 18* C .K f ^  J e<Xi J
£
2* According to Coomara^ramy the turbans at Bharhut,
«toeem to be made of flowered muslin, and are always 
arranged to shew a large round ball of the seme material, 
in front* above the forehead* like a crest; the muslin 
is bound up with the hair of which a good deal can be 
seen** The Buddhafs Hair and Qpwn, J*H*A*S* 1928, 
p.819* Q* Curtius also observed the head-dress of the
Hindus* *They wind rolls of muslin round their heads* 
(Tit* Alexand** Till* 9). Quoted by Cunningham in 
fThe Stupa of Bharhutf * p*32_* Even as late as the 7th 
century such turbans were common* Thus Bana while 
describing the dress of the princes says, *0n their heads 
they wore turban wraps with large swastika knots fastened 
in the centre of their foreheads* and resembling huge 
mystic seals** Harfa-oarita, tr* by Cowell, pp*91-92.
3* The women at Bharhut wear wdst-cloths reaching very
little below the knees* In Central India, including 
Bharhut* the safl is still worn like a dhoti*
4* _The girdle has various romes in Sanskrit!* Mekhala,
Kane I, SaptakX, Has ana, Sayhsana, Sakkarl, Kaksa, Kafieut]
and KafTtra* According to Bharata, however, there are 
only four kinds of girdlest* KSncI with one string, 
Mekhala_with eight strings* Rasana with sixteen strings 
and Kalapa with twenty five strings* BhSratlya Natyalas 
tra* XXX, 30*
5* *Xt is a sort of double XajnopavXtas which start# from
both the shoulders* descend# across the body both in fronl 
and back* and is^Joined by a sort of medallion at their 
Junction in front** G*N. Rao* Khfiy n.n anara t The 
Journal of the Mythic Society, Jan. 1919* p*130.
4*
1*
her cheat* and she also mars bracelets (kankapa) and 
2.
anklets *
A second dancer* to the left of the Child* stands
in the same attitude* only the order of her hands is reversed.
Her head--dress consists of a veil falling down the back. A
third dancer^ above the first* has raised both her hands in
PatakS Mudra*. to her face^ while a fourth stands in the same
pose as the dancer in front (on the right) except that the
pose of the hands is also reversed* Immediately next to the
3.
principal dancer^on the left^ is seated a female drummer;
her hair is arranged in two long plaits* which hang down as
*
low as the waist. A second musician is playing upon the 
cymbal (ghapfcS) Three other masieians are playing on
1. In Hindi bracelets are designated as KanganS* the 
corrupt form of Kankapa. If the bracelet has small bells 
attached to it* it is Chanda.
2. The&anklets ytf* formed of spiral coils or consecutive 
circles of gold. Cunningham has reproduced a specimen 
of a separate anklet* with a row of bells* such as were 
worn by the Apsarasas and dancing girls. The plain 
circular ring nowadays is called KapH. The circular 
ring with a thick chain is sfikapa and the circle with a 
row of small bells is named ghugaru. Cunningham* The 
Stupa of Bharhut* p.39.
^Ms is •
3. Ife^s one of the foxms of m&rdala or mfdanga. It is 
a short-necked bottle shaped drum; a piece of parchment 
being stretched over the top* which is tightened by the 
leather braces interlaced rtpnd the shell. Its shape is 
somewhat similar to the modem diya tab la* though the 
braces do not enclose the small blocks of wood* which* in 
the t&bla are either pushed nearer to or further from 
the head which is being tuned.
51*
seven-stringed harps (parivadini), while another group of 
three is heating time with their hands*
There are two interesting points to he noticed in 
this dancing scenej t one heing the appearance of a small
dancing hoy who is also to he found in dancing scenes at
2 . Vfcu, /
AmarSvatl, and^secondly» the use of turhan, a male head-dress, 
hy the chief dancing girl, is reminiscent of the modern garehC 
dance of MahSragfrra, in which a nautoh girl always wears a 
male head-gear»
1* It is said in the Ifahahharata, that songs were sometimes 
accompanied hy a lute or lyre called sapta-tantrl vipa, 
Hopkins, The Great Epic of India, p.365* In the Uahajanaka,
Jataka the seven-stringed vIpS is mentioned* "Tuning my 
heart in solitude, as one might tune a a even-stringed lute*" 
The J&taka, ed* hy Go we 11, Vol. VI* p»30« This seven- 
stringed vlpa is called parivSdinl in the Amarakoda t + 
•Saptabhip parivSdinl*, Colehrooke, Sanskrit Dictionary or
' Amarakoda, p.45, Serfin^ore, 1825* This vip& was played 
with a plectrum, held between the forefinger and the thumb.. 
It remained in use up to the time of the Guptas* Samudra 
Gupta is represented on the king and lyre types of coin 
playing on such a harp* J*A*S*3* IV, 63?*^.£*39, fig.26.
It is also represented in the sculptureafrom a Stupa near 
Goli Village in the Guntur District* See Buddhist Sculpture 
from a StGpa near Goli village, Guntur District,(PI*VI, friei 
No* 20, A YakfT is playing on a seven stringed haxp^
T.H. Bamachandran, Bulletin of the Madras Oort. Hus. 192$.
2. Fergus son, Tree and Serpent Worship, Pl» LX.
3. Indian Antiquary, XIII, 166.
6*
Another dancing scene is related to the worship
•
of the BSrlrika or bodily relics of the Buddha. The
sculpture is on the comer pillar of the Western Gateway and
depicts the worship of the oujLa-mapi relic* On the right
2 *
there is a palace inscribed Vijayanta Paaade, or the "Palace 
of Victory"! beside the palace there is a domed temple 
enshrining the *Holy Relic1* This building is duly labelled! 
Sudham Devasabha Bhagavato Oupamaho, f the Head Ornament 
of the Buddha in the Holy Assembly of the Devas1 • Below this
1. According to m. Buddhist legend quoted by Sunningham from 
 ^ Spence Hardy*s Eastern lionachism (pp.212-216) /the Buddha 
declared to Ananda that there are three kinds of objects to 
' be worshipped! SSrlrjka, UddeAika, and ^arlbhogika. The 
first class consists of the bodily relics of Buddha, such 
as bones after burning, and also cuttings of hair and nail* 
The St&pa of Bharhut, p*107*
2* CugamahK or the "Great Head-dress" was more usually 
known as C5$£mapi, or the head-omament, which cosg>rised 
the hair as well as the head-dress of Prince Siddhartha. 
When the Future Buddha reached the opposite of the
- river Anauma, he out off his hair exclaiming that if he 
were destined to a Buddhaahip the hair was to remain in the 
air* See Legends of the Burmese Buddhism, p*60. Quoted 
by Cunningham in *The Stupa of Bharhut*, p*109*
Dr* Commaraswamy quotes two very interesting legends in 
this connection* The first is from the Mahfivastut "How 
can I retain this eQ$5? And the Bodhisattva having cut off 
the cu$S with his sword, it was received and worshipped by 
Bakra, t#e chief of the gods, and it is called ouflfcnaha" 
Senart, Mahavastu, II, pp*165-16d* The second legend is 
from the retain this cSfla?
And^cuttingcast/tp the winds* It was received by the 
gods of the TrfiyastrimAa heavens, with intent to worship 
it, e^ nd even to this day the o3£amaha is honoured by the 
TrlyastrimAa gods* There, too, a temple (oaitya) was 
built* And even to this day it is known as that of the 
Reception of the Crest-Relio (ou£a pratigraha)"
Lefmann, Lalitavistara, I, 225, 21 (Ch. XV) . Coomarasway 
*The Buddha * s Hair and Gown, J.R.A.S. 1928, p*8M«^l.
7<
- a group of eleven Apsar&es la d&nolng and playing on musical
instruments* The chief of the Devas is seated on the
ground floor wearing the usual turban and ornamentsf with
two Apsarases seated on either side; their heads adorned
with veils and their bodies with ornaments* On the left is
. a dancing girl with her right aim stretched down in Karihasta
1»
(Gajahasta) IfudrS and her left arm raised to her ear - a
characteristic pose of the modern nautch used at the beginning
of the dance* She wears a waist-cloth and ornaments* and
her face is decorated with tattooings, or, as seems more
* 2*
probable patrabhanga. A second dancing girl holds her left
CO -f-o
1* According to G* N* Rao "it.denotes the arm and hand 
thrown forward* and held straight like a stick or like the 
trunk of an elephant*" Elements of Hindu Iconohraphy,
Yol* I* p*16* '
2* Cunningham regards the patrabhangas to be tattooings*
The Stupa of Bharhut* pp*39-40* But it is probable that 
they represent various decorative designs used by the women 
~ of ancient India to paint tha^ ir faces* The BuddhS* had 
expressly forbidden the bhikkunls to indulge in such a 
luxury* Thus; "Au bhikkhuni was not allowed ‘io anoint her 
face* nor to rub ointment on to her face* nor to put eSnam 
to her face* nor to smear red arsenic to her face* nor to 
paint her body* nor to paint her face* nor to paint her body 
and face** Cullavagga* X* 10* 3* VStsyfiyana includes the 
method of painting the face as one of the sixty four kalSs*
- KSmasutra* Benares edition* K&lidasa refers to the
custom of painting designs on the arms and cheeks of both 
sexes* In the Raghuvamfa it is said that Baghn planted an 
arrow on the arm of Indra* "on which Saci* his wife* had cad 
many leaf-like figures in paint* (as a token of her love>" 
Baghuvsmtfa* 111*55* Tr* by G*R* Handargikar* Bombay 1891*
At another place TjhijLe praising Kffkutstha* Sunanda says that 
with his arrows he^endered the cheeks of the Asura females 
devoid of amorous paintings* Ibid* YI* 72* t 3310 method 
of executing such painting is also desdlribed*-V "Then they
Continued on next page
8.
hand, above the shoulder , and has raised the right, in Pataka
Mudra, to her cheek. The attitude of a third dancer is the
same as that of the first* A fourth has raised both the
hands in Pataka Mudra to her cheeks* A musician, seated
on the right, is beating the cymbal (ghapfa) with a stick,
while three others are singing* A fifth is drumming while
1*
two others are playing the harps*
XXX % XXX XXX
Upon the Sanohl hill stand the ancient Buddhist
stupas commonly known as the Bhilsa Topes, the sculptured
Gateways, railings and pillars of which afford some of the
finest examples of Indian art* The history of SSnchI begins
during the reign of Adoka, the Maurya Emperor, in the third
century B*G*, and cowers a period of nearly fourteen hundred
years, thus synchronizing with the rise and fall of Buddhism 
2*
in India* However, San chi was at its greatest during the
period of the Xndhras who supplanted the ^ungas or Kapvaa in
3 *
or about 70 B.C. It was under the patronage of this dynast;
Footnote continued from previous page:
finished the application of cosmetics,to his body with sanda 
perfumed with musk, and paintedjfigures of leaves streaked 
with yellow pigments on his body*" Ibid^-^BtT 2d*
Sometimes Suklagaru was used before the designs were actuall; 
drawn* The Birth of the War-God, p*69, London, 1853*
- 1* Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut* ?(-.
2* Marshall, Guide to Saif chi, p*7*
3* Ibid, p* 12*
9that the four Gateways of the Great Stupa at SanchT were
1.
erected*. These Gateways are the works of accomplished
artists, who could render the varied movements of the human
body with surprising ease* The subject of the various panels
are governed by story-telling intentions and the details from
the life of ancient India are depicted with astounding
fidelity* These sculptures visualise before our eyes a
world full of gay creatures, eating, drinking and making
merry* In such a world dancing and music were the chief
amusements of the people, and there*age many brilliant dancing
scenes^to be found there*
It is obvious that during this period dancing and
music were common features at the worship of the gods* In
the upper bas-relief, on the inside of the right hand pillar
2*
of the Northern Gateway , is depicted the worship of the Stupa
3.
symbolising the death of Buddha* Above the Stupa are hovering
1* V* Smith fixes their date between 70 B*C* and 1 A«D* 
History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, p*34. According 
to Codrington they belong to late 1st century B*C* An 
Introduction to the Study of Hedieval Indian Sculpture, p*17
2* Halsey, Sanchi and its Remains, Plate X*
3* The Stupa symbolises the death of Buddha, though
according to Foucher, "the people were pleased to level 
all the seven Buddhas by representing them at one time by 




four kinnaras and kinnaris, two on either side,with garlands
in their hands* On either aide of the Stupa stand two
worshippers with various requisites of the ritual* They
wear close-fitting tunics* and shoes somewhat like Grecian 
2.
sandals* Their hair is gathered at the hack of the head
and bound up by ribbons* In the foreground there are two
rows of dancers and musicians* The first row consists of
seven men standing on either side with a dancer in the middle
3.
who has raised his folded hands (Anjali Mudra) above his head* 
The musician to his right holds a harp-like instrument* and 
the others on the same aide have raised their slightly bent
1* Kinnaras* "The lower part of the body is that of a bird 
on which the hips of the human form cure set; the bushy 
. tail intended for that of a peacock, is treated decorat- 
ively* On the relief they appear flying from both sides 
towards the holy-places - stupas* foot-prints and sacred 
trees, etc*, and are hanging offerings upon these objects 
of worship — flowers* strings of beads, etc* and then ^  
frequently accompany the human worshippers (men and women) 
of the under part of the relief*" Grunwedel, Buddhist 
Art in India, p*42* in,
Apollonius of Tyna mentions the people of N*W*F* 
wearing sandals made out of the fibre of p a p y r u s S e e *  
Priaulx* Indian Travels of Apollonius of Tyna, J*R*A*S. 
Vol* XVII* p*76*
Anjali Mudra is degined by Bharata as the pose in 
which two Pataka hands are joined pain to palm* By 
rqising this Mudra to the chest* face and forehead the 
Devaa* elders and friends are saluted*
BhSfatlya Nafryadastram, IX* 128-130*
rv
11*
legs to keep time with the music* The second row consists
entirely of the musicians* Beginning from the left, two are
1, 2. 
blowing recurved horns, a third is playing a double-pipe, a
fourth is beating a small drum (d£olkl)^a fifth is playing
3 • ^
a bigger drum (dhola), a sixth upon the cymbal (ghapfa), and
the last is a harpist* Prom their dress and the mode of
doing the hair^ these men have been identified as foreigners,
1*. Such types of horns are known as Nayasimhas in Northern 
India* The oldest were probably buffalo horns* Nowadays 
they are chiefly used in Nepal and Madras by people 
belonging to the low castes* They are shaped as the 
letter S and are four to five feet in length* In the 
Sanglta^ratnakara four kinds of horns are mentionedt 
1* kahala, cow-horn or instrument of that shape;
2* tup£ukinl, furnished with a snout, (3) cukka and 
4* Synga* SangTtaratnakara, VI, 11*
2* Captain Bay regards this instrument as somewhat similar 
to the tibiajppares of the Romans* “But the tibiag-pares 
axe there shown without the capistrum or cheek bandage, and 
it is also known that this instrument was also used by the 
Creeks* 14 is worthy of note that a form of tibiaji-pares 
is still common in Northern India, where it consists of a 
flute-a-bec,® See Music and Musical Instruments of Southern 
India, p * 100»
3* “It is made out of wood hewn out of solid* The heads ar< 
made of skin and are stretched up by hoops fastened to the 
shell and strained by interlaced thongs of leather bound 
round the shell*11 Popley, The Music of India, p*l22*
4* These people bear a strong physical resemblance with two 
figures mounted on horned lions in the Eastern Gateway* 
Grunwedel calls them foreigners on the ground of some 
physical peculiarities, such as the coarse shape of head, 
woolly hair, etc* The people in this relief sire obviously
of the same race* Grunwedel, Buddhist Art in India, p*34*
‘ Fergus son suggests that these men came from Afghanistan or 
some country near it* His arguments are based on two 
observations (a) their close resemblance with the Human
figure, in the Gruriinftva sculptures, and (b) being foreigner!
0 -v J 4.
Continued on next page
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At SanchI, nautch seems to have been a favourite
form of amusement very much patronised by the court# On
the outside of the right hand pillar of the Eastern Gateway*.
2 #
is depicted a dancing scene# Indra ia seated comfortably in
the centre holding a vajra in his right hand and a goblet in
3.
the left* Behind him stand two umbrella and ca^urI-bearers .
On the left is seated a second Deva obviously of some
Ik* m
v importance, for he is also attended by^caurl and umbrella 
bearers* On the right a dance is in progress in which two 
dancing girls and musicians are taking part* One of the 
dancers has extended both her hands and averted her face.
Footnote 4* continued from previous cage*
they did not bring their women with them* Tree and 
Serpent Worship, pp*135-136* Anderson identifies them 
as members of some Himfilayan tribe, because of the close 
resemblance of their musical instruments and dress, with 
the clothes and musical instruments of some HimS£ayan 
tribe of the present day* Catalogue and Handbook of the 
Archaeological collections in the Indian Museum, Vol*I* 
pp* 173-174*
• 1* Grunwedel, Buddhist Art in India, p*17*
2* Foucher identifies the four scenes on the right hand
pillar with the scenes of Buddhist paradise - the dwelling 
place of the Four Great Kings, the Guardians of the four 
points, the thirty-three gods, those ruled by Yama, the 
satisfied (tufita) gods and of MSra, etc* The Beginnings 
of Buddhist Art, p*71, and pp*91-92* Grunwedel identifies 
the central figure with Indra, because of his well known 
v ritual sceptre (vaiva). 4 Buddhist Art in India, p*38*
Indra1 s thunderbolt s  often referred to in the Jataka 
stories* See MahSsil&va JStaka, JStaka, Vol.X, p*130*
3* The caurl was one of the five emblems of the royalty
(raj a - kakudSn 1); the others being the sword, umbrella, crown
Continued on next page*
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while the other has stretched, her right hand in Pataka
Mudra above her shoulder, and is touching the shoulder with
the left* A harpist, a drummer^and a cymbal"player are
seated on the floor*
Another musical performance, probably a part of
some festival, adorns the Western Gateway (second compartment 
1*
from the top). It represents the tree-worship, the tree
2* 3*
symbolising Yidvabhu, in which the actors are a Naga king
Footnote 3 continued from previous page*
and shoes* In Burma also the five articles of regalia 
were - crown (mako), sceptre (thanlyet), sandal (cenin) 
and caurl* Penzer, The Ocean of Story, Yol* V* p*175 
and the Indian Antiquary XXXI, pp.442-444* In the 
Nigrodha Jataka the five symbols of royalty are sword, 
parasol, diadem, slippers and fan.* JStaka, Yol. I£p*25* 
For further information on this subject See Tawney, Some 
Indian Methods of Bleating Kings. Pro* |J.y.A.s2 wov.1891, 
pp.135-138. A
1* Maisey, San chi and its Remains, Pl.XXIII, fig.I.
2* Bach of the traditional Buddhas had his own Bodhi-tree, 
those of the last seven Buddhas being the followings 
1* Yipadyin (P. Yip as sin), Pa£alX 
2. Sikhin (P* feikhjn). PupjLarlka (white lotus)
3* Yidvabhu (P. Vassabhu). Sala (ihorea robusta)
4* Kanakamuni (P* kopagamana). Udumbara 
5* Krakucchandra (P* kakusandha) Sirija
6. Kadyapa (P* kassapa) Nyragrodha
7. Gautama (P* Gotama) Pippala tree Ficus ^  ladieak^i^/w. 
Ficus religiosa* *Tha Beginning of Buddhist Art* p*104, and 
Cunningham, *The Stupa of Bharhut* pp. 107-108*
3. The Jf&gas are those mythical beings who had power to 
assume human forms* They are enfabled to reside in the 
water of the springs, lakes, etc* watching over treasures, 
causing rain and spreading certain maladies* They are 
the subjects of Yirupakfa, as well as NSgan&tha and 
NfigabhSfapa. Mucohalinda, the Chief of the NSgas, had 
great respect for Buddha. Grunwedel, Buddhist Art in 
India, pp*43-44.
14*
and his eleven female attendants* The central male figure
has five hoods , the women only one* He holds a lotus
flower (Ulakavmala) in his right hand* On the left stand
two attendants with a caurl and wine goblet (surahl), while
three other womenprobably ladies of the court, are eating
and drinking* On the right is a group of five musicians
and a danseuse with her left hand raised above her shoulder
1*
in Ardhaoandra Mudra, and the right in Pataka* She wears
v^a waist-cloth, an orhani falling down the back and ornaments
2*
which consist of ring-shaped earrings (tarakl), necklace 
3*
(hEra) , anklets and bracelets* The musicians are playing
4*
-on drums (flhola), harps (paxivadinl) and flutes (vaoidl)
Above the tree, on either side are flying a pair of devas and
1* “The thumb of the PatSkS hand is outstretched* * The 
Mirror of Gesture, p*2§»
2* The great metal, wood or horn discs (MalaySlam, takka, 
Tamil, Xakkei, Hindi tafakl) . The Nayara of Malabar are 
very fond of them* Grunwedel, Buddhist Art in India,p*3ft*
3* These necklaces sure known in Sanskrit as lambana and 
lalantika or ,dallierst because they dallied between the 
breast of the women* Por the same reason they are known 
mohanam&lE or the rbewitching garland** Cunningham,
The Stupa of Bharhut• * p*36*
v 4* The flute has various names in Sanpkrit, such as vanfia,
» pava, pSvika, mu^all, madhukarl* Sanglta Ratnakara, Vi,it* 
In these days flute is known as Pillagovl, Algols and 
Basurl* It is made of bamboo* u. :
15*
devls mounted on winged lions and gryphons - the males on 
lions and the females on gryphons*
XXX XXX XXX
Seen a casual visitor to the British Museum cannot
hut he impressed hy the grand display of the marble railings
and bas-reliefs from Amarivatl arranged in a rather
haphazard fashion on both sides of the grand staircase*
Sew * however* realise that these fragments are the remains of
a mighty culture which is completely lost to us*
In the small town of Amar&vatX* on the south bank
of the KrishnK* in the Guntur District* Madras* there stood
2*
even in the eighteenth century a Great Stupa* It serves
no purpose to relate the woeful tale of its callous dastruo-
2,
tion at the hands of a local v^emindar* It is sufficient 
to say that the fragments which have heen saved indicate the 
greatness of their dimly known civilization. The Amaravati 
sculptures are truly the finest examples of early Indian art* 
*It would he idle to exaggerate the luxurious beauty or the 
technical proficiency of the Amaravati reliefi; this is the
1* This bird is known as Garuga or Suparpa and is recognised 
as the King of the birds and deadly enemy of the snakes* 
Buddhist Art in India* pp*48-49*
2. According to V* Smith the Stftpa belongs to some date 
between 150-200 A.D. History of Fine Art in India and 
Ceylon* p*47* Codrington places the Amarfvatl Sculptures 
in the 2nd and 3rd centuries A*D* An Introduction to the 
Study of the Medieval Indian Sculpture* pp* 16-17*




most voluptuous ftnfl the most delicate flower of Indian
1. ^  
sculpture** Centuries of observation of^human figure
passing under various conditions had given the sculptors of
Amaravati a wonderful felicity in expression. To these
artists man was the most beautiful creation of the Gtod, and
they took great pains to depict the various phases of his
lifef^ his pleasures and pains, his amusements and distractions
They revelled in the beauties of a man's life ~ the man as
king, courtier, dancerbeggar. The dignified mien of
royalty, the stately deportment of the ladies of the court,
the religious ecstasy of the devotees, and over and above all
*J *-
the sawying of the dancing girls^ are all rendered with the
greatest skill.
One of the most important medallions from AmarfivatX
2.
depicts a music party in which many women take part. Here
two Royal figuresy are seated on a beautifully carved bench
r • -My*-
(sattango). The prince seated on the left has his right 
foot on the bench, and the le£t rests on a foot-stool (pada
plfham). He wears a waist-oloth and a knotty turban. He
1. Coomaraswamy, History of Indian & Indonesian Art,pp.70-71i
2.^ Ferguason, Tree and Serpent Worship, FI. IXII. The 
^Medallion is now in the British ifuseum marked NoJ2 on the
grand Stair-case.
3. In the Cullavagga different kinds of seats are enumerated. 
They aret * A rectangular# chair (A asandiko) — an arm chair 
(ukkakam) - a sofa (sattango) - a sofa with arms to it -
a state chair (bhaddapTjham) — a cushioned chair (pi£hika) - 
a chair raised on a pedestal (elakap&dakapIfrham) — a chair 
with many legs (amalaka^vantikaplfham) -ca board (to reclini 
on (phalakam) — a cane bottomed chair (kofcldiam) — and a strai
Cullavagf
17.
also wears ornaments that are far fewer in number than at
Bharhut or SanchI but more refined and delicately moulded*
They consist of disc-shaped earrings (tarakl), heavy bangles
(kankana) and armlets resembling the coil of serpent (an&nta)
The second prince holds a lotus flower (lUakamala) in hie
right hand* Behind them stand a number of female attendants
with all the insignia of royalty in their hands* One holds
a caurl, two others stand with crescent-shaped emblems, while
a fourth stands with crossed arms in the middle of the groiqp
and is probably,a hand-maid* Seated on stoolst on either
side of the princes , are two ladies of the court as they
themselves are served by attendants standing behind them*
The costume and ornaments of all these women are practically
the same - waist-cloths suspended from fat sones;veils, armlets
bracelets and anklets* In the foreground is being performed
a concert by eighteen women* On the left a musician is
1.
blowing a conch-trumpet * a second is beating a small drum
2.
($uggi) pressed closely to her body with her left arm, and 
a third is clashing a pair of cymbals* In another group
1* The Bhe 11-trumpet also appears at Bharhut injmonkey and 
elephant scenes* This instrument has a conch fastened at 
the end of a pipe* Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, 
p*126* Plate XXXIII, figs* 2 & 3.
2* A small cup shaped drum with parchment stretched over 
its face*
18.
three musicians axe beating drums (ghola), three are playing
1. /^ - 2* 
harps (parivadinl) , a seventh is playing^surnal and others
are playing on instruments of unknown nature. In the
centre , a woman, standing with her back turned towards the
audience, seems to be the leader of the concert. In front
of her, with one foot on a stooly is the prima donna
accompanying herself with a harp. Two other girls, probably
3.
dancers, are seated on the left.
1. Captain Bay compares these harps with the Persian 
quanun - *a kind of dulcimer, strung with gut or wire 
strings, and played upon by plectra fastened to the fingers 
of the performers.* According to Bay this is a primitive 
form of the KatyayanI and YTpa. f The Music and Musical 
Instruments of South India,* p.102*
2. Surnal (Mukhavlpa, Sruti, NSgasara). “It is a reed 
instrument with a conical bore enlarging downwards. It is 
usually pierced in twelve holesp the upper seven of which 
are alone employed for fingering, the others are stopped 
or otherwise with wax.* Bay, p. 147. Nagasara and 
Mukha-vlpa are accompanied by the Sruti which forms a kind 
of drone bass.
3. According to Pergusson these dancers and musicians are 
foreigners. *Tree and Serpent Worship,1 p.198. It is
v probable that they may be yavanls* who werejemployed by 
the kings in ancient India to guard their person.
Levi, Le Theatre Indien* p.126. According to Banerjee,
quoting from Strabo and others, "Young female musicians 
of Western origin were articles of isport, and these, the 
Greek merchants offered With musical instruments to the 
kings of that part of Gujfrat (vide iPeriplus of the 
JSrythrean Sea, p.49}» The forerunner of Columbus,
Budoxus of Cysicus (circa 130 B.C.) on setting out from 
Gade8 to go to India, shipped as cargo ‘Mousika paidia 




Another dancing scene of devotional character, in
1.
which hoth men and women take part is depicted at Amaravatl*
Five men in the centre are seen dancing energeticslly/ with
2*
a begging bowl of Buddha*. In front of them seventeen men 
wearing various kinds of lovely head-dresses and waist-cloths 
are also dancing spiritedly* The women are in the back­
ground behind the tray-beaxers• Among them in the centre/ 
stands a man of some rank* probably the conductor of the 
ceremony. It is remarkable, however* that there are no 
musicians in this scene*
Another important dancing scene from Amarfivatl» 
represents a certain kind of dance* which is somewhat similar 
to the dance of Na$ar&j.a, depicted in Hindu Sculpture at a 
later date* Here the king, or in all probability, a 
Bodhisattva, with a halo round his head* is seated on a high- 
backed chair (bhaddaplfham) between two ladies of the court* 
He is surrounded by the inmates of his palace; some seated,
1* Fergusaon* Tree and Serpent Worship* PI* LXXIII, fig.2* 
Codrington* Ancient India, Pl*25* In this scene there are 
twenty-two male dancers* twenty-two women with a male 
figure in the centre* and four dwarfs*
2* The begging bowls are included in the paribhogika relics 
of Buddha*. These relics consist of the personal possessions 
of Buddha* such as his girdle* his alms bowl, his bathing 
robe* his drinking vessel* his seat or throne* Spence 
Hardy, Eastern IConachism, pp*212-216*
3* According to Pergusson* this scene is the representation 
of some tribal dance* Tree and Serpent Worship, p*212*
20*
some standing , tut all gathered to witness the danoe
performed by six male dancers divided into two groups in the
oentre of the circle. In one of the groups the central
1.
figure is akimbo (ka$yava lambda ita hasta) 9 and his knees are 
bent a little. A second dancer has extended his right 
hand in Ga^ahasta Mudra, and the left in Pataka MudrS, 
raised to the shoulder. His left thigh is crossed over the 
right, and thus poised he is dancing. In the second group 
the central figure stands erect* with both hands raised to 
the level of his shoulders. A second dancer has h e M  aloft 
his left hand, and raised the right to the chest. His right 
leg is bent forward and the left held back. Some female 
musicians are seated on the left. Two of them are playing 
drums held under their arms, a third is playing on three
drums simultaneously, and the rest are playing am pipe, harps
2. A
Cparivadinl) and lute (vlpa).
 ^1. i^afyS-Talam-bita has tat "In this (pose) the arm is let 
down so as to hang by the side of the body, and the hand is 
made to rest on the loin^ indicating thus a posture of eaaej 
G.H. Rao, Element of Hindu Iconography, Yol.I. i, p. 16.
2* It is probably for the first time in Indian sculpture 
that we come across the lute. This lute has a pear- 
shaped lower end, the neck being narrow with the tuning 
pegs at the top. This instrument, however, was not an 
innovation. The Aitareya Arapyaka states that the 
instrument was onoe cowered with hairy skin, and it con­
sisted of the following parts* Siras (neck); udara 
(cavity); ambhapa (sounding board); tantra (string); 
and vfidana (plectrum) Aitareya Xrapyaka, III, 2,5.
' Keith & Hacdondi, Vedic Index. H , y. 3 \lo.
21.
Another important scene at Amaravatl depicts a
1.
nautch performed by a single danseuse* Here the Bodhisattva 
is seated with a halo round his head. In front of him are 
seated two ladies of the court * while the other inmates of
the harem are witnessing the dance* The nautch girl seems
to be dressed in a cut and sewn garment* reaching below the 
knees* She is holding a scarf in her hands. Some musicians 
are seated and others standing around her* One is clashing 
cymbals* a second is beating drums (phola)* a third is playing 
the lute (*Ip£) and a fourth the pipe (vamdl)*
xxx: xxx xxx
Situated on the banks of the Jamuna* the city of
Mathura once rivalled in glory the city of Benares. Its
importance in the eyes of the Vaijpavas is very great sxnoe it
is the birth place of Krishna. Brom the point of view of
Indian archaeology also its importance cannot be overlooked.
Mathura is the chief find-spot where sculptures belonging to
2.
the age of the ku^Sns have been excavated in abundance*
1* Bergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship* P1*IX*
2* The Chronology of the t^ufans is still a point of contro­
versy among the scholars* Smith assigns 78 A.D. as the 
date of accession of Kani^ka (A History of Bine Art in 
Indian and Ceylon* p*39)j while Sten Konow takes it to be 
128-129 A.D* Jdpigraphia Indies* XIX, pp*l-15.
22.
There le a relief in the M&thurS Museum depicting 
U
dancing and music. On the inside of this sculpture a
musical performance is depicted in which four female dancers
are taking part. On the left one is dancing with her right
hand akimbo (kafyavalai&bita) and the left held aloft. A
second has raised her right hand touching the forehead, and
the left is akimbo, while a third has also raised her right
hand in Pataka Mudra to the leYel of the shoulder, and the
left akimbo. In the foreground , to n't ha right, two female
musicians are seated on low stools with their backs turned
towards the audience, while a third is playing on a harp
(p&riva-dinl) . They wear beaded waietcloths, and their
ornaments consist of armlets, bracelets, anklets, circular
earrings (tarakl) ^ and necklace5 (mohana^mfilfi). Their
coiffures are done in the same way as at Hharhut, where the
mass of hair is gathered at the back and plaited in two long
2.
rolls hanging down the wait.
XXX XXX XXX
1. Vogel, J.Ph. La Sculpture de Mathura, Are Asiatics. 
Vol. XV., PI* XLVX(b).
2. This dancing scene bears a very strong resemblance with 
v the music and scene on the i^Atavitatru Pillar at Bharhut.
The St Spa of hharhut, PI. XVI.
23*
Not far from Hhuvanedv^ar stand the sandstone hills
known as Ddaya^giri, Khapflagiri and Nllagiri, honeycombed with
the Jain oaves* Amongst these* from the point of view of
1*
sculpture^i&nXgumpha is most important* This cave consists 
of two storeys facing the west, and two wings occupying the 
sides of a courtyard* In both storeys facades of the cells 
are rich in pilasters and highly ornate friezes* illustrating 
episodes from the Jain mythology which have not yet been
2*
identified* In the upper storey a dancing scene is depicted*
A very stout person is seateiLon a chair attended by hand- 
maids* one of whom holds a bowl in one hand and a spoon in the 
other* The man* on account of his heavy pectoral muscles* 
may be mistaken for a female* but after a careful scrutiny 
it will be seen that those "muscles are not thejeampact
hemispheres which the sculptor has given to all the women in v
3 * St* —
the other parts of the frieze*11 Three other female attendants 
one of whom has her hands round his neck* In the foreground 
three musicians are seated j one of whom has raised her
1* There is a great controversy about the date of 
RanTgumpha Cave* Fergusson and Burgess assign it a date 
somewhere between 200 and 150 B*C* The Cave Temples of 
India* p*63* V* Smith assigns it a post San chi period,
A.History of Fine Art in India & Ceylon* p*38*
Dr* Commaraswamy places the dates of Ananta* RanX and 
Ganedagumphas between 150 and 50 B*C* History of Indian 
and Indonesian Art * pp*38~n*
* 2* Kajendralal Mitra* The Antiquities of Orissa* Yol.XI* P1*X
3* Mitra* The Antiquities of Orissa* II*p*$*
24*
ola&ped hands (Anjali Mudralabove her head, a second is 
playing the harp (parivadinl), while a third is beating a 
drum* Three female dancers are also dancing in the back­
ground, but their figures are very much obliterated*.
Another dancing scene of nauteh character is
X*
depicted in the lower storey of Hanl-Gumpha where several
nautch girls are dancing and playing on musical instruments*
The chief danseuae wears a waist-cloth, and a scarf tied
round the waist, both ends of which are hanging down* She
has raised the right hand in Pataka; and extended her left
hand to the level of the shoulder* She has also bent
2 *
forward her right leg and retracted the left* * musician, 
kneeling to the right, is clashing cymbals, a second has raised 
her hands to strike the drum while^a harpist and a flute- 
player stand behind her*
YTY TTY TTT
3.
Dancing depicted in the Gandhara sculptures is
1* Mitra, The Antiquities of Orissa, II*pl*XIV*
2* This is technically known as all^ha attitude* In this 
pose the right knee is advanced and the left leg retracted* 
Mbnier Williams Sanskrit English Dictionary, p*130* Accord­
ing to Bharata it was used “in heroic and terrible sentiments 
conversation, wrestling, seeing the enemy, and discharging th< 
^ weapons •* Bharatiya, Ma^ya^^&stram, XX, 6 8,-6$*
3* The country from which these sculptures come can be 
described in general terms as North-Western Frontier 
comprising the District of PeshSwar, the valley of the K&bul 
river, Swat, Buner, as well as the modern portion of the 
PanjSb between the Indus and the Jhelum* As regards their 
dates there is great controversy among the scholars*
Continued on next page*
25 *
obviously Indian in form and spirit* Tbs musicians use
Indian instruments, and the graceful movement of the dancers,
though not so lively and vigorous as at Amaravatl.ia dignified*
1. ?
A beautiful bas-relief from Gandhara , now in the
Lahore Museum,depicts episodes from the life of Buddha*
The upper panel of this relief shows Prince Siddhartha
reclining on a couch (phalakam), while his consort Ya£odhara
is seated near his feet* On the right a female musician is
playing on two drums (mpdangas), while next to her is seated
a harpist* A dancing girl on the same side has interlocked
2 *
the fingers of her hands in Karka£a Mudra, while a second, 
ad vanning to her left has extended her right arm forward*
On the left there are also dancing girls, but their figures 
are obliterated beyond recognition*
Another beautiful relief from Gandhfira, in the
Musde Guinet .depicts music and dancing performed before a
NagarSja* He has eight serpent-hoods* His feet rest on a
Continued from previous page*
Voucher dates the beginning in the first or second century 
3*C* (L1 Art Graeco-Bouddhique du Gandhara II, Chap.XV*),
V* Smith takes the period of their growth from the beginning 
of the Christian era to 400 A*D* in which A*D* 50 to 1504*
t 200 A*D* is the period of florescence* A History of Pine
Art in India & Ceylon, pp*52-53»
1* Hargreaves, Buddha StoryJLn Stone, P1.XII* The relief 
was brought from JamSl-Garhi, Yusufzai*
2* Karkafa is defined by Bharata as the pose of the hands in 
which the fingers of one hand are introduced through the 
interspaces of the fingers of the other* Hh&ratlya 
Na£yad£stram, IX* 133 *
3* Haokin, J* Guide Catalogue du Musde Guimet les 
Collections Bouddiques, P1*III, Paris, 1930*

26*
small foot-stool (padapljha)* A dancer on his right has 
raised both her hands above the head and has crossed the 
left leg over the right* A second to his left has lowered 
her right hand and raised the left palm upwards* Next to 
the second dancer stands a female harpist* On the left 
stand three musicians; one playing a lute, a second with 
her legs crossed playing a flute, and a third is playing 
upon a small pair of drums (jLuggls) The musicians and 
dancers have single cobra hoods* The keen sense of 
appreciation stamped on the face of NSga-raja, and the total 
self-forgetfulness of the musicians who are swept away by the 
strains of their own music, have been rendered with consummate 
skill*
k*
Another frieze from Gandhara which once formed
risers of the steps to the Buddhist Stupa at JamSl-GafhX,
 ^Yftsuf z^ai, depicts dancers and musicians* This scene is very
interesting because of certain musical instruments that have
been depicted there* Here seven dancers and musicians are
taking part* The first two are dancing, a third is playing
2 *
a rectangular harp (svaramapflala), fourth and fifth are dancing
1* This frieze is now in the British Museum*
2* This instrument in all probability is the ancestor of
KatyayanX vT££ior svara~-man£ala ? the ancient Indian 
dulcimer said to be invented by Katyayana*
svaramangala is generally made of #ackwood and is three feet 
in length, and one and a half feet in breadth and seven 
inches in height, and it stands on four legs like a piano* 
Wire strings are used and are attached to round pieces of 
wood shaped like chess pods** Popley, The Music of India, 
p*ll§*
27.
a sixth iB playing a drum ($hola), while a seventh a double-




The dawn of the fourth eentury of the Christian era
1f\C
witnessed the rise of^In^erial Guptas who have left their 
undying name in the long and chequered annals of Indian 
history* Clear definition and refinement are the outstanding 
features of Gupt^f art* Images of this period are easy in 
their attitude, and exhibit a new eonoeption of beauty^ which 
in the words of Coomaraswamy, tfis at once serene and energetic, 
spiritual and voluptuous** The early exuberance of Indian 
art was now brought under the constraint of reason, and in the 
details of ornament, in the smooth rendering of drapery4 and 
above all in the varied treatment of the hands and features in 
momentary poke, Gupta art excels its predecessors*
The outstanding festures of dancing as depicted in 
the sculptures and paintings of the Gupta age are the use of 
beautiful UudrSs, and the expression of unceasing motion
coupled with reasoned restraint* The serene dignity of
Ikx
dancing at SanchX, and ^ whirling, vigorous and ecstatic dancing
1 * One of the musicians at SanchX plays the same instrument* 
Baisey, SanchX and its Remains, Plate X*
28.
at Amaravatl combined to give a peculiar charm to the movements 
of the Gupta dancers*
1 *
In the Gupta temple at Deogarh* JhansI, dancing
scenes are depicted on the upper compartment of the aides ahd
2 *
end-stones of the platform* On the left four female
musicians stand on either side of a danseuse* who is dressed
3*
in a cut and sewn garment* fitting tightly over the shoulders 
and 1b open on either side* The musicians are playing upon 
cymbals, drum ^ ahd flute* On the right is depicted the 
beginning of the dance* The danseuse stands in the middle of 
four female musicians^ two on either side* Her right hand is 
raised to the cheat* and the left hanging down the thigh which 
is a little bent*
1* Y. Smith assigns this temple to the first half of the 
k 6th century* 4 History of Fine Art in India & Ceylon* 
pp*79-80* According to Codrington* however* the temple 
belongs to the late 5th century* Ancient India* p*61«
2* Y* Smith* Indian Sculpture of the Gupta Period* 
OstasjLtische Zeitachrift* III* Plate 19*
3* In the age of the Gugtas* the art of tailoring had come 
into existence* Vatsyayana includes it among the sixty four 
kalas undep the nomenclature of slclvayakarma. According 
 ^ to Yadodhara tailoring is of three kinds* namely slvan 
(sewing of coats* etc*); Stana (darning of torn cloths) 
and viracana (making of bed sheet etc*). P.K* Icharya*
Pine Ar£^The Ind. His. (Juar* Yol V. June* 1929* p*200*
The same ^ garment is worn by the dancing girl in the 
MahSjanaka tiataka* Cave I.X^Sbe 'Ajanta1 P1*XIII* and 
by all the danoing girls at Bagh. The Bagh Caves*
Plates* D. B.
29*
Another important dancing scene is sculptured on a
fis
lintel of^Gupta age/now in the Sffrnath Museum* In one of
v ^ 11 c F j •
the bas-rek^tefs a dancing girl is depicted clad in a waist-
cloth* a scarf .falling over her arm* and a frock-like garment.
She also wears/bracelets and a short necklace (kapjha). Her
right hand is in Gajahasta Mudra* and the left in PatakS
Mudra is raised to the level of the shoulder. One of the
musicians on the right is playing a hand drum (karadivadya)
and a second tabors. On the left a third musician is playing
a pipe (vamdl), while a fourth is clashing cymbals.
In another bas-relief of the same linteiL* the dancing
girl stands with her right hand lowered down in Gajahasta Mudra
and the left raised to the chest. On the left is seated a
1. This lintel was excavated by Dr. Marshall in 19<Q8* and 
its four bas-relief8 depict the story of Ksantivadin, 'The 
Preacher of Forbearance.* “The ascetic or this name - in 
reality the future Buddha - bore with greatest patience the
v/most cruel treatment inflicted on him by Kalabu* the King of 
Benares * who* annoyed at the holy man preaching to his dancing 
girls * caused his limbs to be cut off one after the other.
This is dearly shown in one of the bas-reliefs, while in 
another thc^saint is apparently portrayed in his divine stats 
as Bodhisahma^adorned by five worshippers. The remaining 
two evidently represent the king's dancing girls whose regard 
for the old ascetic was the cause of their royal master's 
wrath.* Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at SSrnath, 
pp.2 6 - 2 7 . Plates* XXIII* XXIV* XXVL IBS, frtM "--aud
Pis. XXIVXXVII.
2. This is a peculiar drum shaped like an hourglass. In 
Coorg it is known as edaka or dudi. One end of it is 
beaten by a drum-stick and one by hand. In Malabar a drum 
of this kind is made from a gourd. Pop ley* The Music of 
India* p. 122.
30*
musician clashing cymbals, while another stands playing a 
flute* On the right one of the musicians is playing a flute 
and the other a hand-drum (kara^diradya)*
xxx xxx xxx
The discovery of the Ajap$5 pointings* which are not
the production of a single effort, but the cumulative efforts 
of several centuries, embodying several atyles and tendencies, 
foretold farjreaching consequences in the domain of the 
pictorial art of Asia* These paintings , though damaged to 
a very considerable extent by the ravages of time and the 
vandalism of men^are still among the greatest extant 
monuments produced by Indian genius* It would be idle to 
praise the various beauties of these paintings with regard to 
their clever draughtsmanship, their advanced technique ^  and the 
intensity of emotion* It is remarkable, however, that with 
most simple colours and only with sweeping and sinuous lines,
those painters could execute pictures^ which have not been
surpassed through the centuries*
This school did not confine its activities within 
the four walls of India* With the triumphant march of 
Mahayana Buddhism eastwards, the artistic traditions of 
Ajapfa found their way to the countries converted, and left un­
dying impressions on the wall paintings of Chinese Turkestan.
To this school the beautiful Cave paintings of Tun—Huang owe 
a debt, and beyond doubti silk paintings from Tibet and Central
31.
Asia drew inspiration from this epitome of Indian genius*
As Marshall has aptly said, “this school was the source and 
the fountain-head from which half the art of Asia drew its 
inspiration, and no-one can study their rhythmic composition, 
their instinct ire beauty of linn, the majestic grace of their 
figures, and the boundless wealth of their decorative imagery 
without realising what a far reaching influence they exerted on 
the art, not of India and her colonies alone, but of every
1 .
other country to which the religion of Buddha penetrated.11
The representation of dancing and musical scenes at
Iks
Aja^fa is closely allied with/Gupta bas-reliefs of the same 
nature. In the treatment of the drapery of the danseuse, in 
the delineation of the musical instruments, and above all in 
the use of beautiful Mudras with pretty maniere grace/ the 
artists of AjapfS have closely followed the sculptors of
W
Deogarh, Garhava and Sfirnath.
3 .
An important musical scene is depicted in the Cave XVI] 
The scene is laid amidst the rock and foliage principally of 
the Adoka tree. On the left is to be seen a group of
1 . Bagh Caves* U-
2 . V. Smith assigns circa A.D. 500 as the probable date of 
this cave. A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, p.95* 
Coomaraswamy also agrees with this data# History of Indian 
and Indonesian Art, p.81. Griffiths, Paintings in the 
Buddhist Cave Temples of Ajanfa, PI. 60, and AjantS 
Frescoes, India Society, PIJOXVI*.
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celestial beings flying through the air, with clouds
trailing behind* The principal figure wears a jewelled
headdress, a sword and dagger. He is singing; his left
hand being characteristically raised to his face in the manner
of a modern Indian musician when he starts singing. He is
1.
accompanied by a flying attendant carrying an ektara over his 
shoulder. On the right are four celestial maidens, two 
clashing cymbals, a third is playing a flute while a fourth 
is carrying a casket. Below is a pair of Kiratas or mountain­
eers*, Above, on the ledge of a rock, two Kinnaras are 
clashing cymbals. A little below, among the foliage of the 
Adoka tree, are two monkeys; and on the right two peafowls, 
with blue beaks, white wings and green tails.
Another beautiful nautch scene is depicted in the 
Cave No.l. On the extreme left is visible a gateway in which
1. This is one of the many vlpis described by Garngavdeva* 
They aret _T^ atantrJ[,, nakula, tritantrl, citra-vina,
v/ vipancl, matr^ #ekiva 1 alapinl, kinnarl and pin£kX.
Sang I tara tnakara, VI, 9-10. Ektara is a very primitive 
instrument now chiefly used by beggaa in India. It has an 
open string without frets and is made from a piece of 
bamboo, to the under side of which a large gourd or hollow 
cylinder of wood is attached in the same direction as the 
bamboo, one end being closed by a piece of parchment.• 
Popley, The Music of India, p.112.
2. YazdanI, Ajapfa, PI. X (a)# Left wall of the front 
gallery. According to Coomaraswamy, this cave dates frtxn 
the early seventh century* History of Indian and Indonesian
, Art, p.98. Codrington, however, places all the 4j.ap£a 
caves before the first half of the 6th century. Indian 
Antiquary, £§, p*159.
is seen a pale brown figure. Beyond this gate is a portico
where a male figure with hooked nose appears* Below the
portico is depicted a dwarf female attendant* carrying a tray
of sweets and flowers. Close to her stands a caurl-bearerr?
her body poised in an artistic attitude. She holds a oauri
in her left hand, while with the right hand, in Ka£akS-
1. ♦. 
mudra, she is arranging her hair-ornament. Beyond the
portico is the royal chamber, in which a NSgaraja and his
queen are seated on a throne witnessing a musical performance.
He holds some round object, probably a lotus flower (111a-
kamala), in his right hand, and his left is round the neck of
his consort. The attitude of the king shows that he is
affected with amorous desire. Behind the queen stands a
female dancer with pink complexion, whose features in the
ecstasy of the dance betray the marks of strain. Her eyes
are bulging out) her eyebrows raised and her lips tightened.
She holds a dap£i& in her left hand. Close to the dancer
stands a hand-maid with a pair of sticks (dap£ia) in her right
hand, and a tray of flowers in the other. The principal
danseuse is in the centre, near the feet of the queen, with
her right hand akimbo (kafcya^vaIambita) and the left placed
near it. She is dressed in a blue jacket, and her bangles
1. According to NandikeA^ra, “the forefinger and the middle 
finger are applied to the thumb." The Mirror of Gesture,
P. 3#|.
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(kankana) and coiffure are delineated with great care*
Above her a woman is clashing cymbals, and behind her at some
distance stands a male attendant* To the right of the
musician*three more figures may be seen, one of whom, clad in
a long robe of blue-striped cloth*, the figures of oxen and
1 *
ducks appearing in the texture of the blue stripes, is seated*
A second stands to the right of the letter figure, #iile a
third has twisted her fingers*
Another beautiful saene depicting nautch is
represented between the third and the second cell doors on the 
2 *
left wall* The dancing girl wears a cut and sewn garment
fitting closely to her arms* Her coiffure is adorned with 
3 •
flowers*. while a triangular mukufa adorns her head* Her right
1* In the days of Kalidasa and B&na cloths ornamented with 
floral and animal designs were fairly commonl Thus in the 
KumSrasambhava it is said that the bridal sari of Parwatl 
was decorated with swan-designa* *How shall* thy robe with 
gay flamingos gleaming*. # Griffith*, The Birth of the War- 
god, p»51* In the Raghuvamda, King Atithi, on his 
coronation day, wore a silk garment unto which were woven 
the figures of flamingoes*. Raghpvamda, XVII, 25* Bapa 
refers to similar cloth in the Kadambarl, "his two silken 
garmants, white as the foam of ambrosia, with the pairs of 
hamsas painted in yellow on their hem** Kadambarl, tr* by
C* M* Bidding, p*7, London, 1896*
2* Yazd5.nl, AjapJja, Pis* XII, XIII*
3* This custom of decorating hair with flowers in ancient
times has been very often mentioned by the poets and
dramatists* In the Rtu-aamhara II, 21* Kalidasa refers to 
flower ornaments with which women decorated themselves* In 
the Heghaduta (II,1.75), various flowers used as ornaments 
in different seasons, are enumerated* VStsy&yana includes 
the art of making flower ornaments in his six^y-four kalKs* 
Kamasutra, Benares Edition, pi 34* The women in Subandhu*s 
VSsavadattS were fond of adorning themseJLvea with jasmine 
flowers* Vaaavadatta, tr. by Gray,
35.
1 .
hand* in Bhramara Mudra, has touched the fingers of the left 
which is extended in Ardhaoandra MudrS. To her right, two
women clad in striped and dotted waist-cloths are playing
2 .
flutes. To her left two musicians wearing breast-bands are 
clashing cymbals, a third is playing two drums (fhola) and a 
fourth, seated in front of the whole group, is beating a hand- 
drum (karadivSdya}u£upe)
xxx xxx xxx
Situated in the wilderness of the Vindhya Hills, in 
the Amjhera District of Gwalior State, the Buddhist cares of 
Bagh unfold to us the grandeur of the past in several exquisite 
frescoes. The painters of Bagh were masters of expressional 
forms, and with the natural instinct of b o m  artists^ have 
transmuted in their works not only their subjective emotions - 
their joys and fears, their distractions and amusements - but 
the hopes and fears of the age in which they lived and worked. 
This ideal has given a peculiar charm to their works, which 
are resplendent with a freedom of movement that iB seen in the 
lines and throbbing colours.
1. *The second finger and thumb touching, the forefinger 
bent, the rest extended.11 The Mirror of Gesture, p.35.
2. This breast-band is to be seen very often at Ajap£a.
Bana mentions such kind of breast-band on the person of
goddess Savitrl. *A flhawl of lotus filament was tied in
a swastika knot between her swelling bosoms.11 Har^acarita,
tr. by Cowell, p^ .6 .
M usicians and Dancer- a t a  Festival.
C opy from  a fresco a t Bagh. 7 th century.
B ritish  M useum Printed by Waterlow &  Sons Limited, London.
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Dancing at Bagh is of peculiar interest to the
1*
students of folk-dancing, as the modem Hasada dance where
women are seen going round and round in a circle with sticks
in their hands, is practically the same as that depicted in
2 .
one of the paintings at Bagh described below*
Here a group of seven female musicians stands
around the dancer* He wears a long-sleeved tunic reaching
down te the knees, a loose girdle one end of which is dangling
on the ground* and a broad flat collar over which a pearl
necklace interspersed with large beads of lapis-lazuli is
visible* He also wears striped trousers* The palms of his
hands are turned upwards in KatakS mudra* while his heads
3*
covered with & blue scarf, is thrown back* Of the seven 
musicians, one is playing a hand-drum (ka^adivadya ujlupe)* 
liter coiffure ±s adorned with flowers)^ three others are striking 
little sticks while the remaining three are clashing cymbals*
xx XL- x m e. xxx.
1 * N*G* Mehta* Guj ay at l Painting in the Fifteenth Century, p*2
2* The Bagh Daves, Plate D*
3* This pose of the neck is technically known as ancita, in
which, according to Nandike6vara, the neck *is slightly bent 
to one side* Usaget regarding anything vile, being in 
love* fainting etc*, gazing at the middle of the lower lip.* 
The Mirror of Gesture* p.20*
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The Pallava shrine at Sittannavasal, situated only at 
a distance of nine miles from the modern State of Pudukk^ottaij
provides us with some of the best examples of Indian fresco 
painting* It would be idle to dilate upon the various beauties 
of this art* and it is sufficient to say that from the point 
of view of the delineation of the human figure^ with sweeping 
lines, and equ brilliant treatment of drapery, the
achievements o ttannavasal paintings successfully vie with
the glories of Ajap$£* The outstanding feature of dancing at 
Sittannavasal is the expression of movement rn which, though 
lacking in the exuberance of Amaravatl, is both refined and 
languorous - refined because the movements are studied and not 
spontaneous, and languorous because on the faces of the 
danseuses is visible a certain feeling of lassitude not b o m  
v7 of inertiea or sunken spirit, but the natural outcome of theA
lulling effects of music* This elusive feeling is truly
caught and rendered in colour and lines by the artist*
fin one of the Pillars of the temple a dancing girl is 
1*
represented*. She is dressed in a waist-cloth, the upper part 
of her body is devoid of any cloth* A triangular diadem 
adorns her head and her coiffure is entwined with flowers* 
Disc-shaped earrings decorate her ears* Her right hand, in 
Ardha-candra mudra, is raised to the chest* while the left is 
extended to the right side* She is dancing the famous
1* N*C* Mehta, Studies in Indian Painting* Plate III
38.
tappava of Najaraja, "though, truly speaking, her movements 
lack the dynamic force of Najaraja*
XXX x x x  x x x
Some excellent dancing and musical scenes are 
depicted in the temples of Gujarat , which though late in date, 
are executed with great insight and skill*
In the town of Siddhapur in Northern Gujarat there 
still stands the magnificent teuple of Rudra in ruins* Its 
construction was begun by Mularaja in 9 A*D*, though it was 
finally couple ted by the order of Siddharaja Jaya-simha 
(Burgess and Cousens, Archaeological Purvey of Western 
India, North Gujarat* pp*59-60*) Here in one of the archi- 
travea from the porch, a dancing and musical party with a 
royal procession is depicted* Twenty two dancers are taking 
part in the performance* Beginning from the left,proceeding 
to the right, three are dancing, a fourth advancing to his 
leit is beating a hand-drum (karadivadya u£upe), while a 
fifth is playing a drum (flhola)* Number 6 is dancing with 
his right hand raised above his shoulder and the left to his 
chesty number 7 is in the same pose* After this dancer two 
men are carrying a man of rank, probably the king, in a 
palanquin, while a man stoops beneath it* The figure 
number 11* is playing a dap£ia+ while figures Nos* 13-1^ are
1* Various kinds of tambourines are used in India* *There is 
the circular Thambatti ojf_South India, the large Damphji of 
Nepal, and the little Khanjeyl of Madras, the latter very 
much like the western tambourine** Pop ley, The Music of 
India, p*123*
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dancing with, their arms. extended. Numbers 15 and Id are
warrior dancers, as they are carrying long boat-shaped shields
on their backs, and probably they are striking each other's
dan^Lia. The figure No*17 is dancing with both his arms
raised, while the next figure stands with folded hands. The
figures 19-22 are dancing in graceful attitudes, particularly
No.20, who has advanced very gracefully to his right, with
his right hand raised above the shoulder.
At Vadnagar in Gujarat, belonging perhaps to the
thirteenth century, are two bas-reliefs depicting music and
dancing. In the first panel, musicians, nine female and a
male, are arranged on both sides of a female figure. B egin n in g
from the left a female dancer is dancing^advancing to her left,
a second is playing the tambourine (dapha) , while a third is
seated on the ground. The fourth, the mp.le dancer with a
beard, is dancing with both hands raised above his head, while
-  th . « « h  »  p i l in g  th . h u l  d r »  L d r id l* * .  ,uSpp.)
sixth is playing on the dhola, A seventh is dancing, while &n
eighth is playing the flute. The ninth stands with the right
1.
hand raised, sued the tenth is playing the jLhola.
xxx xxx xxx
(< /u y  '°~(r A /'< rv /t\ G » 'u  ,
1* ^ In the R^-Veda Indra is often compared with a dancer^ ^
"Oh Indra dancer much invoked I, as thy great power is 
. surpassed* I. 130, 7. See also R.V. II, 22, 4; VII, 24, 9 
and X, 30, 2. At another place Maruts are named as 
dancers.* R.V. VII, 20, 22* .
^(Ca ^  -1 SV*. <-^o
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The origin of the dance of Na(araja lies far back
in the hoary antiquity, when the unsophisticated mind of the
Vedic priest used to see in thunder, lightning, rain and
storm, a certain force , a rhythm, which they could only
conpare with the grace and the force of a dancer, and thus at
once the Vedic priest Btyled the gods as dancers, and there
could scarcely have been a happier simile J ’
A beautiful story is related by Hharata as regards
the origin of this dance* Once upon a time Brahma, with
the collaboration of Hharata, produced a drama styled
Tripurad&ha, eulogising the deeds of Siva* On the sundLt of
the Himalaya, crowded with the animal world, and resonant
with rivulets and falls, where everybody was at peace with
everybody else, this drama was staged in the presence of &iva*
Greatly delighted with the performance Siva described his
1*
eventide dance to Tap£u - hence it became tap^ava* In such 
environment Tappava originated*
Various metaphysical explanations of the dance of 
Siva are offered by the scholars* No doubt his dance 
symbolises the everlasting operation of creation - and the 
energy pervading the essence of the things y but he also dances 
the dance of destruction and triumph* His exhilarated dance 
after the deluge has a specific purpose of creation* The
| V"©v tj*-* *1 c*. vs s ^>• 3  ^
1* HhSratlya Nafyasastra, IV* (1-17)*
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agonies of destruction do not move him 7 because he destroys
o^. tt*\i
only to create something better and nobler. This/ dance of 
destruction has been beautifully described by Bharata when he 
says*
•With the thumps of his feet the mountains go down, 
and the sea with e i l  a multitude of beings is in commotion*
This tappavanptta of Hara at the end of the deluge^ always 
imparts happiness.*
To Siam up4&e symbolises the general rhythm which
Ju-tvv.
marks not only life but universe* or the stamp of the cosmic 
influences that reach us. He not only symbolises the 
ethereal dances of the planets and stars . but the rhythm that 
pervades in lapping waves and the rustling trees and the glint 
and shimmer of the vast snowfields in the sunshine and moon­
light. He symbolises in his dance, the traditions of war; 
and all that follows in its train j but he also represents 
peace . contentment and plenty. Indeed he represents the 
whole sweep of human life in its highest and deepest moments.
The earliest representation of Na£ar&ja, however . is 
depicted at Badami. the ancient capital of the Calukyas. Isiw- 
Cave I* on the right of the shrine of Mahisamardini. there is
ll
a small temple of eighteen handed Najaraja. dancing the 
tapgnva. In one of his right hands he holds a serpent, a
1. Burgess. JBlurS Gave Tamples. P1JCLI, Groplnath Kao
describes this Na$araja as sixteen-handed. Elements of Hand
Iconographyi il. I, p.26B.
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second is held aloft in K&rihasta MudrS, a third holds the 
1.
damarn, a fourth la held near the chest in Patakamvudr£• In
2.
^ a fifth he holds vaira, a sixth is whirled in Pat Ska Mudra , a 
seventh holds the pads and an eighth is in Sucl-haata, while 
the ninth holds the rosary (akjamEla). In the^ left hand he 
holds the tail of the serpent9 in a second the valaya, a
1. Damaru, nlflukku, udukku or budhudaka is a peculiar drum, 
shaped like an hour-glass. A small stick or a piece of 
lead is attached with a string which is wound round the 
drum. It is held in the right hand, and a little pressure 
of the fingers tightens up the braces. The stick or lead 
strikes both the faces of drum alternately, as the holder 
turns the drum this way or that way. It is used nowadays 
by beggw, snake charmers etc.
2. In the Hindu sculptures the representation of the Vajra 
is in the same form which it had in earlier times. *It is 
made of two similar limbs, each having three claws 
resembling the claws of birds and both 9^ its parts are 
connected together with the handle in the middle.* G.N. Rao, 
Element of Hindu* Iconography, I, 1»|.8.
3. *Pa6a is a noose of ropes employed in binding the 
enemies* hands and legs. It is represented in sculptures 
as consisting of two or even three ropes made into a 
single or double loop.* G. N. Rao, Elements of Hindu 
Iconography. Zf 1, p.8 .
4. In this pose the projected forefinger points to an 
object below. Elements of Hindu Iconography J p. 15.
5. Akpamala is the rosary of bead^.* * The beads are 
either rudrakfa or kamalSkfa iifosr^at&y^ and the rosary 
is found in the hands of Brahma, Saraswatl and Siva, 
though rarely in association with other deities.*
Ibid, p. 13.
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^fourth is bound in & fist, two others bold ek4tara* a seventh
2.
holds the dula* an eighth a skull-cap, and a ninth is crossed
3*
over the chest in Karihaata Mudra. he wears a ja^amukujs 
and a waist-cloth. On the left the bull is seen lurking and 
on the right (ianeda* the elephant-headed god* and a male 
drummer are represented. The figure, though lacking the 
dynamic force of Najaraja att Blura* is not without charm.
XXX XXX XXX
The ten handed Na£ar&ja at Aihole (655-680 A.D.) is
a beaut if til example of Indian sculpture. He wears a dhoti*
4.
jafa^ mukufa* bracelet and armlet. Serpents are entwined 
round his body. In one of his right hands he holds serpent
1. R. D. Banerjee identifies this instrument as vipa.
(Has-reliefs of BadSmi, pp.4-5) * though obviously it is 
ektara of the same kind borne by one of the flying figures 
in the Gave No. XVII, AjapfS.
2 . ^ula is the trident which is the favourite weapon of 
Siva* It consists of a triple metal pike ending in a sharp 
point, mounted upon a long wooden handle.
3. “The jafSmukuJa is made up of the twists of jafaa done 
up into the form of a fall cap. It is formed by trying 
five jafas or braids of hair and tying them into a knot 
three angulas in height* by coaling them into one or three 
loops* the remaining braids being bound and taken through 
and left hanging on both sides of the muku£a thus formed.* 
Gr.ft.Rao* Bhupana Lakpanam* Journal of the Mythic Sooiety,
Jan. 1919* p.127.




in a second a hand-drum (<jLamaru), in a third (Tripataka Mudra)
2 «
he holds the paradu* A fourth is raised (Pataka Mudra) to
thedioulder, while he holds some indistinct object in a fifth*
In one of his left hands he holds the tail of the Serpent,
a second is held aloft (Pataka Mudra) in a third he holds 
3»
karatala , a fourth is lowered in Gajahaata Mudra, and tj*e fifth
is lowered on the thigh* To his left Skanda and Parvatl,
and to the right Ganeda and a lady, probably Ganga, ate
dancing* In the background, a skeleton, probably symbolisiig
4*
death,la also dancing*
Another interesting image of Najaraja is depicted 
in the Da^dvatara cave at Elura (A.D* 650-750}* Here 
Nataraja, wearing a waist-cloth, the ja£amnku£a, and s t w  
ornaments which consist of bracelets, anklets, etc* is dancing 
with great vigour* He is eight armed* In his right hands 
he holds the hand-drum (<Jamaru), thunderbolt (vajra), mace 
(gada) and an object which cannot be recognised* One of his 
left hands is held aloft* In a second he holds the crescent
1* "If the ring finger in the Patakd mudra is bent down, 
the resultant pose is Tripataka Mudra** Bharatiya 
Najyadastram, IX, 28*
2* Paradu is the battle-axe* It consists of a steel blade 
which 1b fitted on a turned, light wooden handle* G*N*Rao, 
Elements of Hindu Iconography, X* i, p*6 *
3* It is also known as kuatar or cijfika* "It consists of 
two pieces of hard wood, flat on one side and rounded on the 
other* Clusters of bells on small pieces of metal are 
placed at the ends, and these make a musical jingle when 
the kuatar is s h a k e n *a  They are held in the one hand, and 
the flat suifhces are beaten together by alternately closing 
and opening the fingers** Popley, The Music of India, p*123.
4* Burgess, Elura Cave Temple, PI* XLIII, fig*5
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moon, in a third pad a, while a fourth is crossed over the
cheat. On the right are seated five celestial musicians
playing the flutes * cymbals and karatal* while to the left a
sixth musician is playing the drum. Between the legs of
Siva a dancer is to be seen.
A beautiful specimen of Nataraja is depicted in the
2.
Kailasa Oaves. One of the right hands is raised above the 
shoulder * while the other holds a vajira. In his left hands 
he holds a £amaru* and a noose (nagapa&a) . On the right, a 
musician,seated on a lotus pedestal* is beating the pot drum* 
while on the left stand three female figures. On the top, 
on either side,devas are hovering in the sky to witness the 
dance.
XXX XXX XXX
The representation of Nataraja does not seem to have 
been a favourite theme with the artists of Northern India^ 
though in the south-eastern districts of Bengal * many images
1. Burgess* Blura Gave Textile, PI. XXI.
2. Burgess* Blura Gave Temple, PI. XXIX. The sculpture is
very much mutilated.
3. hven in these days large pots are used as drums by the 
Indian musicians. They are struck upon the bottom and 
sometimes a piece of parchment is stretched across the mouth.
Buddha in his list of amusements forbidden to priests, 
includes kumbha-thunanam as one. Bhys Davids translates 
it as tom-tom playing* but it may better be rendered as 
playing"©** pot drums.
Dlghanikaya* tr. by Hhys Davids* p.7.
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of Najaraja under the nomenclature of Npttedvara have been
unearthed. he is still worshipped in a village called
Nafghar in the Tippers District.
There is a beautiful image of Nafaraja from Bengal
or Bihar in the British Museum. He wears a waist-cloth,
while his ornaments consist of Katisutra, bracelets, neck-
1.
laces, yajno-pavlta of serpents and serpent anklets. A 
mup^amala tiSfi adorns his chest. In his two upper hands he 
holds a pair of serpents while three other right hands are 
broken. A second left hand is also broken. A third holds 
the begging bowl (bhikpapfitra), while thef>riginal left hand 
is crossed over the chest in Gajahasta. On either side 
stand a dancer and a female drummer. In the background, 
celestial beings with lotuslflowers, are hovering.
XXX XXX XXX
The Na£ar5ja image seems to have served as a basis 
Kl
for the evolution of ^ images of other dancing gods such as 
Krishna, Ganeda, etc.
In the temple of Jogedvara at DevalanS, a village 
situated at fifty miles from Nasik, the hall has a central 
circular panel portraying the dance of Krishna, with the 
cowherdesses. Krishna is depicted four-armed. In the upper
1. Bhujanga valaya is an ornament worn at the wrist by Siva. 
It is shaped like a coiled snake. Gopi Nath Radfo,
Elements of Hin. Ico. I, i, pp.23-24. 7
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1 .
left hand he holds the discus (cakra) and in his upper right
a lotus hud* With his normal hands he holds the flute*
' His right leg is retracted and left hestf advanced forward* On
the right among the four musicians one is playing vlpa7 a
second the hand drum (karavdiwaMiya), a third the drum, and
a fourth the tambourine* Among the musicians^ to the left,
one is clashing the cymbals, a second is playing the
tambourine, a third is blowing a trumpet, while a fourth is
2*
again clashing the cymbals*
In the same temple there is a panel of three 
medal lions 1 In one of them the four-armed Krishna, with the
mace and discus (cakra) in the upper right and left hands
. 3.
respectively, and a conch-shell (£ankha) in his normal hands,
is depicted* He wears a waistoloth and a girdle, and his
ornaments consist of a peacock feather mnku£a (mora-candrika)
circular earrings (tarakl), armlets, bracelets, and necklaces*
A group of six boys surround him, four of whom have passed
their arms round his arms, and the rest have put their arms 
4*
round his legs*
1* Discus ias the symbol of Vi$pu and Durga* *In the first 
variety, it is shaped like the wheel of a cart, with spokes, 
nave and all, and is meant to be grasped by the rim*s> In 
other cases it is made to resemble a full blown lotus*9 
G* N. Hao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, i, p*4*
2* Gousena, The Medieval Temples of the Dakhan, PI* LV*
3* This is ordinary chank-shell Yipnu* s Sankha is known
as pancajanya*
4. Gousena, Ibid, PI* LV*
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PART II
THE REPRESENTATIONS Qg THE MUSICAL 
KAGAS IN PAINTING.
I N T R O D U C T O R Y
The history of alaasioal Indian painting beginning 
from Ajap(a covers roughly two thousand years. In this 
actual record , however , there are many gaps - one being in 
the early and later paintings of Ajapfa. The greatest 
hiatus extends from the paintings at Rangamahal, Kailasa,
Eluraj to the illustrated Iain manuscripts of K&lpasutras and 
Kilakac&ryakathaa, which are the earliest known examples of 
Indian painting on paper.. This gulf is, however, bridged by 
a few Buddhist palm-leaf manuscripts of Prajnaparamita painted 
in Bengal and Nepal. This should not, however, lead us to 
believe that there was public apathy towards the graphic arts. 
On the contrary^ there are literary references^ ?which prove 
beyond any doubt, that wall-painting (bhitticitra) and 
miniature painting on wooden panels (phalak&s) and cotton 
cloth (pa££aa) were fairly common. It was, however, in 
Rajasthana and the Himalayas, which were comparatively
inaccessible to .Mughal influence, that the old traditions of
A
Indian painting remained inviolate.
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Rajput painting has a close relationship with the 
vernacular poetry (Brajabhaja) which flowered in the wake of
— t
the Vaippava revival. The time when these paintings were 
executed was surcharged with the spirit of Hhakti. The poets 
composed verses to immortalise the loves of Krishna, 'the mus­
icians sang in melodious and soul-stirring voice his escapades 
with the gopls, and the painters painted the scenes of his 
sports and dalliances. Throughout the Vaippava literature, 
the hero is Lord Krishna, whose amours with Radha, the divine 
cowherdess, and gopls, the herd-maidens of Gokul, have been 
described with much vividness and charm. It was in Braja, 
the land of cowpens, that in the late sixteenth century arose 
a school of poetry passionately devoted to the Krishna cult.
It was founded by Vallabhaoarya and his son Viffhala-natha. 
Amongst their followers may be mentioned the nameB of Suradasa, 
the blind bard who dedidated the services of his muBe to the 
worship of Krishna, and Bihar 1 who followed closely the example 
of Sura and threw a mystic glamour over the amours of Krishna. 
Another distinguished disciple of this school was Mlrabal who 
gave up everything that she possessed to him, and sang in 
melodious notes, "mere to Giridhara Gopala dusara nakol — Hine 
is Giridhara alonej I have no other relations." To these 
poets Krishna was the Supreme Deity from whom emanates the 
whole creation and who lovingly takes care of living beings. 
Radha, on the other hand, symbolised the human soul offering 
her mind, body and soul to him. The Religion taught by these
50.
Vaippavas inculcated an absolute surrender of one's self to 
the service of Krishna. This stirring in the hearts of men 
was a reaction from the rigid philosophy and cold intellect- 
ualism of the Brahmapas and the meaningless and very often 
abominble practice of^TSntrios. It sought something more - 
someone who could be worshipped, loved and hear complaints.
In Krishna was found the ideal which fulfilled all their 
expectations. His life was an antithesis to asceticism and 
its implied denial of life. Once they discovered him the 
Vaippavas clung to him like suppliants and henceforward their 
literature, their music, their dancing and their painting, 
were all governed by the sole motive to glorify the life of 
their hero,Lord Krishna.
Such was the atmosphere when the Rajput painters 
began to give visual expression to their bhakti by a aeries of 
paintings which were commonly designated as Hagamala or 
'Garland of Kagas*. Here under the pretext of delineating 
the musical modes in colour, they have represented the love of 
Krishna and Radha in various phases of union and separation.
But before we take up the theme of the RSgamalSs any further, 
we shall make an attempt to give the technical definition and 
historical development of raga.
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(1)
The word raga is derived from the root franj9, to
he dyed or coloured t to redden, glow, to he affected or
moved, to have the passion or feeling roused; hence r&ga in
1.
music means, the 'colour9 of mind, i.e. emotion. The
t/ commentator of the Samgltarat-nakara defines raga as a
•musical piece that evokes admiration, either hy the
excellence of seven notes (svaras) or the varna, or hy the
2.
different species of dhvanis (implied meaning}* Thus
rag as and ragipla are not only known hy their technical 
definition hut also hy the moods they express and evoke.
In the present state of our knowledge ahout Indian 
music, it is difficult to say when the system of ragas and 
^rSgipis first came into existence. The scrappy references 
to Indian music in literature do not supply us with sufficient 
information regarding the origin of ragas. We make our first
t/ acquaintance with ragas in the Fanatantra. In a dialogue
between the musical ass and a jackal, the former mentions 
thirty six varjmas which might imply the thirty six traditional
1. Its analogue in Englisllkill he, *whatever gives colour to 
a piece of music; and \§inoe) this may he according to 
circumstances - melody, harmony, counterpoint or instrument­
ation, hut most of all harmony.* Fox Strangways, A.G. t The 
Music of Hindoatan, p. 107.
2 . Samgltaratnakara, II, p. 150. Poona, 1897. Almost the 
same def jjiition of jaga is given hy the author of Hagaviveka. 
Seet Samgitasarasamgraha, p.3 5 . Calcutta, 1875.
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1.
ragas ^ feut the Panatantra does not mention the//names# *€
2.
The first singers of ragas were however-, the 
eighty-four Siddhas of the YajraySna school of Tantrio 
Buddhism, the first of whom Sarahapa flourished in 653 A.D. 
These Siddhas composed verses in different ragas of which a 
list is given Below, with the names of the £iddhas in brackets* 
The list has been culled from the Bauddha-gana-o-dohat
v/
1 . R&ga Gava$a (Yirupa, 8 )
2 % * Aru (Gupparipa, 9)
3. * Gujjarl ( " H )
4* * Pafcaxnanjarl (BhELsuka, 12)
5% * Bevakarl ( • 16)
6 % n Besakha (Kaphapa, 19)
7% 11 Bhairavl (Sarahapa, 57)
8% ® K&moda (Bhusuka, 42)
9% H Bhanas i (Bombhipa, 25)
1 0% ” RSmakrl (Santipa, 27)
11. " Vara^i (Bhusuka, 36)
12. n S ivarl (Asavarl) (SantipS, 31)
13. * Yalappi (Savarapa, 43)
14. * Malar I (Bhusuka, 47)
1* Pancatantra ,quoted by Pox Strangways in The Music of 
Hindostan, p.82%
2 % The Journal of BihjLr and Orissa Research Society, XHI, 
3, p.34t)^-^v Rahula Sankptyayana, however, takes Sarahapa to 
be a contemporary of Bharm&pal (769-809), G a a g a , January 
1933, p*224. »
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15. Raga Malasi (Sarahapa, 60)
16. * Malasi Gau£a (Kaphapa, 61)
17* " Vangala (Bhusuka, 6 6)
1.
18. n Hagani Veda (Jalandharapa)
Another figure of great importance in the history
of Indian xnuBio is Jayadeva, who has epitomised his lyrical
v/ gifts in the immortal Gita govinda#*- a book of rare charm,
extreme sensibility and delicacy. He has assigned to each
of its constituent parts a definite raga and t£la* Jfor the
first time the ragas seem to have been used with the definite
purpose of setting forth in terms of lyrics the •colour1 of
the mind* Indeed, the ragas are used as definite elements
in the design of songs* Thus, slighted Radhfi (Gita, VII, 15]
and flouted Krishna (Gita* III, 7) give vent to their emotions
in Gurjarl, though at the same time it has been also used to
express the feelings of prayer and laudation of God in His
various incarnations (Gita I, 2)* Raga Vaaanta has been used
by Jayadeva to describe the beauties of Spring, and also the
amorous sports of Radha and Krishna (Gita, VII, 14) r MSlava
is used only twice in the Gita and that, too, in diametrically
2 *
opposite senses; firstly, in the invocation and prayer of 
God, and secondly^in describing the intense longing of Radha
1* Ganga, Jan* 1933, p*53*
2* Gita, I, 1; and II, 6*
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1*
to meet Krishna* Gau£a Ha lava (Gita, VII, 13) is used to 
egress the lamentations of KSdha at the delay caused hy
2*
Krishna* Gupakarl (Gita, I 11) expresses the same sentiment*
In Kedara (Gita V, 11) the poet sings the exhortations of the
confidante to Kadha to meet Krishna at the trysting place*
Defiakha (Gita IV) describes in mournful tune the condition of
Kadha after her separation from Krishna* Vara£l (Gita, V,
10) describes the suffering of Krishna after his separation
from Kadha* Kamakall (Gita 1,4) is used for singing the
amorous dalliances of Krishna^ and Kaga Karnataka (Gita IV, 8 )
describes in glowing terms the unhappiness of Kadha*
Another important personality in the history of
ragas is Sarngadeva* The ragas according to him are two
3.
hundred and sixty-four* His olassification of rage^has,
however, has long since become obsolete, though there are some
ragas mentioned by the author of the Samglta ratnakara which
find representation in the KagamSlaa. We give below a list of
such ragas with th^ir respective s e n t i m e n t s - C i z - o A * -  ♦
MaladrI and Takka express the sentiments of heroism, fury and
4* 5* • _ * 6#
wonder* *Jo£I causes happiness and JBangala expresses extreme joy*
1* The same sentiment is expressed in the representation of 
this raga in one of the KagamalA paintings* Sees 0r*8838, 
f ol*15*
2 * Or* 2821, fol* \\.
3* Samgltaratnfikara, 2 , 19*
4* Ibid. " 70-72 & 91*
5. Ibid* • 76.
6 * Ibid. ■* 77*
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1.
Bhairava egresses the sentiment of disgust and terror,
2.
Varafl and Gurjarl the sentiment of love* Hin^ola the sent-
3 •
imenta of heroism and wonder, while Dhannasi expresses the
4. X
sentiments of terror and heroism. Kakubha and Isavarl
5 »
express the pathetio sentiment* and L&lita is used to express
6.
the sentiment of heroism*
It is remarkable* however* that though some of the 
ragas of the SamgTtaratnakara form the basis of representation 
in the Ragamalas? ye t the sentiments they evoke are not the 
same as originally intended by Sarngadeva* The reason for 
suoh a departure is quite obvious* The surging tide of 
Vaifpavism had subordinated all other sentiments to the one 
dominating sentiment of love. Poetry reflected the spirit of 
the age and musio under the form of Kirtana^a necessary part of 
the Vai^pava ritual* expressed the amours of Krishna and RadhS, 
their quarrels and reconciliations* their unions and separations 
The painters also followed the same theme, and the Ragamalas, 
therefore* naturally express^ sentiment of love (Spngara) 
in preference to all other sentiments*
It is difficult to say whether ragas were the outcome 
of poetic fancy, or were derived from folk-songs and mystic
1» SamgXtaratnakara* II* 79-81*
2. Ibid. * 86 and 89.
3* Ibid* " 95*
4* Ibid. ■ 100*
5. Ibid. * 111 and 113*
6 * Ibid* » 176*
M  v V* “C>v
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songs# The traditional Hindu view ascribes four sources to
ragas# They are (a) popular local songs# (b) poetical
creations, (c) the devotional songs of the mystics^and finally^
(d) the conpositions of the scientific musicians# We shall
discuss each of these sources separately#
(a) Xt is within reason to suppose that many of the
traditional ragas originated from the local songs as their
1#  2 #
very nomenclature suggesit# For example, Malavi, Khambhavatl, 
3# *^# 5# 6# 7# '
Devagandha^a, Kanhra, Yilavala, Xsavari, Kedara, Bangall,
8# 9, 10. 11.
Gaupi, KannaujI, Hhupall, Sauraptrl, all suggest that there
1# It has originated from HSlavS in central India*
2# This ragipi has probably originated from the Cambay Town
(State of Cambay) situated at the head of the Gulf of Cambay*
3# This ragipl as its name indicates, has originated from 
ancient GandhSra, the modern N#W#F# Province.
4# This ragipi is probably derived from Ca^rnatic, the 
Canarese country# The ancient name of this country was 
Kannada, also called Karnata*
5# This ragipi originates from VelSvali which now forms a 
part of the district of Midnapore# Its present name is 
Beercool*
6# It seems to have originated from the tribal Bongs of the 
Sabaras* Its first use was made by Santipa one of the 
eighty-four Siddhas# It is quite possible that Sabarapa, 
another Siddha, brought this raga into being# Ganga, Jan# 
1933, p#247.
7# Ajpartc^the HimSlaya where Siva is worshipped under the name 
of Kedara#
8 * This ragipi comes from Gaupa the central part of Bengal#
9. It has originated as its name indicates, from Kanauj, an
ancient city in Farrukhabad District, United Provinces#
10* Bhopal is the capital of the modern State of Bhopal.
11# Belonging to or relating to the District^urat#
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were at first local songs which were given the names of ragas 
by musicians#
(b) Xt can safely be concluded that some of the r£gas
emerged from the poetic fancy of some of the musicians. The 
most obvious examples of such ragas are HippoQa 1 swing15 
Dlpaka 1 that inflames1 Vasanta * spring1 ; Lalita ’tender*
and Vibhasa# In designating these ragas poetic fancy of the 
musicians must have soared high. No pains seem to have been 
taken to evolve any musical theory to prove the emotional 
value of these ragas; they only took into account their 
appropriateness to proper occasions or their effect on the 
body or their affinity with the various affections of the 
spirit or aspiration of men#
(c) The third source of ragas as we have already 
mentioned is the devotional songs of the yogis and worshippers# 
Such songs when incorporated among the rSgas were named in such 
a way that their connection with devotion and yoga became 
apparent# XogI, B&airava and Bhairavl seem to have originated 
in this way#
(d) The compositions of musicians form the fourth source
of the ragas# These compositions were often designated after 
the name of the musicians# JdSmakall, for example, which was 
originally known as Ramakjti suggests that it was composed by 
sdsae musician named K£ma# Similarly Saranga, as its 
suggests was the creation of $arngadva, a great exponent of 
Indian music*
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A question of great importance, which needs consider­
ation in connection with ragas, is the origin of dhyan&man 
tras. We have already observed^Saragadeva has assigned ethos 
to each of his ragas* At a later date - we are unable to say 
exactly when - some writer, probably Hanuman, evolved a system 
of dhyanamantras by which rSgaa and ragipTs were visualised*
A
This, however, was no innovation; it simply incorporated the 
prevalent practice of Indian artists to visualise deities for 
their portraiture* The medieval SadhanamalSs contain mantras, 
which give in great detail the procedure of visualising the 
deities* This seems to have encouraged the musicians also, 
who consideted their ragas and ragipis to be gods and goddesses, 
to evoke whom dhyanamantras were required* In the represent­
ations of the ragas and rSgipTs in painting the dhyanamantras
were usually written in Hindi, though occasionally Sanskrit
1*
verses were also used* We give below some of the most common 
mantras in Sanskrit which seem to have served as the basis of 
some of the r£gas and rag ip is in the RSgamalast
(a) Bhairavlt
*In a beautiful house built of crystals and situated
in the midst of a lake, haginl B h a i m I ,  with large eyes, is
worshipping Siva with lotus flowers* She used correct note
2 *
in her song! Such is KagipT Bhairavl."
1* Johnson Collection, India Office, Book 39 
2 * Sangxtasarasangraha, p*44*
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“Her straight body, as fair as the kunda flower and
snowf fit is besmeared with camphor from KSaalra. Thus
2 «
Raginl To$l with a vlpa, is pleasing the deer,*
(c) AsavarT is described by Hanuman thus s
“She is seater on a rock, on the summit of Mt.
k
Sri-kap$a. Her dress is made from the feathers of a
peacockrs tails* A beautiful necklace made of elephant-*
pearl (gajamukta) is about her neck. She has serpents on




“Seated under the mango tree with a red lotus.* her
straight body‘a* glisten. A soft smile is playing on her
A 4.
lips. She is MalaYadrX.“
RSmakali I
“Her sapphire-like body is shining with the light
of the golden ornament. Though her husband has fallen at
5.
her feet still RfimakalX keeps up her pride. “
1. B.M. Or. 2821, fol. A*.
2. For its representation in painting see Or. 2821, fol.
3 . SangXtasarasangraha, p • 78.
4. Ibid p .3 8
5. Ibid p. 45.
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(2)
In this sub-section we shall make an attempt to
CL0 At> /lj-
consider the question any Ragamala paintings existed
A
in Ancient India or they were an innovation of Rajput 
painters of the sixteenth century.
We cannot say with any certainty of the existence of 
such painting in ancient Indiaas no direct reference to them 
is to he found. There are* however* evidences in technical 
literature on art and dancing * which may imply the existence 
of such kind of painting. We shall examine some of these 
references.
That there existsvrelation between colour and
sentiment was first recognised by Bharata who has assigned a
particular colour to each of the Vasas. Thus* "red* black*
white* dark are associated not unreasonably with the
furious* terrible* comic* erotic and pathetic sentiments,
although it is difficult to explain why horror is dark blue
1.
(nlla) * wonder is orange* and heroism is yellow." Whether 
this relationship between colour and sentiment forms also the 
basis of the Ragamalas is difficult to say. This much, 
however* can be said without hesitation* that the assignment 
of different colours to different ragas in their dhyanamantras 
is obviously the effect of Bharata1 s teachings.
Another reference to such painting (if we may be 
allowed to take the meaning of the word Vaipika, lyrical, in a
1. De£, Sanskrit Poetics* II* p.344
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broad sense) is made in the third part of the Vippudharmottara
1.
Purapa. What these lyrical paintings actually were we have
no means to discover. The Vaipika (if taken in a wider
sense) does appear in the frescoes of Ajapfa*. Bagh and
Sittannavasal where some paintings were executed solely to
express the ecstatic joys of mankind in music and dancing.
In this sense the Rajput RagamalSs are the continuation of
Vaipika paintings for they also express the joys of humanity.
Another important reference to such paintings is
2.
made by Sri Kumara^the author of the Silparatna, whoy in the
list of paintings which were not to be executed on plastered
3.
walls* includes also rasacitra or sentiment-painting. This 
rasacitra is a kind of painting somewhat similar to the 
Ragamalas and nayaka-nayika bheda illustrations.
(3)
We have already observed the influence of the 
Vaippava revival an the paintings and have also noted how 
Krishna came to be regarded as a personal god in whose 
service the devotees were required to devote their body and
1. The Vippu-dharmottaram, tr. by Stella Krsmrisch, p.45.
2. Silparatna* Citralakpana* S. 143.
3. Sri Kumar a* s remarks that rasa citras were unsuitable for
wall painting indicates that this kind of painting existed 
in or probably before his time.
4. Coomaraswamy, Citralakpapa* Av-shutosh Memorial, Yol.I*
p.60.
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soul*. Symbolically represented Krishna was the Supreme
God to unite with whom the soul symbolised by gopls strove
hard* To put this ideal more bluntly before the people the
Vaifpavas developed the system of nayaka nayika ^ pheda, whioh
expresses the sentiment of love between the hero and heroinef
their amorous dalliances, their separations and unions, and
their feigned quarrels* The RagamSla paintings also could
not escape this tendency* and most of them represent the
perennial theme of love between Krishna and Radha*
1*
Among the eight nayik&s, two are very often
represented in the Ragamala series* The first is Abhisamdhita
who persists in prolonging her pride even after being persuade*
2 *
by the hero to relinquish it* Ragipi Ramakali is the 
typical example of this nayika* Practically in all 
Rajasthani Ragamalas, this Raginl is represented with her 
face averted from her husband who, in order to reconciliate 
heTy touches h^j feet* The second is Prop itapat ika nayika, 
who suffers the pangs of separation due to the absence of her 
husband* Ragipi KSmoda is represented in 0r*2821, fol*31 as 
a Propitapat ika, who is shown suffering in the absence of her 
beloved*
1* The eight nayikas according to 0oomaras wamy are *
S v&dhl nap at ika, utka, Vagakadayya, Abhisamdhita, Khappita,
£ro§ita~patika, Vipralabkda and Abhisarika. Rasikapriya, p.8tt.
2* See B.M. Or* 2821, fol*10*
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IbtcJ-uAJto
In the treatment of some of the rStgipi^ the mystic
tendencies of Yoga ae a step towards the attainment of union
I*
with the beloved are observed* Thu Ragipi DevagandhSrl
practises Yoga uttering the name of her husband all the time,
with the sole object of gaining the love of her husband*
The same tendency is observed in the treatment of Ragipi
2.
Malarl who, also troubled by the pangs of separation, practises 
Yoga*
. (±>
The Ragam&la paintings are also noted for their
/KZ
sympathetic understanding and treatment of human figure. Men
A
are always represented according to the ancient tradition of 
Hindus* They are tall, broad shouldered, with mftBsive jaws 
and ample chests* Their well developed muscles are rendered 
smooth and straight* The treatment of their long hands with 
the fingers twisted in various mudras and lofty foreheads, 
large eyes and soft skin, proclaim in unmistakeable terms the 
traditions of Ajapja* The women represented in these 
paintings also conform to the ancient Indian type* They are 
medium-sized, with slender waists, well developed breasts and 
large eyes* In their sensitivity and shyness the influence 
of ancient art bespeaks itself* To the Rajput painter, the
1* B.M* Or* 2821, fol*16* 
2* Ibid* f ol*32*
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woman had a decorative value, and they struggled to reproduce 
every turn of her head, every gesture of her hands, and every 
curve of her body* They took great pains to decorate her 
with beautiful trinkets* To them woman was the most wonder­
ful and charming creation of the God, and hence they thought 
it their sacred duty to show her form at its best advantage* 
This woman worship is unparalleled in Indian art, except 
Ajapfa*
Nature in the Ragamalas is treated with deep 
sympathy and understanding. It is no doubt true that nature 
as depicted in these paintings is seldom awe-inspiring* it 
is always represented as a benevolent deity - its mood 
changing with the mood of humanity; it is always pleasant, 
always helpful. Take for inatanae the treatment of nature 
in Vasanta Raga* Here even the trees dressed in the garment 
of new leaves participate in the joys of men expressed in 
dancing and music during the Spring. In the representation 
of Madhumadhavl Raginl the clouds thunder, the lightning 
flashes, not to hurt the heroine, but to enhance her lowe- 
desires*
The animals are never treated with cruelty, and
JVZ
nowhere in^R&gamala they may be seen as objects of hunt* The 
birds and animals behave like pets, and even a tiger lies 
couchant near rtangall» The deer, by nature a very sensitive 
creature, does not feel shy to approach Jopl. The peacocks
65.
dance round Vagipls fearlessly* Kven snakes loose their 
b
venom^and approach Asavarl^ who Btrokea them* In thdse 
paintings is depicted the world of the Vaipnavas, ideal and 
human we may call it, where every man has a right to live and 
love* How could there be any repugnance for dumb creatures 
in such a world?
(5)
The earliest known examples of the Ragamala pictures
1*
are a series of twenty three ragipls. The place of their
origin is not finally settled, though it has been suggestedby
Coomaraswamy that the Rajput primitive Ragamala dates somewhat
2.
before and after 1600 A.D* and probably belongs to a school 
of painting that flourished at Opcha and Datia* This 
suggestion, however, is based on the general character of the 
architecture represented in their paintings, and on the 
language of the verses inscribed on them. The difficulty in 
determining the age of these paintings is the fact that some 
of the later paintings are also executed in the same 
(primitive) style* For example the set of ragipl paintings
A
in^French Collection, though endowed with all the features of 
primitives, such as pom-powtdecorations, use of transparent 
ophania by women etcobviously belongs to a later date, in
1* Coomaraswamy, Rajput Painting, I, p*12, )
2 * Catalogue of Indian Collections, Y, p.3 *
16*
all probability, aa late as the eighteenth century* hook 43 
of the Johnson Collection (India Office) bearing a seal of 
1170 A.H* is another instance of Rajput "Primitive11^  about the 
date of which we are left in a quandary. At the first glimpse, 
the extreme simplicity of colours and the excessive use of 
pompobs may lead one to assign them an early date* But their 
striking resemblance with the miniatures in the French 
Collection leaves no doubt that they belong to the eighteenth 
century*
The moat flourishing period of the raga and ragipT
paintings is the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and to
this period most of our RagamalS paintings belong* The chief
centre of Rajput painting was Jaipur, which produced two types
of the Ragamalas, one bearing the strong Mughal influence, and
the other executed in the purer Hindu tradition* To this
period, probably to the late 17th century, belongs Or.2821
in the British Museum. Coomaraswamy suggests Opoha, aa the
probable place of its origin* His suggestion is based on
two grounds* Firstly, the delineation of the architecture
bears resemblance with the architecture of a certain palace at
Orcha, and secondly, the language of the inscriptions bespeaks
1.
of Bundelkhan£* We, however, beg to differ from
Dr* Coomaraswamy* The architecture depicted in these paintings
2 *
is obviously Jaipurl, and the language of the inscribed
1. Coomaraswamy, Catalogue of Indian Collections, V, pp*44-45V <
2* Hurlimann, Picturesque India, Plate 247* Here the
architecture of the portico of a palace is exactly the same 
as depicted in these paintings* ___
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verses does not prove anything definite. It is quite posslBa 
that the poems might have heen composed in BundelkhapjL and 
the paintings executed at Jaipur• The classical example is 
that of Kedavadasa's Rasikapriya, which, though composed in 
Bundelkh&$£ was largely used by the P&harl painters to 
inscribe their paintings.
Equally important centres as Jaipur which produced 
the Ragamalfi paintings were Delhi, Agra and Lucknow. They 
were executed in the Mughal style and are more decorative than 
religious. Krishna appears lesser and lesser on the scenes, 
and the pictures are more of human interest than divine.
To one of these schools (we cannot say to which) belong the 
Books 42, 43 and 44 of the Johnson Collection. The names of 
the painters are superscribed at the bottom of the pictures 
contrary to the Rajput practice. Even their dhyanamantras 
are inscribed in Persian. It is obvious that these paintings 
have drifted from the original Rajput traditions. The 
r fig as and ragipls have been classified in different ways and 
new dhyanamantras are used to visualise them.
The Nineteenth century is the period of decadence 
for the Ragamala paintings, and to this period belong^albums
A
Add. 26,550, Or. 8838 and Or. 8839 (British Museum) • They seem 
to be the copies of some older paintings. Their composition 
lacks all sense of rhythm and vitality; they look more like 
bazaar pictures which can still be bought in the markets of
68.
Nathdwara, the premier piace Vaipjiava place of pilgrimage*
Dr* Coomaraswamy suggests Jaipur as the probable place of its ^
origin of Add* 26,550 on the strength of some linguistic
1.
affinities with the Jaipur! dialect*
\& - 
The representations of^ragas and raginis do not seem
to have found favour with the kangfa artists, and so fair no
inscribed raga painting has been discovered from that locality^
'though motifs from the Raj as than! Ragam&las such as RamakalT
KC i
Ragin! (a man falling at the feet of heir huabend) is
represented in the^aLngrS paintings in illustrating the
Abhi samdhita Nayika* The ^ady and peacock motive, which
form the subject matter of RaginI KakubhS, and at times of
Madhuma dhavl, was equally favoured by the artists from 
2 *
Kang fa*
Another important branch of Pahaf! school which 
produced Ragamala, was the school of Basohll, bo named by 
Ghosh and Gangoly, The latter described this school thus*
“The pictures which are associated with the Hill State of 
Basohll (near Kangfa, at one time the seat of the Balauria 
rajas) easily distinguish themselves from those of Kangfa, by 
the types of the figures, as also by a masculine type, which 
almost borders on coarseness of treatment as contrasted with
1* Coomaraswamy, The Catalogue of Indian Collections, 
V* p*45*
2* Coomaraswamy, Catalogue of Indian Collections, 
CCCCIV, p*204, CCCCYI etc*
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1*
the charming refinement of the KangjS pictures*1 According
to Ghosh moat of the rfiga and riglpi paintings hitherto ascribed
to Jammu School by Coomaraswamy come from Basohll* Thus the
representations of GujarX, RSmakalX, DevagandharX, DevagirX,
BharmarijLa in Coomaraswamy*a ’Rajput Painting* are ascribed 
2 • 3 •
to Basohll. Ghosh claims considerable antiquity for some
of these paintings* The archaic type of these paintings,
however, cannot be a great proof of their antiquity as we
have already shown in connection with^Rajput primitives*
(6)
After having considered the development of ragas 
and raginis in music* and noted the different schools of
Hjr
painting which exacuted^Ragamalas, it would not be out of place 
here to know something of their technique, especially of the 
primitives, which though not so refined and highly finished as 
some of the later, are obviously works of great merit* As 
regards their wonderful outlines which never pretend to 
delineate exact forms, but only suggest them, or with regard to 
their wonderful colouring, these productions stand unequalled*
1* Gangoly, Masterpieces of Rajput Painting, PL.XIX*
2* Ghosh, The Basohli School of Rajput Painting, p*6*
3* he classes some of them with the Rajput primitives of
late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries* Ibid, p*5*
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In the words of Coomaraswamy, 1 Their most obvious features are 
the great vitality of the drawing and colour; the former 
analytic, or abstract,not so much representing forms as 
suggesting) them with maximum economy of means, the latter 
glowing like enamel, and used with organised skill to establish
Tlx
the plaqtes. The painter is not concerned to createAs
picturesque effects^ but to state all the facts clearly.
Leaving these to evoke their appropriate and inevitable
emotional reactions......... H The ideal of the painter of
the Ragamalasis reflected in the portraiture of Ragini 
Bhairavi (B.M. Prints & Drawings, 1924 - 12-28-01) The 
artist has neither taken much care to delineate the foims of 
the heroine and her attendants in great detail, nor has he 
been affected by the naturalistic tendencies of the Mughal 
artists, especially in the treatment of landscape and animals. 
To him, like the rest of his school, the function of art was 
hot confined merely in portraying the outer semblance of man^ 
life, in brilliant colours and correct outlines, but to depict 
chiefly that feeling and under-current of emotion which 
agitated the minds and hearts of the people amongst whom he 
lived. Rag ini Bhairavi and her attendants are simply borne 
away by the current of bhakti. It is the feeling of 
reverence and joy that the painter haB tried to depictl
1. Coomaraswamy, % History of Indian and Indonesian Art,
71*
Neither the subtle application of colour nor the minute 
decorative designs are the points which the artist wants to 
emphasise* it is a particular emotion - the emotion of 
bhakti - that he has tried to express and it is from this 
standpoint that he wants to he judged* Through such 
paintings are manifested the age, the religion, the philosophy & 
the life of the people# In a word the style reflects the age.
But this was a passing phase* This spontaniety
in the execution of outlines seems to have been greatly
controlled in the later paintings# In some of the paintings
from the Johnson Collection hung in the Reading Room of the 
1*
India Office, the painter has taken great pains in drawing 
the outlines* A more natural tendency in the delineation of 
the human figures , as well as in the treatment of landscapes 
and animals is clearly noticeable# The advent of the Mughals 
had taught the artists to care more for the fineness of 
execution than the simple statement of facts# As time rolled 
on the first passionate enthusiasm of the bhakti cult began to 
cool down. No longer the painters thought much about evoking 
the religious sentiment in the heats of the people# Art was 
no longer confined entirely to the services of religion. It 
was also required to satisfy other cravings of men than the 
religious instinct alone# Such a change in outlook is clearly
1# India Office, Reading Room, folios 154, 256, 258, 260, 
263 and 264*
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reflected in the treatment of costume furniture, etc. in the 
later paintings. In the early Ragamalas much care was not 
taken in drawing the draperies and filling them with the 
minutest decorative designs. In the 18th century, however, 
every care was taken by the artists to paint the costume with 
great fineness and accuracy. In one word the style of early 
Ragamalas is passionate, of the later^more decorative and less 
sentimental.
with the dawn of the nineteenth century begins the 
decadence of Kajput paintings. The passionate style of the 
early hagamfilas, the more mundane and decorative style of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, are both ruled out and 
the resultant style verges on coarsenessw*r flhe delineation of 
the human form is obviously crude and the colours have no 
longer the freshness and brilliance of the early paintings.
The treatment of costume and jewellery also lacks refinement 
and variety. No care is taken to depict the details of 
architecture,and often the decorative motifs, such as lotus 
lake in the foreground, lack the charm of the early paintings. 
Indeed, this style reflects the turmoil of the age to which it 
belongs.
(7)
In this sub-section we come to the most important 
part of our thesis. We describe in the following pages the 
representations of the thirty six ragas and ragipls as
73.
depicted in the Ragamala series. Bach painting representing 
a particular rag a or ragipi is taken separately and its 
important features described. Particular care has been taken 
in translating the inscribed verses which are in Brajahhasa.
An attempt has been made to give a literal translation as far 
as possible.
74.
Johnson Collection - Book 39.
This album contains thirty-six folios of the ragas 
and ragipls done in a crude style of the late 18th century.
At the top of the miniatures dhyanamantras in Sanskrit and 
Brajabhasa in Devanagari. On the back, verses to be sung in 
particular raga are inscribed.
Pol. Is Janka - A sleeping lady, the hero standing outside. 
Pol. 2s Daksina Gurjarl - A lady seated with a naked sword. 
Pol. 3s Bhupali - A woman stands in a roam.
Pol. 4: Desakarl - The couple seated comfortably enjoying
conversation.
Pol. 5t Hallarika - A lady with a vipa
Pol. 6s Megha - The hero with attendants and musicians.
Pol. 7s AsavarT - A lady pulling a snake by its tail coiled 
round a tree.
Pol. 8s Dhana^ri - A lady drawing a portrait.
Pol. 9: Mala^rT - A lady with a lotus flower.
Pol.10s Malava - The heroine with her hands around her 
loverfs nedk.
Pol.11s Vasanta. Krishna stands in a garden.
Pol.12s Sri Raga. The hero witnessing the dance with his 
courtiers.
Pol.13s Nata. The hero standing with his horse.
Pol*14s Kamoda. The heroine standing in a garden.
Pol.15s De3I. The hero sleeping, the heroine seated at his 
head.
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Pol. 16: Kanaka. The hero seated with an elephant's tusk*
the hards standing round him*, the elephant in the
foreground.
Pol. 17* ^  Siva-puja. A snake coiled round the heroine's neck.
Pol. 18: Dlpaka. The hero with flames on his head seated
before the heroine.
Pol. 19: Lalita. The heroine sleeping, the hero going away.
Pol. 201 Pafamanjarl. The heroine seated with two hand-maids.
Pol.21: Dedakhya. A lady stretching herself, an attendant
seated before her.
Pol.23: Vilavala. Three scenes: the hero seated on a cauki;
the heroine with blue complexion arranging her ear­
rings and a room furnished with a bed.
Pol.24: Hip^ola. The hero and heroine swinging.
Pol.25: Kakubha. The heroine sending a message to the hero
seated outside.
Pol.26: Gunakarl. The couple conversing in the garden.
fU. JLT-
Pol.27:^ A lady seated on a rock.
Pol.28: Sambhavatl. A woman seated in a garden with a vipa.
Pol.29: Todl. A lady with black bucks and fawns.
Pol.30: MalakoSa. The hero with his soldiers.
Pol. 31: Saindhavl. Siva-puja.
Pol.32: VarajLl. A caurl-bearer behind the hero.




3?ol.35* Madhyama. The hero embracing the heroine.
Fol*36t Bhairava* Siva seated on the summit of a mountain*
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Johnson Collection - Book 43.
This volume contains twenty-five miniatures of the 
ragas and raginls. The technique, however, is rather crude.
A remarkable point in these miniatures is the excessive use 
of pom-pons aa-^miame&t by the women - a characteristic phase 
of the Rajput primitives. There is an interesting note at 
the top of the page giving the list of the miniatures , asd 
tfcfrt The album was bought at Benares by one Ibrahim* All Khan 
for Mr. Richard Johnson. On the last but one page there are 
two seals; one bearing the name of Gtyasim All A.H. 1170 
(A.D. 1756-57) and the other that of Ibrahim All A.H. 1171* 
(1757-58)
|6,
Whatever may be the exact date of purchase, this set
*
belongs to the early part of the 18th century. It Is 
difficult to determine Its place of origin, though it may be 
Jaipur. The set has a striking resemblance to the rag ini 
pictures in the Prench Collection.
The size of the miniatures is roughly 7H x and
each has Its description superscribed at the top in Persian.
The reverse is always inscribed with descriptive verses in 
Urdu and Hindi.
1. Stchoi^kine assigns the middle of the 17th century to 
these miniatures.





















Bhairava. The hero with & wine cup; the heroine 
seated before him.
Bhairavi. ^iva-puja.
Pafamanjarl. Two ladies conversing in a room.
Ialita. The heroine has retired to bed; the hera> 
is leaving the room.
MSlakausa. The hero is seated with a wine-cup.
The heroine sits before him.
Khambhavat I • Brahma-pu j a •
Maladri. A lady picking the lotus flower from a 
lake.
Hamakali. The hero has fallen at the feet of the 
heroine.
Yilavala. The heroine is arranging^with the help 
of a mirror.
Jo£l. The heroine attracting the deer by her music. 
Besakha. Wrestling scene.
Beva-gandhara. An ascetic doing penance. A 
black buck and fawn on either side.
MadhumadhavI. Lady feeding a peacock.
Blpaka. The hero with a wine cup? the heroine 
seated before him.
Bhanadrl. The heroine writing on a wooden panel. 
Yasanta. The hero dancing in the garden.
Kanhra. The hero mounted on an elephant.
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Pol. 18* Sri Kaga. The hero seated on a stool* conversing 
with an ascetic with a vlpa.
Pol.19: Pancama. The hero receiving betel leaves and a
rosary from the hands of a courtier.
Pol.20* Asavarl. The heroine is seated on lotus petals
with snakes around her.
Pol.21* Bangall. Aa ascetic seated on a tiger-skin.
Pol.22: Kedara* An ascetic is seated on a tiger-skin. A
musician is playing the vina.
Pol.23: Kamoda. An ascetic seated on a tiger-skin has
attracted deer. In the foreground a lotus pond
full of swimming fish.
Pol.24* Vibhasa. The hero is offering wine to the heroine.
Pol.25* Suddha-Malara. An ascetic has attracted peacocks.
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Johnson Collection - Book 42*
This album consists of thirty six finished and half­
finished drawings of the ragas and raginis * apparentiyin tie 
Mughal style of the late 18th century. On one of the boards 
of the binding t a slip bearing the name of Hi chard Johnson, 
and the year 1194 A.H. (A.D. 1780) is attached. The size of 
the drawings is roughly 9* x  . Bach has its description 
written neatly at the top in Persian.
Nos* 1-5. descriptive notes by JJhakur Dasa# Artists <2aul£m
Baza*
Pol* It Siva stands clad in tiger-skin loin-cloth. He
holds a trident and the £amaru* Ganga is flowing 
from his braided locks and serpents are entwined 
round his body.
Pol* 2s MadhumadhavX* Siva and Parvatl stand on a terrace
with their hands in an amorous attitude*
Pol* Bhairavi^ the second Hagini of Bhairava. Siva and
\ux
Parvatl are seated on £ mountain top. In the back­
ground a river is depicted*
Pol. 4s Bangalijthe third Hagini of Bhairava. A woman with 
blue complexion is seated with a trident and bell.
In the back-ground there is a river.
Pol* 5s Vara^Li* the fourth Hagini of Bhairava. Siva is seatel
on a terrace. An attendant waves cauri over his 
head. Nearby bubbles a fountain. In the back­
ground a river with boats is depicted.
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Pol. 6s SindhX, the fifth RaginX of Bhairava. Siva and
Parvatl stand on a terrace. She holds a trident. 
Second Raga Malakausa. Descriptive notes
furnished by Jhakur-dasa*
Pol* 7 s Sri Krishna stands clad in a chain-armour and steel 
cap* He holds a mace in his right hand. Around 
him stand warriors; some clad in armour others in 
ordinary Rajput costume*
By Grhulam Raza.
Pol* 8s X, the first RaginX of MSlakausa. The heroine
stands in the wilderness. The black bucks and 
fawns are attracted by her music* By Grhulam Raz£.
Pol* 9 s Khambhavatl, the second RSginI of . MElakausa. The 
heroine is seated on a terrace gazing at the sky*
A river is to be seen in the background. By Ghulam 
Raza*
Pol. 10s GaujLX, the third RaginX of Malakausa* The heroine
stretches herself* By Govinda Singh.
Pol. 11s GunakalXt the fourth RaginX of Malakausa. The
heroine is seated surrounded by her attendants* By 
MohanAt Singh.
Pol. 12s Kakubha, the fifth RaginX of Malakausa. A very
obscene picture* By A<~dut Q imfrn
Pol*13s HipjLola - the third Rfiga* The hero and heroine 
are swinging.
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Fol.l4r Vil5vala,the first Ragipl of Kip^ola. A lady of
blue complexion is seated on the terrace leaning 
against a pillow. She is chewing the bete 1-leaf.
A river is to be seen in the background.
Fol.l5t Ramaka^l, the second RagipX of Hippola. The
heroine is seated in front of the hero. She is 
singing. By Adut Singh*
Fol.l6t Desakha. the third Ragipl of Hippola. An athletic
scene. By Mohan Singh.
Pol. 171 Pajamanjarl* the fourth KagipX of Kip^ola. The
heroine is seated on the floor. An attendant 
offers her lotus petals. A caurI-bearer stands 
behind her. By GovindA Singh*
Pol.18: lalita* the fifth RSgipI of HipjLola. The heroine
is seated on the terrace. By Adut Singh.
Pol. 19: Fourth Raga Dip aka. The hero is seated on a
carpet. The flames shoot from his head. Two 
female musicians are seated before him. By Ghulam 
Raza.
Pol.20: Kedarat the first RagipT of Dlpaka. Siva-puja.
By Govinda singh.
Pol.211 Karnataka* the second Ragipl of Dlpaka. A woman
in a man* s guise with a sword and wine cup is 
listening to music performed by three men.
By Govinda Singh*
Pol.22: De£X» the third RSgipI of Dlpaka. The hero and
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heroine engaged in conversation. By Govind^ Singh.
Fol.23: Kamo da, the fourth Ragipl of Dlpaka. A woman
stands under the tree with peacocks on either side.
Pol.24* Na£at the fifth Ragipl of Dlpaka. The heroine in
a man's guise fights from horseback.
Pol.25: Srir&ga. The hero and heroine have embraced in an
attitude betraying amorous dalliances. They are 
seated on a snake-bed. By Ghulam Baza.
Pol.26: Vaaanta, the first RaginI of Sri. The Holl
festival. By Govind Singh.
Pol.27: Malava, the second Ragipl of Sri. The heroine is
aeated in the lap of the hero. By Govindi Singh.
Fol.28: Maladrl, the third Ragipl of Sri. The heroine is
aeated under a tree. In the foreground and back­
ground a river is depicted.
Pol.29* Dhanairl, the fourth Ragipl of Sri. A woman is
seated on the terrace. By Govind Singh.
Fol.30: Asavari* the fifth Ragipl of Sri. A woman with
snake round her body is seated underneath a tree.
By Govind Singh.
F0I.3JU Sixth Raga Meghamalara. An ascetic playing to the
vlpa in the wilderness. The sky is overcast with 
clouds. By Ghulam Razfi.
Pol.32: Malar!# the first Ragipl of Megha. The heroine is






Dedakarl, the second Ragipl of liegha. The hero 
and heroine stand on the terrace. By Govind Singh. 
Bhupali, the third Ragipl of Megha. The heroine 
rests on a bed. By Govind Singh.
Dakpipl Gujarl, the fourth Ragipl of Megha. A 
woman is seated on the petals of the lotus in a 
late. She is playing the vlpa. By Govind Singh. 
Takarl. the fifth Ragipl of Megha. The heroine is 
consoled by her confidante.
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Johnson Collection - Book 44. India Office.
This volume consists of forty-two miniatures, 
obviously in the 18th century Mughal style. The pictures 
are unfinished. The style is somewhat similar to the 
B.M. Add. 26,934. They measure 9?* x 6J*. The groups of 
Kagas and rag inis are described below - only the important 
variations from the ordinary Kajput Kaga-mala are noted.
Their numbers indicate the folio numberst JirJkrA
I. Kaga Bhaiijva:
Hag inis t 2. Bhairavi
3. Hamakali.
4. Dto&nasrI.
5. MaladrI - A lady seated in a garden with a bow and 
arrow made of flowers. An attendant stands before her.
6. Asavarl - A lady stands within the enclosure of a palace.
No trace of serpents.
Tu \\jr
7. Sindha -AMero listening to the music of^heroine.
8. Meghamalara 4. the hero listening to mus ic> #ith the raginlas
9. Bilavarl (Vilavala)
10.PurvI.
II.KSnhpa - A lady aeated beneath the tree, very much dejected. 
12 .Madhu-m&dh&va.
13.Gora - Love scene.
14.KedSra - Toilet scene.
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III.
15. Sri Kaga (cf. B.M. Add. 26,934)
16. Deva-Gandhara. Music and dancing.
17. BhSrathT (VairafI) - A lady seated under a pavilion with 
a rosary.
18. Kumarl - Siva puja.
19. Gorl (GaujLl)
20. Vi lava la - The hero listening to the music played by the 
heroine.
21. VairaginI - Heroine as a female ascetic surrounded by her 
male retinue.
IV.
22. Vasanta - Krishna seated on a platform in the garden with 
the musicians.
23. Lata. Coitus invertus.
24. Kano jI - Music and dancing before the hero.
25. Pafamanjarl. Heroine reading a letter with her attend­
ants around her.
26. Pancama - Music and dancing.
27. Gujarl - The heroine playing a vipa in the wilderness.
28. Vibhasa. Lancing and music before the heroine.
V.
29. Hin£ola (cf. B.M. Add. 26,934)
30. MSlawa. A lady dancing with the peacocks.
31. Dipakara, k lady with a lamp proceeding to her room.
32. Desakara. A lady talking with her attendants.
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33. Pahara. A lady shampooing the feet of her lord.
34. Barari.




37. Nafa. Pemale acrobats walking on the ropes, the nats 
playing music.
38. Bhupall.
39. hSmakall. Krishna and HSdha worship.
40. Kamoda. The hero bathing with the inmates of his harem.
41. Kara. The hero offering a necklace to the heroine. She 
giving a necklace in return.
42. Kalyan. Dancing and music before the hero.
The descriptions of the ragas and ragipls are super­
scribed at the top of the miniatures.
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3a.
haga Bhairava, Jaipur , 17 th century* Size 1011 x 7H*
B.M. Or* 2821, Js‘ol* I.
The hero and heroine are seated on a bed overlaid 
with a carpet. His attitude betrays amorous desire* On
the sides o f the bed stand hand-maids - the one on the left
holding a caurl, the other applying sandal paste to his 
body. There are two more hand-maids outside the roont^ 
carrying a cauri and a casket* A drummer, a cymbal player
and a dancing girl are seated on the floor*
The painting bears the following inscription at the
top -
naga Bhaxru:
£ K / r «9 vT
Doha. MSladrI aura^PafhamanjarI lalita kari vahu nafika 
nafanl bhal Bhairau surata*
Copali 1* N|pa Bhairau bhupapa aga sajel kaia&rppa kfeiipi 
saga rajai.
2* karata kilo la kSmarasa bhlnau, bhuja pasari alimpana 
dlnau.
3* BajLhyau neha naina taka lagl, riti taranga angana anuragi.
. ^ _ b
4* Ceri catura caura kara liyo, ati vicitra citava^a cita dlyo
5* Mahala suranga seja supakari,
ete ruci sup a pavata piya pyarl.
Doha. Prezoa suraaa basa rljhi ati 
nirapi rahe mupa ora. 
manhu anana iijidu chabi 
locana oyari cakora* 1.
89.
MaladrI, Pafamanjarl , Lalita,and Nafa doing many feats of a
tumbler,are the beloved (wives) of Bhairava.
1. c The limbs of King Bhairava are decorated with ornaments, 
and a lady like Kama adorns his side.
2. Immersed with desire he is indulging in amorous dalliance,
and by extending his arm is embracing her.
3. With the growth of love her eyes remain open, and the 
currents of love pervade her body.
4. An accomplished handmaid, holding a caurl in her hand^ 
beholds whole -hearted ly (their amorous sports)-
5. Charming is the palace, and comfortable the bed*, (there­
fore) the husband and his beloved get the desired happiness.
He, under the influence of love and amorous desires, 
becoming exceedingly enamoured of her is looking at the 
face of his beloved, as if the cakora—like eyes look towards 
the beauty of her moon-like face.’
90*
Bhairava Raga, Rajasthani, Jaipur, with strong Mughal 
influence. 18th century. Size x 6*. Johnson 
Collection, India Office (Reading Room).
Bhairava is seated on a terrace / dressed in a 
plt&mbara and a cadara. His right hand is being massaged 
by a woman. A handmaid with a piece of cloth (mukha- 
vastra) stands behind him. A third handmaid is seated on 
the floor rubbing a piece of sandal-wood against a pallette- 
motrar (horasa). On the left two female musicians are 
playing a drum and a tSna^pura respectively. In the back­
ground a garden and a river are depicted.
91.
Bhairava, Jaipur. Gold border with floral decoration.
19th century. Size 6 1/10“ x 4 2/5“f B.M. Or.8838, fol.5.
Siva is seated on a bed* The Gangs, is flowing 
from his tqp-knot. Parvatl,seated before him, is applying
sandal^paste to his body. Two attendants stand with the 
caurl and fan. On the floor two musicians are playing the 
mfdanga and tanapura. On the right a handmaid is rubbing 
sandal wood on a slab of stone.
The following inscription is superscribed at the top. 
Raga Bhairu.
1. Rupa anupama sundara anga bibhuti dharai sasi slsa virajai.
2. Ganga jajani kai madhya lasai gala mupjLani—  mala bhujangani
sadai.
3. Dhaivata jati prabhatahl gavata narini sanga vilasa samadai.
4. Bhairava Raga kau yya vidhi dhyai hai antara papa nasavana
kajai. 1.
Translation!
“Peerless is his beauty, his limbs are charming* 
his body is besmeared with ash, and the moon adornB his f ore- 
head.
Ganga shines in his braided hair, and he has adorned
his neck with a garland of skulls and snakes»
He belongs to the caste of dhaivata, he sports with
women, and is to be sung in the morning.
Bhairava Raga should thus be sung in order to expunge 
the internal sins.“
92.
Bhairavl (Bhairava), RSjaathani. Late sixteenth or early
1.
seventeenth century* Size 7 l/lO* x 5 2/5“* B.M. (Prints 
and Drawings), 1924-12-28-0 1*
This painting is an excellent example of the Rajput
•  Lprimitive* The heroine dressed in the usual Rajput garments 9 
with an SjtatX (sacred light) in her left hand and a hell in 
the right, is worshipping the Siva lingam* Behind her/two 
female musicians are playing ea a mrdanga and cymbals respect- 
ively* In the background three trees are swaying in the wind 
In the foreground is depicted a lake full of lotus buds*
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
topr Bhero (Bhairava)
The painting bears the following inscription on the
back t
RaganI BhairavT Bhairo kl$ Doha:
Anandita sanjogalsira Siva devani 
kedeva, Manasarovara tlra taki 
karati Bhairavl Seva.
•RaginI Bhairavl of Bhairava. 'Delighted by the vision of 
her union with Siva the god of gods, Bhairavl attends^ him on 
the banks of the Manas a lake.*
Vw
1. Stchoj&kine assigns the beginning of the 17th century to 
this painting. La Peinture Indienne, p.207.
Description of PI. IXKI.
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Bhairavl (Bhairava) Jaipur, 17th century* Size 10" x 7"
B.M* OH* 2821, Sol. 2*
In this picture^a tengple of Lord Siva situated on 
the hauiks of a lake full of lotus blossoms and sporting 
ducks ^ is depicted* The heroine is seated in the temple 
before the Siva liiigam with some offerings in her hand* In 
front of her various requisites of puja such as bell, casket,
arghya £  ____  £, panoapatra, etc* are to be seen* Jour
handmaids with various articles for offering stand outside 
the temple*
Lotus flowers seem to have been the chief 
decorative motif of the painter* They are growing in 
abundance in the lake, the heroine's skirt has lotus patterns 
and even the lingam is decorated with them*
The painting bears the following inscription at the
top*
1* Bhairavi Hagan I copal* Raj akuvari BhairawvijfrapI, defl 
rupa Shalrau lalicapl.
2* Bhal magna sava surati visarlk,ra§i manoratha Siva mafha al 
3* Vauhauta bhati kai puja lali .
4* LIyai tala kara sujasa sunava mana ehlva Bhairava pava 
5* Eha nimata oita ga£u jLharai plya saneha nahl naika 
visarai*
Doha* Manasarovara vimala Jala pang! karata kilola
94#
—  V"
tiha taja sobhl Siva bhavapa tajita ruoita amola 2*
A
Translations
’•Princess Bhairavl was tempted by the sight of 
Bhairava*s beauty*
Becoming absorbed (w^ tda love) she forgot everything,*- 
stee came to the temple of Siva with a vow in her heart, and 
brought with her many articles of worship*
Holding the cymbals in her hands she is singing the 
glories of Bhairava, believing all the time that she had 
secured him*
With this purpose she is pouring out water from the 
pitcher, and does not forget even for a moment the love of 
her beloved*
On the banks of the MSnasa Lake*, full of crystalline 
water* where the birds are sporting, is situated the ornamented 
and priceless temple of ^iva**
95*
Bhairavl (Bhairava), RSjasthanI (Jaipur) with strong Mughal 
influence* Size 8&* x 5** Johnson Collection, India Office
(Reading Room)•
The heroine is worshipping the Siva lingam* The 
architecture of the temple is reminisoefrt of a Muslim 
mosque, the dome being decorated with a flag and a trident - 
the symbols of Siva* The heroine is seated outside the 
temple* She is dressed in a green coll, a transparent 
Ophanl and a skirt bearing pretty rose-designs* Her hair is 
falling down on her back* She is clashing cymbals* A
tray of fruits containing mangoes, bananas, etc* and a 
garland a»e before her* A handmaid, dressed in a s£yl 
a red coll, with her hair falling down on the back, standd 
behind her with a garland and a water jug* Down the platform 
is a calf tied with a column* In the background overshadowing 
the teazle is a pipala tree painted with great accuracy*
96*
Bhairavl (Bhairava), Jaipur* 19th century, size 6 l/lO" x 4 2/5"
B.M. Orr, 8838, fol.14.
The heroine wearing a mukafa, a idiite orhanl and 
the usual ornaments is seated on the right, in a temple of 
Siva situated in the midst of a lake full of lotus blossoms*
the other end*
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Bhair&vakI raga savaya*
1* Phule jaha pup£arlka indivara aise sarovara madhya suhSvai. 
2* Sudara rupa sigara kiyai yaha gavata tala vajavata bhavai. 
3* Prema sau dhyana dharai Siva kau, phalase kuca nSika hatha
4* Ya vidhi bhava vasaniye BhairokT, Rag ini Bhairavl nama
Meditating upon Siva with love, she touches her 
fruit-like breast with her hand*
This is the attitude of the Ragi^I of Bhairava^ known 
as Bhairavl/'




“(The Tenqple) is beautifully situated in a pond full
of water-lilies and lotus blossoms*
She, having decorated her beautiful person, appears
y-
there singing melodiously^beatiag time (tSla).
Variants, Add* 26,550, fol* 2t 
2* Sudara, rupa klye, hay a.
3* so, Sivakai, nayaka.
4* BhagSniye, Bhairu, raganl*
Or* 8839, fol*36r
1* Atha Bhairavi Raganlla, pujlarlka 
2* Rupa, sigara, ya is superfluous*
3* Nalka*
v-
4* Bhayau, raglni, 2*
98.
Na$a (Bhairava), Jaipur. 17th oentury. Size 10* x 7*,
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 3.
The scene is laid in a battlefield. The heroine, 
wearing a jamah, turban, and a cummerbund, and mounted on an 
elephant, with a body-guard seated behind her, is shooting 
arrows. At the bottom are depicted two cavaliers* and a 
foot soldier. One mounted officer armed to teeth with a 
shield, Bpear, sword, dagger and a quiver securely fastened 
to his waist faces the heroine. In the background also 
four soldiers fighting with guns, bows and arrows are depicted. 




1. Vic^tra na$a nagari suhal, Karlnatika haivara oaghal.
2. Viraha satryt syau jSjha pasarl, ubhl bhuja hatha karlvarl.
3. Plya saneha kau vala hlya mahi.
4. Def i parS-krama viraha bhajau, nipfa karura jujha kai kaja.
5. Kiyaubhu jujha bharatha samu jana.
6. Degi Bhairanvwarn vauhauta su$a mana.
Dohat
&iyau nafika nafa nagari 1ata parajSkai kaja.
Aura loka viraha hanau gha^i viraha yaha ISja. 3.
Translation*
Charmingly appears lady Nafa, who b^a arrived from 
Karnataka mounted on a superb elephant.
99 .
She, holding swords in both hands, has engaged 
herself in warfare with the enemy Separation**
She has the strength of the love of her husband in
her heart*
Seeing her prowess the Reparation1 fled, and 
she was merciless in action during the war*
She fought like a valiant soldier in the battle­
field, and Bhairava was very much pleased with ithis*
Dohar
Lady Naja, devoted to her task, has performed this
i f
drama* Separation was greatly ashamed, because he had 
defeated the rest of the world (but not her*) v
100.
Na£a (Bhairava). Jaipur, 18th century, size 6 l/lOH x 4 2/5*
B.M. Or. 8838, fol*26•
The heroine, wearing a steel helmet, is fighting 
from horseback, with a warricr on the right who holds a sword 
and a shield* A soldier, with his broken sword^ and his 
turban lying at some distance, is lying dead on the ground.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Nafa Raga savaiya*
1* Caghi turanga macyo jaha janga, taha §ama*-saikai khaga
vajavai.
2* Mup4a katal aru rupjLanacai, juri juglnl khapara srona
pjtravai •
3. Ha than i mai samasera dharai, sava vira ghafa rasa vira
J&gavai*




Mounted on a steed,filled with anger she clatters 
the sword, idiere the battle is in progress. The heads axe 
being chopped , the trunks are dancing, and the yoginls, 
assembling there, are filling their earthen cups (khappara) 
with blood.
Holding the sword in her hand she awakens the 
heroic sentiment in the gathering of the soldiers.
In this manner appears Nafa, the RaginI of 
Bhairava, whose form is awe-inspiring.’*
Variants, Or. 88391. fol.12 *
1. Atha Nafa RaganI la., mace, jeha* taha, gama^salkai,
khanga.
2. Muga kafa aru rujla naoa, joganl.
3. Hathana, dharai is messing.
4. So Shairuki RaginI, jako, rupa. 3%
Add. 28,550, fol.3*
1. Macyau jaha taha jamasasa kai sa^aga.
2. Kafai, jura, joganl, ?apara.
3. Hathana, sava vira ?
4. Vivi ?, bhava vafaniye, BhairukI RaganI, rupa 3.
102.
MSlagrI (Bhairava), Jaipur, 17th century, Size 10“ x 7*.
B.K. Or. 2821, fol. 4.
The heroine is seated on a stool furnished with 
pillows and cushions, plucking the petals of a flower. A 
cauri-bearer stands behind her;and a handmaid is seated before 
her. A room is depicted on the right end of the picture.
A handmaid is seated near the bed. Two female musicians^with 
a tana^pura and cymbals are seated on the right.
In this picture also the lotus flower plays an 
important part. The skirts of the heroine and the musicians 
are decorated with lotus patterns, and the carpet on which the 
musicians are seated also bears lotus designs.
The painting bears the following inscription at 
the top* MaladrX Ragani, Copal*
1. MSladri miharl sukamall,
Gaura varna asunaina visala.
2. Plya saneha ananda bhari hlyai, 
torata kusuma catural klyai.
3. Bhugapa bheda kahyo nahl jal, 
dep*ta dfg Ji naina naku aghal.
4. Bhavapa apurva racyau savarX,
Sundara sagI parama sugakarX,
5. Tin amah i yaha ati oatura sayanl 
Bhairava raja raja mana man! ,
Doha*
Piya saneha kX umaga mana, aura umaga ManamamAtha
103*
Marga herai prapapati, gahai phula thalai nStha. 
Translation:
MMala6rI is a delicate lady; her connexion 
is fair and her eyes are large*
Her heart is filled with joy^t^r the love of her 
beloved, and she is plucking the flower very cleverly*
Indescribable is the variety of her ornaments, 
Beholding them the eyes are never satisfied*
The charming handmaid, the giver of comfort, has 
decorated the peerless house very tastefully*
Therer this extremely sagacious, clever and self­
directing woman appears charmingly with King Hhairava*
Her heart is exulted with the love of her husband 
and amorous desires*
Holding a flower in the palm of her hand, she waits 
for the arrival of her husband*'
*
104*
Malavl (Malagri) Bhairava, Jaipur, 19th century* Size 6 l/l0*x 
4 2/5“* B.M. Or* 8838, Pol.15
The heroine dressed in the usual Rajput costume is 
seated on a stool lying on a terrace opening before a room, 
with a lotus flower in either hand. Before her stands a 
handmaid also holding lotus flowers*
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topt
flalaval Raga savaiya*
1* Plya kl vata oalavai sahell, tihi saga Spanau neha kiyaihai, 
2* Phulyau savovara hatha liyai ih£, jyala hirl^kati Spu
hiy-ai ha I
3* Srl^phala chaha viyoga bharl, ika kani vaifhl vici liyai
hai*
r*1
4* Ya vidhi BhairokI Raga kl RaginI, qialavl nama ananda diye
hai 4*
Translation:
"Her confidante startB the subject of her husbard, 
though she, herself, is in love with him*
Holding a lotus blossom in her hand, that thought is 
troubling her heart*
Pilled with/vpanga of separation and with spite, she 
is seated under the shade of a Srlphala tree*.
Xn this j^ay Malavl, the Ragipl of Bhairava imparts
pleasure."
Variants: Or* 8839, Fol.29*
1* Atha IflalaSrl lak?apa* Plye, tihi, kiye, he*
2* Phulyo saroruha, klyai, ihi, khyala hirikati, hiye hai. 
3* Chaha, ika kanini vaifhl vicitra liye hai*
4* VidhI, Bhairava RagakI, Ragani Maladri naoaa kahavai, 4*
106.
MalaSrI (Bhairava), RajasthSnl, 18th century, size 12j" x 8" 
Johnson Collection, Book 36, Pol. 10.
The heroine is seated on bench laid on a terrace 
with a lotus blossom in her left hand. At the bottom flower 
beds are depicted on both sides and a fountain is bubbling in 
the centre.
On the reverse is a lotus pond with tortoises, 
bearing the following inscription:
§adaga nyasa aru ansa gyha, sampurapa anga yoti,
MalasrI rasa rlti mai prita samehl hota.kavita:
- - Y'Lala saroja liye kara-vala, visala dpgan-cala cancala yaje,
Varahi vara niharati duti dehaki neha so bhupapa sSje,
Vaifhi rasala taVe rasa Vita mai
prita so depata hi rati lajai,
V~
Yo musakata lajata kachu, Hara~vallabha ttalasivi chavi chajai*
Nidha mapadha madha nisa
nidha pamaga, papa madha pama gari sari.
Translation: "The heroine shines holding a red flower in her
hand, and with her eyelashes fluttering.
Again and again she beholds the charm of her body 
decorated with choice ornaments.
Seated in joyous mood under the shade of the mango 
tree she is manifesting amorous desires.
Seeing whom even Rati is put to shame. Thus at 
times smiling, and at times feeling shy, Malairl shines forth.
107.
Lalita (Bhairava), Jaipur, 17th century, Size 10" x 7"
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 5.
The heroine is lying on the bed^her attention being 
diverted towards the door. A handmaid standing near her also 
looks at the door. The hero, with a garland in either hand, 
stands outside the door. He wears a thin muslin coat 
(jamak), striped trousers (paijama), and is equipped with a 
sword and a dagger. At the bottom, on the staircase leading 
to the palace, ia seated a groom holding the reins of a horse. 




1. Lalita lalita suhaga lapefi, piya ufhi cale mana kari lefl
2. Kahyo satara hoi sarai dugal, taha jahu jo triya mana bhayl
3. Suni kari raja le$i phlri herai, kaha kahayau kari haha
terai.
4. Dei na utara mauna mu^a gahl, mantm catura triya hoi rahlA
5. Vauhauta bhatl kari piya manavai, tyau tyau vanita mana
Doha: va$havai %
Pauhopamala karillyau, piya £ha£he pema basefa,
Agai pava na dhari sakai, abalaka^bala de§i. 6.
Translation:
"Lalita, wrapped in the affection of her husband, is 
lying down in mSna^ as soon as he rose to depart.
108.
Inflamed with anger she said, *00 where lives the 
woman agreeable to you.*
Having heard this, the king turns back and mutters: 
*AhJ Aht what did you say?1
She does not reply but holds her mouth in silence; 
indeed at heart the lady is clever.
The more the husband cajoles her in many ways,
f** ou,
the more the lady increases her mana.
Holding the flower garland in the hand with love, 
he cannot step a pace forward seeing the prowess^, of the 
Powerless (abala) •"
a. "Mana implies coldness, pride and obduracy, caprice or 
jealousy; in the religious sense it is precisely that 
self-willing and self-thinking whereby the soul does not 
hear and see, nor yieldherself to her lord.” 
Coomaraswamy, Rajput Painting, Vol. I. p.
109.
Lalita (Bhairava) , Rajasthani, 19th century, Size 5J* x 4*
B.M. Add. 26,550, fol. 6.
The heroine is lying on a bed. The hero with a 
garland in his right hand is going away.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
1. tfgata bhana cale java kantha, tavai tiya degi viyogama
bhlni,
2. Soca bhaji mufa sasa liye, tiya $edai so apiya bhari linl,
3. Depi disa phiVakal piya cahata, All rahi cakl kai chiva
ohlnl,
4. Bhairava Raga kl Ragani Lalita v&ma gun! kaha deni, 6. 
Translation:
"TOien the husband was ready to depart after sunrise, 
the lady became immersed in sorrow.
Pilled with anxiety, she heaves deep sighs, and fills 
her eyes with tears.
Seeing her condition the husband wants to return, 
and the damsel with faded beauty was surprised.
Lady Lalita the RSgipI of Bhairava is thus described 
by the musicians.*
Variants: Or. 8839, fol.21:
1. Athalalita, ugata bhana, kanta, tira yepl, maibhlnl
2. Eharx, mukha, liye, tihi, pedahl, sau, apiya, linl.
3. DepI, dasa phira kai piya, cahaita rahi, chavl chlnl.
4. Ha, ihl nama guni kahi dlnl 6.
110 2
Pafamanjari (Bhairava), Jaipur, 17th Century, Size 10" x 7"
B.M* Or.2821, fol. 6.
The heroiner wearing a blue striped coll with no x*i 
borders, a skirt heavily worked with gold, a transparent 
o£hanl^ and the usual ornaments. Before her is seated her 
confidante with one of her hands on the knee of the heroine, 
andjbehind her stands a oauri-bearer. On the left a female
musician is playing on tana-pftra. On the top of the picture 
is a balcony^ the hero stands with a flower. Before him 
stands another lady with folded hands.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Pafamanjari, Copal:
1. Patamanjarl krodha jiya kinha, lalica lalu ana rasa bhlnha
_ v
2. Sumiri saneha lahari bahu vadhi, nicai ^adana mauna mufa
gajLhl.
3. Varpahi naina apapflta dhara, janu £u$ai moti ke hara
4. Hitakari hitavacana sunava, vahuta bhati karajori manavai
5. Manau mananl vacaha hamara, tumahi syo ragu atura piya
pyarl.
Doha:
Brahma vaca Siva vaca mai kahona mi thy a vaipta,
Yau kina supa kita deta hau, duri karahu sira naina. y. 
Translation:
"Patamanjari is indignant in her heart, because the
111.
greedy hero is in love with some other (lady).
Thinking of him the currents of love have risen 
high: she hats la^rod her face and stopped speaking.
The eyes are showering the unceasing torrents (of 
tears) as if the pearl necklaces were broken.
Her well-wisher gives her profitable advice, and 
pdrsuades her with folded hands in many ways.
1 HaninI, take my word that your beloved is eager to 
enjoy your conqpany.
Doha*
"fra the name of Brahma and Siva, X am not lying.
As he is making others happy I will banish him 
from my heart and sight."
112.
Pajamanjari (Bhairava), Jaipur, 19th century, Size 6 l/lO* x 
4 2/5**. B.M. Or.8838, fol. 17.
The heroine is seated on a terrace leaning on a 
cushion. Her confidante, the upper part of whose body is 
covered with a blue c&dara, is seated before her. A bird 
is also perched on her left hand.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topr
Raga Pajamanjari:
1. Piya bina na suhata kachu, tana phulake bara agara se
lagata.
2. Ja milive kau Bigara kiyo, jiya tEsu vlyoga jarava agSra se.
3. Tatatahl vitha sau rahi dfga mudi, saheli-ki^vata, nab I
anuragata.
4. Bhairava ki Pafamanjarl RaginI jo kaha janai gunl-jana
rfigata 5.
Translation:
"Nothing pleases her without her huBband, and the 
garland of flowers acts like embers on her body.
To meet whom she adorned herself, his separation, 
like red-hot eodl, singes her heart.
Burning with excruciating pain, she is keeping her 
eyes closed, and does not derive pleasure from the conversation 
of her confidante.
Pa£amanjavl is & ragini of Bhairava understanding 
which the musicians sing.”
Variants: Or. 8839, fol.Sfi. 357
1. Atha Pajamanjarlla, Kachu, lagai.
2. Millveko slgara klyo, viyoga jaravata jfigata.
3. Tahl, nhl, anuragai.
4. Ragani, jako jani, gavai.
Add. 26,550, fol.W*5':
1. Piya vina, tanphula.
2. Milave ku slgara klyo, tSsu, agara.
3. Tatanahi, so, mudi, sahall, anuragatai.
4. Ragani, ragatai.
4. She is a Propitapatika represented in the paintings 
as a lady seated in company with her sakhl, and will not be 
comforted because her lord has not yet returned, ^asi- 
Sapriya, p.94.
MadhuwmadhavI (Bhairava), RfijasthSnl, Late 18th century.
Site 7f* x 5* I.M. 2»-214.
On a terrace opening before a room, the hero and 
heroine are seated. Before them two rose water-sprinklers, a 
tray full of garlands and a betel box are lying. In the 
background a lake lined with trees* and a fort are depicted.
The following inscriptions in Persian and Hindi are
superscribed at the top*
Hindi: Ragani Madamadhavi (MadhumSdhavI)
Persian* Vhaharum Ragani Madhamadah Rag. Bhairon hang am 4.
114*
Malakausa, Rajasthani* Jaipur. 17th century. Si2e 10M x 1*
B.M. Or. 2821. fol. 7.
The hero and heroine are seated on a bed in a room 
offering betel leaves to each other. His attitude betrays 
amorous dalliance. On his left one handmaid is waving the 
caurl, and a second is just about to enter the room. On the 
right one holds betel leaves. Another is a caurl•bearer.
In the foreground, a male and a female musician are playing on 
ek^tara and tanapura.
The following inscription is superscribed at the top: 
Raga MSlakausa, doha*
GaurT GaurS Ramakali Sambhavatl ati guva,
Ina saga lag! Gupasarl MSla-kausa mahavuva.
Caupai:
1. Malakausa nppa catura binanl, kancapa dehu suvarahS vanI,
2. Baifhe mahala tasata paracha-hl, ceri caura Jhurav&ta 5hi.
8. Jina-kai rupa na Rambha hoi, karna sarupa kamipi sol.
v
4. Bhusapa subhaga banava banavahi, tihithal bhusapa sobha
pavahi*
5. Pana ^ata vira kara liyai, rnana rasa magna mauna suga kiyai
Doha i1
Yahai vanika nppa degi-kari Malakauslka sarvanga,
Aba barnu chavi kamipi sobha rupa suranga. *j.
115.
Translationt
"ff&ugl, Gau$a, Ramakali, excellent Vangavati, and 
GupasarS have attached themselves to handsome MSlakausa.
King Malakausa is a clever thinker (vinanl - 
vignanl), and the complexion of his body is like pure gold 
(suva-raha*!
In the palace he is seated in the shadow of his 
throne, and a female attendant is waving the cauri.
Such is Kama-like maiden whose beauty even RamhhS 
does not possess.
Ornaments of delioate mould adorn her person; but 
they receive lustre from her (charm)
)Utw»
Holding betel leaves in her hand, she is chewing s*. 
Her mind is immersed in pleasure, and her joy is mute.
Thus having seen Malakausa in this manner in all his 
aspects, I shall describe the charm of the woman, who is the 
mine of beauty and possesses a faultless form.”
a. Baraha-bani, pure, usually applied to gold. Sohatfa loha 
parasi parasa yo subarana varaha bapl. Hindi Sabdasagara, 
p. 2439.
lid.
Malakausa* RSjasthanl. late 18th century. Size 7£* x 5b*
French Collection.
The hero is seated on the throne with a vlpa. On 
the left stands a hand-maid offering betel leaves to him and 
on the right a caurl-bearer. In the background two parrots
are flying in the sky.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
bottom*
Sri Malakoelka Raga puriga.
Malakausa* Rajasthani?. 18th century. Size 7* x 5b*
B.M. Stowe, Or. 18, fol. 3.
This is avery peculiar conception of Malakausa which
we do not find in the Rajasthani RagamalSs. The hero is
seated under a canopy on a chair. He wears a pretty jamah with
lotus patterns and a turban to match, and la is equipped with
a spear, a sword and a shield. An attendant with a peacock 
fly-whisk
feather/stands behind him. Before the hero, on the floor, a 
human head in a tray is lying. On the left stand two warriors, 
each with a spear in one hand^ and the other hand raised.
On the reverse is inscribed RSga Malakosa in Persian.
117.
Malakausa* Jaipur. Tempera painting, gold border with
floral decoration. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO" x 4 2/5"
B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 4.
The hero is seated on a throne, wearing a jamah
with floral designs^ and a turban with a string of pearls 
tied round it. A handmaid with the peacock feather fly- 
whisk stands behind him. Two female musicians are before
him. In the foreground a flower-bed is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topr
Malakosa Raga, savajyS*
1. Vafhl jarava slgara sajai, ika asana piya rava kaha.
2. Rupa apara rahyau rangi raga sau aisl duhuna kl jorl
suh&vai.
3. Sundari nari rasllo piya, tina yaka sakhi jana cora dhara
vai.
4. Ya vidhi so Malakosa hai Raga g u n j a n a  tahi vanai-kai
gavai.7.
Translation:
"Having adorned her body with ornaments she is seated 
on the same seat with her husband who is a king.
Unsurpassable is his beauty, and he is absorbed in 
pleasant sports. Thus appears the couple with great dclat.
y
Handsome is the lady and poluptuous the husband.
Over them one of the handmaids is waving the caurl.
118.
Such, is the Malakausa R£ga, which the musicians sing 
with great ornamentation.*
Variants; Or. 8839, fol. H .  4.
1. Vaifhl, jaravaja, slgara klye, Ika, asanajS piye, kahavai
2. Rahye, ragi, sau, duhanakl, the rest is left over.
3. Sudari, piya, caru, phuravai.
4. Sau, tahl, vanayaka.
Add. 26,550, fol.Tr
1. vaifhi, kahavai.
2. Raho, ranga, so, aisa duhanlkl jora.
3. Rasilo, caru, sapl, jlna, caura £harava.
4 • So, vanaya-ka£ • n *
119.
Gaudl (Mala^kausa). Rajasthani, Jaipur. . 17th century.
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Otr. 2821, fol. 8.
The scene is laid in a garden. The heroine stands 
near the hed of flowers, with twigs of some tree. A peacock,
towards which she has extended the other hand, struts before
ilt
her. On the left, a female musician is playing ft tanapura.
In the background is seen a temple in a grove and in the 
foreground a lotus pond.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Ragani Gaupl, CaupaX*
1. Piya rasa-magna Virajata Gaurl, vigasata anga kama chavi
saurl.
2. Piya kl prati hiyai vauhau vaphl ananda sahata baga mal
$ haphi %
3. Ana ana varpa phull jlhl barl, manu ruoi baphai dpjti
anusarl,
4. Pauhaupa syu yo hoya suvasl, desi vicitra citra hoi jal
5. Citra vicitra na leta vulal.
Doha *
Raci Tiranci citra vicatra gati sowbha nidhi su§a~r§si, 
Desau Gaupl ko darsa a§ina hota prakasa. 8.
Translation*
"Immersed in the love of her husband Gaupl shines
120.
and in the limbs of that beauty tfte amorous desires are 
manifested.
Her heart is overflowing with the love of her 
husband, and happily she stands in the garden.
In that garden the flowers of different shades are 
blooming, and the eyes following them inspire pleasure in Vhe 
heart.
Thus, seeing her* laden with the fragrance of 
flowers, the mind becomes strange*u~c
And the strange^mind cannot be recalled (from her
thought).
The Creator hg.8 created the strange ways of the. 
mind. Loi Behold the charm of Gauyll, the treasure house of 
beauty, the Heap of Happiness, which imparts light to the 
eyes."
121.
Gau^I (Malakausa). Jaipur. 17th century. Size 6 l/lO* x 
4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838, fol.18.
UrxlL— ^  •
The heroine stands in a garden^ a phulacharl in 
either hand* In-he foreground a lake* on the banks of which 
the W6fcve*€ are sporting, is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Grau£l RaganJ Malakosaki, savaiyas
1. Rupa ujyari laaai tana sari yo kancukl seta viraje rahi
hai.
2. Motina hara slgara kiye chute v&ra piya paravlna sahi
hai.
3. Rupa suvSsa bhanl cita udasa sada piya dhyana gahl hai.
4. YE vidhi so Malakausa ki RaginI Gauri sada ihi nama kahi
hai. 8.
Translation*
•She diffusing light with her beauty; a s&fX 
adorns her body and a white bodice appears charmingly on her 
person.
Decorated with pearl-necklaces, and with scattered 
locks of her hair, indeed, the lady appears to be clever.
a. A stick intertwined with flower galriands with which 
people play in the cauthl (a particular ceremony in Hindus 
on the fourth day after the marriage ceremony is performed) 
Hindl-Sabdasfigar, pp. 1044 and 2326.
122.
The lady, though beautiful and emitting fragrance, 
is always thinking of her husband.
In this way GauflX, the RaginX of Malakausa, is 
always known. 11
Variants* Or. 8839, fol.^t.
1. Atha (xo$X RaganI la. Rupa ujyarl lasa tana.
2. Motlna, sigara kXye, triya.
3. Rupa, suvasa, dhani is added after hhanX, udasa, dhyana
4. Vldhi, sau, RaginX, GrojLX, Xhai. 8.
Add. 26,550, fol.8.
1. Rupa, ujari, naina instead of tana, sari, ya, kancukX,
viraji
2. Tiya.
Third line is left over.
u
4. So, Malakosa, REganX, Go£l, X^a, 8.
123.
Malava Gau^T (Malakausa) RaJ.sthan!, Jaipur. 17th century. 
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Or.2821, fol.9.
To the left is depicted a palace on the entrance 
of which stands a hand-maid to ^ welcome the couple. Behind 
them stands a female musician with a tana-purE. In the 
background the sky is depicted where the moon is seen driving 
in a chariot to which are yoked two black bucks.
The following inscription is siQjerscribed at the
top*
MElava Gauri Ragani, Copals
1. Parama vicatra MalavS narX, piya saneha as a bhuja dhari.
2. Piya lai hlra mahala mai jShf vanita dori kapjha lapajal.
3. Piya lai hafha paryau hara nahi dehi, piya bhuja gahal
cahi tihi lehX.
4. Manamatha rupa rXjhavata £haghi, lSlica laharX lala ku
bEfhi.
5. Mauhana rupa de§i tahi bhlni Manama tha rijhi rijhi vali
kinX.
Doha*
Impta nayana imfta bacaja rahai paraspara cahi 
-  jj -
Nyaya pukarai virahani piya vina ahi ahi. 10.
Translation*
"Beautiful is Malava RanX, whose husband has lovingly 
cast his arm on her shoulder.
124.
the husband goes to the palace with a necklace, 
and hastily the lady is embracing him*
The husband refuses to give the necklace playfully, 
while she, catching his arm, wants to snatch it*
She is tempting him with her lovable beauty, and 
the currents of greed is overflowing the heart of the hero*
She is deeply moved by the charm of Mohana, and the 
Love feeling happy (at his conquest)r has manifested his 
prowess*
They are coveting the nectarine eyes and speech of 
each other, and the virahipl is exclaiming Ahi Ahi, and 
asking for justice*"'
MElava GaufI (Malakausa), Rajasthani* Late 18th century*
Sire 74* x 5£* French Collection*
CiXrcrkAj- h o
The hero and heroine are^entering a room* Bach of 
them has an arm around the neck of the other* Both hold 
flower garlands in their free hands* The room is furnished 
with a bed and a lamp is burning on the shelf. To the right 
a handmaid is descending from the stairs*
Inscription at the bottom*
Mall Go£l
125*
Malava GaujLl (Malakausa). Rajasthani, Jaipur* Size 6 l/lO** x 
4 2/5** B*M* Or* 8858, fol.34.
The hero stands on the terrace furnished with a bed 
with his left arm round the neck of the heroine*
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topr Malava Ragan!, savaiyS*
1* Jovana rupa sau puri rahl, lasai ekahl asana piya rijhaveL
or •2* To lapafanisanka hiyai, rati atura agl suanga su-havai
3* Tahl kai sanga karai rasa ranga saketa niketa ko cali
avai.
4* *Lalaw kahai Malakosa kl Ragan I yahl kau Malavl nama
kahavai. 10*
Translation*
"Full of youth and charm, seated on the same seat with 
her husband, she is tempting him*
With a beautiful bodice adorning her limbs, the 
woman, excited with amorous desires, and with no misgivings in 
her heart, is embracing him*
Coming to the trysting place, she engages herself in 
amorous dalliances*
'Lala’ says that the Ragipl of MSlakausa bears the name 
of Malavl.”
Or. 88391 fol.29*i«:
Raga Malavl la* Rupa sa puri, rljhavai*
2• Angl.
3* Saketani ko call aval*
Add. 21,550. fol.10.
1. Rupa so puri rahi lasa, rljhavai.
2. Hiye, agi su.
3. lahi, saketa naketa ko.
4. MaladrI naxoa kahavai. 10*
127.
Ramakali (Malakausa). Rajasthani, Jaipur. 18th century.
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol.10
The heroine is seated on a carpet averting her face 
from the heroi. On either side stands a handmaid one of 
whom is offering flowers to the heroine. In the foreground 
a horse and a groom are depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
JRagani Manavati, Copal*
1. Raakali piya pema ragllir sundara ch&vi vicatra chavill.
A
2. Kamakara kapolana kuppila bhal, ubhai bhata katai race
gusSI.
3. Bhugapa joti adhika chavi hoya, pahupa samana najuki liyai.
4. Piya syo rufhi mana karl rahl, ja-eu ritl klnl nahu jahl.
5. Piya kara jor#i vauhu bhaga manavai, trlya manana chapai
samau gavavai.
Doha*
Ohvai sagara nagari racl, VrahmS oitai cita mSha,
Piya yaha ai>a lagai-yau vauhauta krodha jiya mSha, 14. 
Translation*
"The proud Ramakali, possessing a peculiar charm 
and piquant beauty, is absorbed in the love of her husband.
The dolphin-shaped earrings adorn her cheeks. How 
Brahma has decorated her with nature and with artifice]
128.
The effulgence of her ornaments enhance her beauty;
”WV
she is tender as a flower. Simulating pride towards her 
husband she says, *Ck> to her with whom you had connection.f
In different manners, the husband, with folded 
hands, is cajoling her, but the woman does not give up her 
pride, and is whiling away the time.
Brahma cogitating in his mind, has created this 
lady, the ocean of beauty, but has added this defect to her 
that she has flaming anger in her heart.M
129.
Ramakali (Malakausa) , Rajasthani# Late 18th century.
Size 7f * x 5*. French Collection.
The heroine is seated on a bed averting her face 
from the hero who kneels beside the bed. A handmaid stands 
near her.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
bottom* RagapI Ramakarl
Ramakali. Mughal. 18th century. Size 3* x 5" 
B.M. Add. 26,440, fol. 18. (Hafiz Rahmet Library)
This is an unique example of this raginl. The 
hero stretches himself on a terrace, being completely 
intoxicated. One lady is administering him wine, and a 
second is holding his right hand. The following articles 
are lying on the floor* betel .box, spittoon, wine bottle, 
fruit-tray and a small stool.
The painting bears the following inscription in 
Persian* Ramakali.
130.
Ramakali (Malakausa). Jaipur# 19th century# Size 6 l/lO* x 
4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 12.
The heroine is seated on a stool with one foot on 
the ground. The hero has fallen at her feet. Tbestgh liwsUcv* 
confidante is persuading him to get up#
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topr
Ramakali, savaiya*
1. Jovanavanti maha maya manta su~moja bhari mana mana
vaghavai.
2. Vaifhi savai ali har1 manaikai vahito kama £alola na
bhavai•
3. Hota prabhata sasl samujhSvati kahe kaupEyahi pai
lagavai,
4. Lala kahai Malakosa kl Raginl Ramakali yaha nama kah5va%ll. 
Translation:
"The youthful, proud and capricious lady, has given 
vent to pride in her heart.
All the damsels are seated aloof being defeated in 
their efforts to persuade her? but she does not care for 
amorous dalliance.
At the break of dawn the confidante asks “Why have 
you kept your husband touching your feet?*
c Lala" says Ramakali, the Raginl of Malakausa, is 
known by this name.*
131.
Variants: Or. 8839, fol.15.
1. A tha Ramakali, Mayamantl.
2 • Manalkai „ vahl •
3. SakhI, samnjhata, kau, ply5 pal
4. Malakausa, RaganI, yeha, kahavai.
Add. 26,550, fol.11.
1. Jovanavanti, su moja bhari, piya instead of mana.
2. Vaifhi, hara, manaya kai, kahi
3. Samajhavata, kahe piyako paya lagavai.
4. Ragan I, Ramakali. 11.
132.
Gupakali (Malakausa). Rajasthani, Jaipur, 17th century.
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Or.2821, fol. 11.
The heroine is seated in the palace^ with her 
right hand raised towards two flower vases. On the other 
end a female musician is pla^ln^/a tanapura. A caurl-bearer 
stands behind the heroine. In another room a hand-maid 
waits near a bed.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Ragani Gupakali, Copal*
1. Guna sagara nagara Gupakali, rupa vay&ga sobha ati bharl
2. Piya ke dhyana magna asi bhal, manahu eka rupa hoi gal.
3. NikasI xnahala vaifchi parachahi, cerl eka oaura kara ahi.
4. Kanaka lata si lata savarai, piya samlpa kau sam.au niharau.
5. Snada umagi vadana vigasanau, IS la na catura apa vasa
janyau.
Doha*
Naina salaunye catura triya, citavata cita harl lelf 
Malakausa rijhe nypati mana bhavatu suga deya. 12. 
Translation*
"Xady Gupakall, the oceanjof virtues, is endowed with 
the beauty of form and speech*
Coming out of the palace she is seated in a shady 
place, while a hand-maid is waving the caurl*
133.
She, like a golden creeper, is decorating a 
creeper, and waits for the return of her husband.
Overflowing with happiness, her face is blooming, 
and the clever woman # thinks the hero to be under her influence.
The skilful lady, by winking her pretty eyes, stesLa 
the heart. King Malakausa is enamoured of her, because she 
delights the mipd.
Gupakall (MSlakausa). RSjasthanT. Late 18th century. 
Size x  5-J-*. French Collection.
The heroine is plucking oomo grass growing in a pot. 
A oaurl-bearer stands behind her. On the left a handmaid 
waits near the bed.




Grupakali (Mala-kausa). Jaipur, 19th century. Size 6 l/lO* x 
4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 20.
The heroine is seated on a cot lying on a terrace. 
A handmaid stands before her. Two flower pots are lying 
near her.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Raga Gunakari, savaiyat
1. Piya kl vata rahl cita laikai, vata sahell su nitya
calavai.
2. Vasa suvasa sanl ati sundara ghara kancana $ambha bha
kai vaifhl suwhavai
SS * e
3. Sari kasubhl suranga lasai mati kancana bhujana angani
bhavai.
4. La la kahai MSlakausa kl Raginl Gunakarl jiha naxna
kahavai. 12.
Translations
*Bearing in her mind the news of her husband, she 
starts daily the conversation with her confidante.
The charming lady wearing perfumed clothes, shines 
beneath the golden columns.
The saffron-coloured sa^I, and the gold and 
jewelled ornaments adorn her body.
*Lala' says, Gupakall the RSginI of Malakausa is 
known by this name."
Variants, Or. 8839, fol.7r
1. A tha Gunakali la. Rahi, layakai





2. Ni, ati is left over. Sudara, ghara kancina kumbha
kajhi suhavai.
3. Sari, kasubhi, kancina, Agana.
4. Malakosa, RaganI, Grunl^kali, yaha. 12.
136.
Khambhavatl (Malakausa). Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century. 
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol.18.
Four-headed and four-handed Brahma is seated in the 
palace with the heroine. He is offering clarified butter
to the sacrificial fire. In another room an attendant
stands by the bed. In the foreground two male musicians 
are seated.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
RSgani §ambhavati, Copal;
1. Parama vicatra Sambhavatl rapl, j£syu VrahmS kaihaita
kahapl.
2. HacI Viranci vahuta cita dekai, gupa sarupa bhamipl
»
tava ekai.
3. De§i rupa chabi ICadana lajanau kamalSsana mupa Veda
bhulanap.
4. Visaryau homa jap a nahi avai, ^ambhavatl vatina vauravai.
5. Do I kara jorl pahupa bharl agai vasa rupa rasa Manama tha
lSgai.
Doha*
Madana tajanau bhasma bhayo, unai kalanka diyo 
Catura naiyapa rljhe nipaja de§i §ambhavati rupa. 19. 
Translations
*^ueen Khambhavatl, to whom Brahma is relating some
137.
story, is very handsome.
The Creator has taken a great deal of trouble in the 
creation of this lady, who is unrivalled in beauty and virtue.
Beholding the charm of her beauty, Kama was put to 
shame, and KamalSsana (Brahma) forgot to recite the Vedas.
He forgot about the sacrificial fire, and sacrificial 
chant would not come to him. Khambhavatl is maddening him 
by her conversation.
Extending her folded hands full of flowers, she, by 
her beauty, clothes and sentiment, appears to be Kama.
Thoroughly abashed Kama was reduced to ashes, and 
gave her the calumny. While Brahma (Caturanana - with four 
faces) was greatly enamoured, after beholding the beauty of 
Khambhavatl •’*
Khambhavatl (Malakausa). Rajasthani. Late 18th century.
Size l£* x 5f*. French Collection
Brahma,with four heads and four arms, is offering 
oblations to the sacrificial fire. On the right the heroine 
throws flowers in the fire. A handmaid with a rose-water
sprinkler stands behind her. At the bottom, to the left, a
swan is depicted.
It bears the following inscription at the bottom* 
RagapI Khambhavatl. 9.
Khambhavatl (Malakausa) , Rajasthani, 19th Century• 
Size 6 l/lO* x 4 2/5*. B.M. Or* 8838, fol.16
138*
Four headed Brahma is seated on a platform, with 
the three Vedas in three hands and a sacrificial spoon in the 
fourth. The heroine is seated before him. On the floor 
are lying argha (a certain boat shaped vessel used by Hindus 
for performing libations in their worship) pancapatra and 
some small cups. In the foreground a flower-bed is depicted. 
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top :
§abhavacl Malakosa kl, savaiyar
1. Rupa anupa slgara kiyai tana jovana joti viraji rahl hai.
2. Veda ricani pa^hal Vrahma-cfiri agyarl karai jihi asa sahi
hai.
a.
3. Hasa vilasa hulasa sanl madhi desi - gani ihi bhesa
lahl hai.
4. Ya vidhi so Malakosa kl R&ganT RSgi fabhaicl nama kahl
hai• 9 •
Translation:
"She has decorated her peerless form, the light of 
youth shines on her body.
Brahma reads hymns from the four Vedas, and he has 
prepared the sacrificial fire, with the hope (to secure her)
a* Canl - rich. Hindi-£abda*sagara, p.761
139*
Full of mirth, amorous desire and exultation, she, 
rich in lands, has taken up this guise.
In this way, KhambhavatX, the RaginX of MSlakausa. 
is described.0
Variants. Or. 883ftfc fol.5# t
1. Atha khambhavacX RSgala. Anupa kXye, jovana is missing,
viraja#
2. Veda rica pa£ha Vrahmacari, agyari, jXha.
3 • Hasa.
4* Sau, raga is left over, khambhavacX.
Add. 26,550, fol,9t
1. Rupa, rahi.
2. Racana, agyari, hasa vilSLsa sani madhi desagani ih&.
4. So, Raga, §ambhayacX. 9.
p - ' t  T T: r,____________________
JSlL___
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Hip^ola. Rajasthani. Late 17th century? Size 7^H x 6^ -?
B.M. Add. 26,934, fol.5.
The hero has fallen down from the awing and is 
being helped by the attendants to get up.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Ratana racita khambha <Jiori la-la pafakl hai, patika
kk _ _
kanaka manisacita vanava so 
Jhulata hip^Lore hila mila vara nariina so kautuka karata 
raga ranga rati bhava so 
Ujhaki ujhaki jhumi jhuki pare bhumi, vivasa hip^ola 
misa rasahi ke dava so 
Ha ha karilinho^ anka bhari pyari dou, ufhe hasi 
Rangalala, pyare prema cavaso.
Translations
"The poles of the swing are decorated with jewels, 
the strings are made of red jute fibre^and the plank is inlaid 
artistically with gold and jewels.
He is swinging with charming women and dallying 
with them amorously.
While swinging with full force, Hip<Jola fell to 1he 
ground helplessly.
But as both his wives crying HaJ Hal took him Into
their embrace, and smiling Rangalala rose up full of love and 
vigour."
Bahadur Singh, the name of the artist, is inscribed at the 
bottom. , -
141.
Hin£olat R5jasthanl, Jaipur. 17th century. Size 10" x 7W
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 12.
In a garden a swing is seen. Sri Krishna, with 
a viria^s swinging with Radha. His attitude shows that he 
is affected with amorous desire. Two handmaids stand close 
to the swing, while a third, on the left, is watching the 
dance. The danseuse wears a jamah, trousers, cummerbund 
and turban. Behind her stand two musicians with a mpdanga 
and cymbals. On the right a caurl-bearer stands looking at 
a musician playing the tanapura. In the background the 
sky is represented overcast with clouds. In the f oreground 
a lake full of lotus blossoms is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topi
HinjLola Raga, Dohai
\ SMadhu^madhau Gandharamili yo<jI au Degaffiia.
Bilavala HipjLola saga raga ranga jlva T&sl*
1. Vapai sambha vi viracf amola, ratana jarita suga-rSsi
hijLola.
2. Ca^hlf Hf(Jola piya blna bajavai, ha^I umagi pema dhuni
gSvai.
3. Samau suhavana riti susa-dal, nila jala dala jhukl varsa
lal.
142 <
4. Bamipi desl hota ^ujlyari, raj ita baga pakati sufakari 
5* Piya syo prlti hpdai ati ba^hi, anada magna jhulavata
Doha *
Rajata ranga Hi^Lola triya, jhulata vanita sanga,
Purna ananda umagi hiyai upajata tana taranga 13* 
Translation*
"Madhu-madhava, Gandhara, DesSkha and Vilavala, with 
them Hip^ola makes merry to his heartrs content*
In the forest, the swing, the heap of happiness and 
inlaid with jewels, is set up on priceless poles.
Kounted on the swing the beloved is playing the 
vipa, and the lady in exultation is singing a love-song.
Lovely i& the time and pleasant the weather; and 
the deep blue array of clouds have brought rain.
The lightning spreads light, and in the pleasant 
garden she is enjoying herself.
The love towards her husband has very much increased 
in her heart, and immersed in joy she is rocking the swing.
Hip^ola, in great love with the lady, is swinging 
with great splendour.
Pull joy overflowing his mind^ inspires many fancies 
in his heart. %>
143.
Hip^ola, Jaipur* Tempera painting with gold border and 
floral decoration. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO* x 4 2/5*
B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 2.
Krishna is swinging with Radha. The swing is 
being rocked by a female attendant on either side. On the
left two female musicians are playing on tanapura and
t r«s/>rc/***-£ (y
mrdanga, and on the right stand two attendants.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top?
Hippo la Raga, Savayar
1. £§inp jorai sada cita caurai, tihi mapi kancana sarnbha
hiporai.
2. Kunja ke madhya virajai piya piya, damini mai^a paral,
duhu bhorai.
3. Nagari narl aneka jhulavata raga vilasani mai manu gerai.
4. Ya vidhi Raga Hipola JCahavata, jani caphai abhilSgana
thaurai. 13.
Translationt
'Seated on the swing with poles worked in gold and 
gems, she glances $t her lover and thus steals his heart.
The lover and the beloved are seated in the bower, 
and the streaks of lightning light them from both sides.
144.
Many otesr accomplished women are rocking his swing. 
This is Raga Hippola..............   ?
Variants, Or. 8838,H*^Atha Hipola Raganl.
1. Gita, tihi.
2. Piya, dam In l, mug a, duhu.
3. Nagari, narl is left over, jhulavata chapi ?
4. Hipola, ^achai, abhTlagana.
Add. 26,550, fol.13.
1. 4?ina* tahi, mana, kancina. '
2. Kunjana, kai, viraja, dama, ni is missing, miga, parai,
du.
3. Nari, jhulavata, Hama, vilasana mana, Hippola, thorai. 13.
145.
Hadhumadhavl (Hipola) , Rajasthani. 17th Century.
Size 10" x 7*• B.M. Or. 2821, £ol. 17#
The heroine, standing on a platform ,is feeding a 
peacock perched on the eaves. On the threshold of the house
stands a handmaid with a tray. On the right a female 
musician is playing the tanapura. In the background the 
sky is represented overcast with clouds with lightning 
flashing through them.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Ragani Madhumadhavi, Copart
1. ttadhu^-madhavl rupa nidhi na nari, harita barapa pahirai tana
sari.
2. Bhavai bheda bhujapa aga nlke, deji koji muni saji hoi
phlke •
3. Nikas! mahala bar! mahi Jhavphi, nlla jaladala umagl
ghafa gaphl.
4. Madhura madhura dhupi garjati avai, damipi cama kira
^ahu lavai.
5. Kurahl jaga ananda sura vapl, deji surljhl rahl tih!
r&pl.
Doha t
Piya milapa kl phula tana, Jhaphi karata vino da.
Nppa Hippo la kai mana basl, tathai mana mahi moda. 18.
146.
Translation*
*Madhu~madhavT , the treasure of beauty, wears a 
green say! on her person.
Various ornaments appear charmingly on her body, 
beholding which the myriad decorations of the munis are 
bedimmed.
Coming out from the palace, she stands in the 
garden, and the deep blue clouds are surging (in the blue 
sky.)
They appear rumbling slowly^ with the flash of 
lightning which brings parrots.
The Kurahl birds are twittering joyously, beholding 
whom the queen is immensely pleased.
Her body is in ecstasies at her union with her 
beloved*, thus standing she is cracking jokes.
She has made home in the heart of King Hipjlola, 
therefore she is happy.0
147.
Vilavala (Hip$ola.)4 Rajput, Rajasthani (Bundelkhand)? Late 
sixteenth or beginning of the 17th century. Size 7 l/lO" x 
5 2/5*. B.M. (Prints & Drawings) 1924-12-28-03.
The heroine, dressed in a red s£yl and coll, is 
seated on an asana. Pearls play an important part in her 
ornaments. She wears baddhl, bena and maga, earrings set 
with pearls* and nose-ring (nathiS). Her handmaid stands 
before her. She is dressed in a sari, a black orhanl and the 
coll. She holds a circular mirror in her hand in which the 
heroine*s face is reflected. The background is painted in 
dark green.
t
The following inscriptions in Devana-garl and Persian 
are inscribed on the reverse*
Viravara Rag ini Hi Jo la kl;
De§i de^i mu§a mukara mai citta bhanga bhai triya,
Ihi vidhi kari kai raci citai, hlya vicRrati piya. 
Persian* BirSvara RaganI Hindola also BarSrI Raga. 
Translation*
"Looking repeatedly her face in the mirror, the lady 
became mentally perturbed. Decorating herself in this 
fashion she entertains in her mind the thought of her husband.1'
148*
Yilavala (Hip£ola)« Rajasthani, Jaipur* 17th century,
Size 10" x 7* B.M. Or* 2821, fol. 13.
The scene is laid in an apartment of a palace. The
heroine leans against a huge cushion fixing her earrings
with her right hand9 and arranging the head ornament with the
left. A handmaid is holding a mirror "before her. On the
Tl3u
left a female musician is playing an a-tanapura, and on the 
right is a room furnished with a bed near which is seated a 
handmaid. On the floor are seen a couple of cocks, a 
spittoon and a jug.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
topi Ragani Yilavala, Copair
1*. Rajata nipaja Yilavala rap?, subhaga rupa suvuddhi vidhi
frhSftl.
2. Piya~ke\tana mailel suvari, tathai ghari -payau niharl.
3. Surati keli rasa rasa mai bhlnl, jhili-^mill la$a sari
majhlnl*
4. Sisaphula dhari maga vanavai, sagl catura darpapa difa
ravai.
5. Nava jobana nava umaga navell, parama pravlna pema rasa
bell.
Doha* Degl badana chabl muka-ra mai bh&i ju bibi saga 
triya, rupa subhaga vidhi kai raci yahi +icara te jlya. 14.
149.
Translationt
"Rani Yilavala is exceedingly well decorated* Her 
appearance is comely, she is skilful, and her command firm* 
Her hair is hanging unkenpt on her body, therefore 
she is looking at the gharipajl
She is immersed in the pleasures of amorous
(Uvju
sports; the locks of her hair is fluttering and her sapi 
is transparent*
Holding her head-ornament (£i£aphula) she is 
arranging the maga (an ornament worn in the parting of the 
hair), and a skilful attendant shows her the mirror*
The young lady is in the prime of her youth; she 
has fresh exultations, she is exceedingly clever and is 
like the creeper of the sentiment of love.
Beholding the beauty of her face in the mirror,
the lady became two as it were* T^e comely appearance is
well adorned*, this is the thought in her mind*11
150.
Vilavala (Hip^Lola), Jaipur, 19th century. Size 6 l/lO" x 
4 2/5". B.M. Or. 8838, fol.10.
The heroine is seated on a bed lying on a terrace 
arranging her earrings. An attendant is holding a mirror 
for her. On the bed before the heroine are lying several 
articles of her toilet such as rose water-sprinkler, box of 
red-lead (sindura) and jewel boxes.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
top? Raga Vilavala, savaya?
a.
1. Jovana rupa bhari tiya rajati soraha bhati slgarani
klyau.
2. Cita mai kanta ki caha ohal, sakhl vata bhulavai nahi
mana dlyai.
3. Nila nicola vanl dhana viju si, Srasi de§i la^avati
hlyai.
4. Raga HijLola ki RaginI sol Vilavala nama vilasani llyai 14. 
Translation?
"Full of youth and beauty, and decorating herself 
with sixteen kinds of vdecorations, the lady is shining.
In her heart she is longing for her husband. Her 
confidante wants to divert her by talkKpfl^topics on which she 
has not fixed her mind.
Wearing the blue bodice the lady appears like the 
lightning. Looking in the mirror la^avati hlye?
She is the amorous Ragipl of Hip£ola known as
Vilavala.vV
151.
Variants, Or. 8839, fol. 1.
1. Atha Vilavala, rupa, bhati, sigarani klye.
2* SagI, calavai, diye.
3. Dhana is left over, hlye.
4. HIjLola, Ragani, nama kahi hai, 14.
Add. 26,550, fol.14.
1. Rupa, Tabari, tiya sorabai, singSrana klyai.
2. Nicola, vanl, dbani vijasl, hiye.
3. Hipola, RagapI, vilasana klyai.
а. They are enumerated by^ces;Tiava Dasa in his Rasikapriya 
as follows?
1. Sakala suci; cleanliness of everything.
2. Amalavasa; clean garments.
3. Javakaj lac-dye by which women tint their feet.
4. Keia samarabo; doing the hair.
5. Angarfiga; application of scented unguents or cosmetics
to the body; sandal mixed with saffron, camphor*
б. Maga sindura? adorning the partition of hair with the
sindura (red lead)
7. Bhala khaura; putting caste-marks on the forehead-.
8. Cibuka tilaka; painting a mole on the chin.
9. MehadI racaibo; tinging the feet with henna.
10. Aragaja lagaibo; application of the argaja (a certain







!. Bhusana mani suvarapa phulaj Ornaments of jewels 
and gold and flowers.
Mukhavasa* the use of such powder compounded of 
various scented ingredients which removes ejekt evil 
smell from the mouth, or such articles as cloves, 
etc.
Danta manjana; tooth-powder.
Adhara ranga tarn bulate* tinting the lips by chewing 
betel leaves.
Kajara; application of collyrium to the eyes.
Rasika priyS, pp.35-36.
JojLl (Hip$ola)# Rajasthani, Jaipur, 17th century* Size 10* x
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 14.
In this picture the RaginX is depicted standing in 
a garden with an antelope and a fawn on each side attracted 
by her music. She wears an oyhani, a skirt and shoes (juti). 
She holds a mayurl vlpa in her hands. On the left, behind 
a mound, stands another female musician with a tanapura. In 
the background is depicted a temple and in the foreground 
a lake full of lotus blossoms.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
top* Ragani Togi, Gojsi*
1. Parama vicitra raci Bidhi “Jo^I, tihu loka chabi kahu na
chojLi.
2. jjcara lmyta vaga mahi £ha£hi, pema suratl upajavata
gatjhl.
3. Sunai nada myga liutha bhulanf* degata naina chabi nipa^a
lajanai.
4. Ubhi nikaja sarovara tira, njmala jala manau Ganga nlra,




Nainau mahai piya basai jlya mai piya bairaga.
Mana bauravata mjga manasu su yo<JI fhajLl baga 15.
154.
Translation:
“The Creator has created Jo^I, not leaving any 
particle of beauty anywhere in the three worlds.
Made of ambrosia she stands in the garden, inspiring 
love and amorous desires.
Listening to her melody the herd of deer is 
bewildered, and beholding the beauty of her eyes thatp were 
greatly ashamed.
Near the ubhl(?) is the bank of the lake, fur
crystalline water of which is like the water of the Ganges.
She has extended her hand to the bright coloured
deerj and drawn them near her.
Her beloved lives in her vision, but in her heart 
she loves detachment (from the worldly pleasures). Thus 
standing in the garden fo£i maddens the hearts of the deer.*
155*
fo£l (Hlpijola), Jaipur, 17th century. Size 7 6/10* x 5**
B.M- (Prints & Drawings) 1914-2-11-02*.
In tliis picture wearing a green coll, transpar«t
oyhanl, and a pair of slippers (jutl),stands in the rocky 
land* She holds a bunch of flowers in her left hand and a 
v I jlS in the other* A herd of five black bucks and does is 
attracted by her* In the foreground a lake where cranes and 
ducks are sporting and preening is depicted* In the back­
ground , on either side, there is a palace situated on a mound 
nestling among green trees*
JojLl (Hip^ola)* Jaipur* 18th century* Size 8" x 5^**
I*l£* 94-1922
The scene is laid in a garden with mango trees in 
full blossom* The heroine leans against a tree with the mouth 
piece (pataka) of the hukka in her hand* One of her handmaids 
holding the hukka base, stands behind her* On the other side 
of the picture stand four female musicians* On either side 
are depicted two fawns attracted by the melody* The heroine
4
wears close-fitting trousers chequered in gold, a jamah (coat)
and an o^hani worked with gold* The hukka seems to be an 
enamelled one, probably of the kind manufactured at Jaipur*
156.
Jofll (Hipola). Jaipur. 19tli century. Size 6 l/lO" x 4  2/5".
BJ£. Or. 8838. fol.ll.
The heroine, wearing a transparent orhanX and a 
skirt heavily worked with gold* stands in the wilderness with 
a vlpa~ in her hands* Two fawns and a black buck are 
attracted by her music* and stand entranced on her both, sides* 
There is a lake in the foreground*.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top *
Raga JopX Hipola kl, Savepras 
1* Cita udasa rahai vana vasa mat tiya pravlna suvina vajfivai 
2* Sari kasubhl so pyarX lasai, mpga chonani ragasau rljhi
rijha-vai
3* Bhupana anga jagavai ananga kau* gavata kokila kapfha
su-havai
4* Raga Hipo-po^-la ki REginX ya vidhi* janahu jfo^ X sunama
kahavai„ 15 •
Translations
•Her gloomy i*lnd is always fond of living in the 
forests the accomplished woman is playing masterly on the
vlpa,
The saffron coloured sayX appears graceful*
She is attracting the fawns by her sweet melody* 
She has ornaments on her person; she awakens
amorous desires; and she sings in the cuckoo-like voice* 
In this way you should know the famous fopl, the 
Ragipl of Hinpola**'
Variantst Or* 8839, fol*18t 
1* Rahe, mai, pravina*
2* Kasubhi, rijhl, rljhavai*
3 * Koklla*
4. Hipola, Raginl, vidhi, nama.
Add* 26,550^. fol*15*
1* Raha, mai, tiya vepa suhavana bhota vajavai*
2* Safi, supyari, so, wijha rljhavai*
3* Am&ngala instead of Ananga, vSina (kapfha).
4* Hipola, Ragapl, nama, ya vidhi and janahu are missing*
158.
Desakha (Hippola), Rajasthani, 17th century. Size 10* x  7?
B*J£. Or. 2821, fol. 15.
In this picture an athletic scene is depicted.
The heroine,wearing a sayl and ojhanX, is sliding on 
a malakhambha (cross-bar). To the left an athlete dressed 
In a janghia and a dupa$£a, ayms an arrow, and to the 
another is uplifting a nala. Two wrestlers are wrestling 
in the foreground.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Desasa Ragani, Copal;
1* Aba baranai Desapa banal, puripa bhesa dhari sari^karal
2. Kala samasta samajhX piya pyarl, cancala capala sujana
sunari.
3. Kajpahu ulafi pambha syau lagai, kabahu mudigara lai hoX
Sgai
4. jkajbahu nala ufhavasi nXkai, karai soi jlya bhavai plva
kai
5. Janita aura na sara-bhari koX, eha samana gupa r up ana hoX.
Doha:
Grupa agar I nagari catura rahi sarosa bagaphi.
Piya ke jlya mai citra jyau citra bhal Desapa. 16. 
Translation:
•Now Desakha is described with proper adornments.
159.
In the guise of man she indulges in sarisarau?
The restless lady,who is the beloved of her husbandp* 
flippant and intelligent.
Sometimes, turning her body upside down she 
attaches herself with the post, and at times she comes forward 
with the Indian clubs.
At times she uplifts the n£la with alacrity. She 
does the very thing which appeals to her husband.
In beauty and qualifications, there is no woman who 
can be a match to her.
The lady who is the treasure of virtues is giving 
vent to her anger. The beautiful Desakha impressed her 
self like a painting in the heart of her beloved.*
160*
Desakara RaginI? (Hippola), RSjasthanl. Lata 18th century.
Size 7f* x  5** French Collection.
In this picture three athletes are depicted perform­
ing athletic feats on the hank of a river* One of them is 
sliding from the mSla-khamhha* Another, on the right, holds 
a third athlete, all bundled up; in his right hand* On either 
side are lying their various articles of dress consisting of 
conical caps, dupa££as and shoes* A nala is also lying in 
the background*.
It bears the following inscription at the topi 
Desakara Ragapl. 18*
Desakha (Hip^ola), Rajput, RajasthfinI (Tonk). 1760-1780*
Size 8A" x  11** I.U. 355 B.1908.
In this picture the athletes are represented
performing various feats in a gymnasium (akha^a)f In the
foreground two wrestlers are wrestling, while three others,
one on the left and two on the right, stand to encourage
them* On the left again an athlete has raised a lejim,
another wields the Indian clubs (mudgra) while two others are
engaged in conversation* On the right, near the tank, stand
three caprisoned horses with their grooms*, partially hidden 
in the trees*
In the background is portrayed Tali-w&r^ ihan with 
two morchala-bearers *
161*
Desakha (Hippola)* Jaipur* 19th century* Size 6 l/lO* x 4 2/5.1
B.M. Or* 8838, fol. 29.
In this picture three athletes engaged in different 
kinds of exercises are depicted. One of them in the centre 
is sliding from the malakhambha, a second on the left wields the 
Indian clubs, while a third on the right is performing the 
cakara dappa (lying on the ground and revolving in a circle).
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Raga Desa^a Hipola ki, savaiyS*
1* Rupa anupa vanyau atihi vapu kancana khambha sauhai
lapafca-vai*
2* Jhokata dappa vane paracappa su mugadara so bhuja jora
jana^vai
3. MallakI 1 liana sau rasa ranga kiyal para teja sau teja
vaphSvai.
4* De§o Desasa Hipola ki RSganI mallani ke madhi mala kahavai.
16.
Translation!
"Her peerless form is beautifully adorned, and her 
body is entwined round the golden pole*
She is performing dappa with great vigour and is 
exhibiting the strength of her arms by the use of the Indian 
clubs*
Slia is enjoying herself greatly in the athletic 
sports* nhich increase her splendour*
ft
Look yel Desakha the Ragipi of Hip^ola^ known an 
athlete among the athletes *’’
Variants: Or* 88395*. fol* 24*
1* Atha Desasa la* Anupa vanyo* lapajaye*
2 * Su .
3* Mala ki lilani sau*
4. Desakh&la R&ga Hipola kl Ragani malana madhya malani
ka. 6 *
Add* 26*550* fol*16*
1* Rupa* vanyo* atahai* kancina* ^ambha so hai lafaye.
2* Dappa* samugarana so bhuja ramavai.
3* So* karai* so*
4* Hipola* RagapI malana kai pachi mala kahavai. 16*
163*
Devagandharl (Hip^ola)* Rajasthani, Jaipur* 17th century*
Size 10* x  7** B.M. Or. 2821, f 01*16*
An emaciated hermit, dressed in a pltambara, is 
seated on a platform* He wears a painted heard and his 
unkempt hair is scattered over his shoulder* He also 
wears ornaments consisting of necklacep armlet and bangles*
A yoga~pai£a is passed through his crossed legs and tied at
Iks
the back* Before him a musician is playing o*at£napur£»
Behind him stands a peacock feather fly-whisk bearer* On the 
left is represented a room furnished with a bed and carpet*
In the background mango trees and in the foreground a lake 
full of lotus blossoms are depicted*
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Ragani Devagandhari, Caupai:
1. Tapasi rupa Gandharl narl, wiraha laharl tana mai at!
bharl*
2* ViracI tathal durvaljia dehi, pala pala mai cita ca^hai
sanehl
3* Mukalate kesa bhesa vairagl, piya ke nama jSpa jlya lagl 
4* Joga jata as ana dy£ha klyai, bhaTana cha^i baifhl mafha
llyai*
5* Manas a yahai dhyana jlya dharal, sfil mohi maya naika karal* 
Doha*
karata f aha la saga sahacarl sou nipaja vairfiga
164*
Manahu murati citrakl rahi pe-ma lava lagi* 17*
Translation:
•Lady GandharT, in whose heart the currents of 
viraha (separation) are overflowing mightily, has taken the 
guise of an ascetic*
She has adorned her body in keeping with her condition,
and at every moment the thought of her lover is gaining
ascendency over her*
Her hair is shaped in a bud (done in a top-knot); 
her dress is that of an ascetic, and wholeheartedly she is 
muttering the name of her beloved*
Her matted hair is befitting to yoga and her 
attitude (asana) is firm; leaving her home she has taken to 
monastery*
She always cogitates on this thought in her mind 
“My husband does not love me**
A hand maid, who attends to her, is also free from
worldly attachments* (She looks) as if a painted figure has
fallen in love*'
165*
Bevagandhari (Hip^ola), Jaipur? with strong Mughal 
influence* 18th century* Johnson Collection* India 
. Office (Reading Room]. 3?ol* 10.
A muslim hermit, seated on a tiger-skin,«*reclining
on a crutch* A dog sleeps near him* Before the hermit a
Hr
female musician is playing osl ektara* Her confidante is 
seated next to her resting on a crutch* She is apparently 
lulled to sleep by the music* Before her are lying a 
peacock feather flywhisk and two|watermelons • The fire is 
burning 4>n the hearth* In the background is represented a. 
walled fort surrounded by a moat* At the bottom rose beds 
are depicted.
BevagandhSrI (Hipijlola) * RSjasthSnl* Late 18th century* 
Size x 5** French Collection*
In a room on the left, an ascetic, dressed in a 
loin-cloth leans against a cushion* —
—  A narrow strip of cloth (yogapafja) is passed round 
h£aTknees to the back* She holds a book in her right hand* 
Another book is lying before her on a stool (kalcl). On the 
right are seated a couple with folded hands.
In the foreground are seen two peacocks*
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
topx Beva Gandhara RagapI*
166*.
Deva-Gandhar l (H,ip0.ola) # Jaipur* 19th century* Size 6 l/lO^x 
4 2/5*. B*M* Or. 8838, fol.21.
An ascetic is seated on a tiger*s skin under the 
shade of a tree. Before him burns the sacrificial fire* A 
boy seated to the right has scribbled Sri HSmajl Sri RamajI 
saha on a wooden panel (patia) • A couchant tiger is nearby.
A cer^r y the dwelling of the hermit, is depicted in the 
background.
The following inscription is siQ>erscribed at the
top:
Deya-gandhara, Sayayat
1. Sundara rupa anupa yanyo, ati ujala anga yi-bhuti
lagayai.
2. Ghufi jata suti sumriti gnana sau mudita nainani dhyanahi
y/lagai
a —
3. Ai|i udasa rahai yanayasa mai tasa-kaita tana anta la
yai*
—  m m  m m  m m V “
4. Raging Rag a HijLola ki rajati Beyagadhaya yo nama kahavai 17 
Translation:
1 Her charming form is decorated in an unique manner. 
She has besmeared her fair body with ash.
Her matted hair is scattered. With closed eyes and 
according to the precept of the Srutis and Smytis, she is 
meditating.
167.
Greatly dejected* she lives in the forestj and not 
a thread of embroidered cloth is seen on her body.
Thus shines the Ragini of HipjLola, known slb
Gandharl."
Variants^ Or. 8839* fol.31*
1. Atha Devagandhara la. Rupa anupa, uajala* lagaya.
2. Ohufi, suti* sumyti, gyana, sumu^dita, dhana hi laye.
3. AisI udasa, tasa ko tantuna ani lasaye*
4. Ragani Raga Hijlola kl rajatl Devaga dhara yo nama kaha 17.
Add. 26*550* fol* 17.
1. Rupa, uti ujgJja, lagSye.
2. Suta, mutl, so* mundita naina Hari dhyana lagavai.
3. Aisi udasa* raha tasa-keta tuna ant a na lavai.
4. Ragani* Hl^Lola, rajati is missing. 17.
Madhumadhavi (Hi^ola) * Rajasthani* (Tonk* Rajputana).
Circa 1761-80. Size 11M x  8^*. I.M. 42 - 1911.
On a terrace jthe heroine* frightened by the flashes 
of lightning, has left her seat and is running away. Her 
right hand is held by an attendant who has rushed forward to 
console her. Another attendant extends her arm towards her. 
On the right a third handmaid is peeping through the door*
The sky is overcast with cloudA, through which the snaky 
lightning is flashing.
168.
Madhumadhavi (Hinpola)# Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lOH x 
4 2/5". B.M. Or. 8838, fol.19.
The heroine, frightened by the flashes of lightning 
is running away from a terrace. On the right stands a hand­
maid with her right hand raised towards the heroine. The sky 
is overcast with clouds, and the snaky lightning flashes 
through them.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
top: Raga JIadhu-madhavI, savaiya:
1. Jovanapuri rahal tana sundari painhi kai angana fhapiil
rahi hai
2. Avara nilamai hara sigarani kancuki pita manohara hi hai
3. Cancala kau camakl sa§i bhita hvai, bhona gal bhajl clki
cahl hai
4. Yo Madhu-madhavi Raga Hipola kl, Ragani cita ke copa
lahl hai. 19.
Translation:
"The beautiful lady, her body filled with youth, 
having adorned herself, stands in the courtyard.
And she has decorated herself with the necklace of 
sapphire; the lovely bodice covers her breast.
0 friend! Struck with fear on beholding the flash 
of lightning, she has fled into the house.
Thus Madhu-madhavi, the Rag ip I of Hippola has found 
favour with the heart."
169.
Dlpaka. Rajput, Rajasthani. 16th or the beginning of 
the 17th century. Size 7 l/lO" x 5 2/5". B.M. (Prints 
and Drawings). 1924—12-28-02.
The scene is laid, in a room. The hero clad in a
muslin jamah, a yellow striped paijamay and a cummerbund, is
seated on a bed beside the heroine who is dressed in a 
transparent black orhanl and a bodice. His left hand is 
round her neck, and in his right hand he holds some betel 
leaves. On the left stand a handmaid with a tray and a cauri-
bearer. The heroine has raised her one hand to put out a
lamp on the cornice and with the other she holds her ophanl.
Two female musicians are in her presencej one of whom is 
playing the tanapura.
The following inscription is superscribed on the 
back: Gaturtha Raga Dlpaka:
Nava jovana nava naika, navata navala suhagu,
Ita tarunl tanu manu dlyai vasi bh-ayau Dlpaka Ragu.
Translation:
The fourth RagalEpaka :
'•The young heroine with her budding youth, immersed 
in the affection of her husband, has offered him her soul and 
body, and therefore Dlpaka Raga has been subdued by her charm ”
170.
Dlpaka. Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size 12 * x 8". 
Johnson Collection (India Office) Book 36, fol. 18.
The hero is seated on a bed under a canopy, with the 
mouth-piece of a hukka in his left hand. The heroine, £? 
dressed in profusely embroidered clothes, is getting into the 
bed.
On the reverse is depicted a tree with many parrots
£*>4j
on whose bodies^the following inscription is superscribed:
Tina sakarapa so vanyo, sampurana para-mSna.
Saba kovida ya vidha kahe Dlpaka Raga vagana.
Kavittat
1. Kela kala me pravlna maha aga anga ananga prakasa kiyo hai
2. Bha-mina bhavana andhyare gal, rati ko ati anada mina liyo
hai.
3. Bhugapa ke mani kl ujiySrl taha pragafl ravi mano viyo hai
4. Dekhata val piya ko Hari-vallabha Dlpaka ko saku-cano
hiyo hai.
Translation:
"She is well adept in the art of amorous dalliance, 
and the amorous desire has manifested itself in her limbs.
The passionate woman went to the house after darkness 
her heart full of pleasure at the prospect of amorous sports.
The effulgence of her jewelled ornaments is 
spreading there, as if the sun had risen in the sky.
171.
Seeing his beloved like this, says Harivallabha,
Dlpaka was abashed in his heart.‘
*
-  ^  > —She is the Kpgbpa-bhisavika na^ka who goes to meet 
her lover after darkness.*
Dlpaka. Rajasthani (Tonk, Rajputana). 1760-80. 
Size 11* x 8£>. I.M. 44-1911.
The hero and heroine are seated on the terrace with 
flames shooting out from their heads. He touches the lamps 
arranged in a tray which are held by an attendant. Behind 
the couple is a bed covered with a blue sheet. Five candles 
stand on the floor.
In the background is depicted a portrait of Taliwar 
Khan for whom this painting was executed.
172.
Dlpaka, Jaipur. Tempera painting: gold borders with
floral decoration. 19th century. Size 6* x 4 2/10*.
B.M. Or. 8838:* fol. 3.
Krishna and RadhS are seated on a chair placed on a 
terrace. Behind them stand three female attendants with 
peacock feather fly-whisks. Before them are three female 
musicians•
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Dlpaka Raga, Savaiya:
1. Nagari nagara rupa ujagara jamini ke madhi dpu virajal
2. Dlpaka joti ujasa tiyal, karatai sal* i sanga sakhl gana
ch&jai.
3. Kama kilola saketi vaphavata bhugapa anga anupama bhajai
4. Dlpaka Raga sirai sava ragani ya vidhi so saji sobha
samaje, 19.
Translation:
"The hero and heroine glowing with their beauty, 
are shining in the middle of night.
The lady is lighting the lamp with her hand. 
Beautiful attendants are around her.
She with her gestures, increases the amorous 
desires, and valuable and peerless ornaments adorn her body.
Dlpaka Raga at the head of all ragas, thus 
adorned, is shining in the assembly."
173.
Variants: Or. 8839, fol. 8:
1. Rupa, ujagara, madhi, dou, vira-jai.
2. Dipaka, liye, karatai, sei, chajai.
3. Kamakala rasa keli vaphavata, anupama, bhrajai.
4* Sabai is missing. Saji, sobho, samajai.
Add. 26,550, fol. 19.
1. Nagara, ujagara, kunjana, kai, madbya, virajai.
2. Diya kai jyoti, tiya kai, karatai sanga, sag! mana sSjai.
3. The third line is missing.
4. Ragani, so, samajal.
174.
Vasanta (Dlpaka Raga). R5jasthanT, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10* x 7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol.20.
In this picture^ the Vasanta festival is depicted. 
Krishna wearing a jamah, pltambara, a mukuja, a dirpaffa and 
a garland of lotus flowers stands with hiB left hand round the 
neck of Radha, and holding a twig in the other. She has 
her right hand around Krishna's neck. A eauri-bearer and a 
handmaid stand behind them. A woman with a flower pot and 
two female musicians stand before Krishna. Some abira has 
been thrown in the air to worship the flower-pot. In the 
background mango trees and plantain trees(are depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Basanta, copal:
1. Sarasa Basanta sag! suga^dai, riti Basanta selapa bana al
2. Purisa bhega dhari kamipi gavahi, Sagi sanga sava saja
baj a~vahi.
3. Varpa anupa phuli amarai, gun j ah l bhavara basa gahairal
_ P>
4. Manda sugandha pavana papi susakan jPiya samlpa susa
bilasahi nari.
5. Gavahi sag! kokala bapi, catura sabada sangitta bagapi.
Doha:
Gavata nacata rasa magna, phirata saghana bana kunja,
Piya Dlpaka mana basi karau tehl Basanta suga punja. 21.
175.
Translation:
"Oh friend! the lovable Vasanta, the giver of joy, 
has come to play to the forest in the Spring.
Putting on the guise of a man the woman is singing, 
and the handmaids are playing all kinds of instruments.
The mango grove has blossomed; the flowers have 
wonderful shades;
The swarm of bees is murmuring over there; and 
deep fragrance is pervading everywhere.
Mild and fragrant is the breeze, and delightful is 
the water (of the lake)* the woman is sporting with pleasure 
near her beloved.
A handmaid is singing in cuckoo-like voice^ to the 
ravishing tune of the music.
Immersed in deep joy, singing and dancing, she roves 
in the deep forest groves;
That Vasanta, the heap of happiness, has captivated 
the heart of her beloved Dlpaka.*
176*
Vasanta (Dlpaka) , Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO" x 4 2/5"
B.M. Or. 8838, fol.32.
Krishna is enjoying the Holl festival within the 
enclosure of a palace. His right hand is round Radii a 1 s 
neck and with the left he is plucking flowers from a flower- 
vase held by an attendant. Radha has two bags (jholis) , of 
gulala. On the left are eight female attendants. Also 
on the right there are six. attendants and musicians playing 
on musical instruments and throwing the gulala.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Raga Vasanta Dlpaka ki, ssavaya*
1. Ritu desi Vasanta bhai maya-manta su-ava ke maurini kunja
vilasl.
2. Kama kalolahi ayo vasanta dhyavana kau gunarasi
3. Citta hulasa vilasa hai tasa gulala avira kau khyala
prakasi




“Seeing the advent of ^ spring she felt amorous
desires.
The grove is shining with the blossoms of the mango
tree.
177 •
The Spring has come for amorous sports and to 
worship the Treasure of Virtues (Krishna)*
Her mind is full of amorous desires and exultations, 
and she scatters the gulala and ahita everywhere*
This is the RaginI of Dlpaka, shining with the
*
auspicious name of Vasanta•
Variants: Or* 8839, fol.19:
1* Atha Vasanta la. Bhai, su avake bhorani kunja vlkasI*
2. Va^havana kau ganarasi
3* Oita, vilasa, Avlra, khala prakasl.
4. Dlpaga, Ragani, sol, Vasantalha.
Add* 26,550. fol.21:
1* Xma ke morana, vilasI.
%
2. Kilolahi, yayo, va$hai sava ko guna rasi.
3. Cita, avlra, kau is missing, sayala,
4. Dlpaga, Ragani, soi is missing, jo.
178.
Vasanta (Dlpaka). Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size 12f* x 
8*. Johnson Collection, Book 36, fol. 8.
In this picture is depicted a garden abounding with
trees in full blossom. Sri Krishna stands with a flower in
his right handi\ &rflute in the left. On either side stand
dancing girIsland musicians with various musical instruments;
to wit - vipa, mrdanga, tanapura, tambourines and flute.
a.
Some of them also hold flower-pots in their hands. A 
lotus pond is depicted in the foreground.
On the reverse is depicted a tank with a house in 
the centre. The inscription is superscribed on enclosure 
of the tank:
Purapa tana traya vanyo saba murachana Sri RSga.
Grave Raga Vasanta ko pritahime ba$a bhaga.
Kabitta:
1. Ulahe nava pallava hai druma ke, vana ki chava yo Rati
Raja vahai.
2. Rate taha si^i-pacha dhare, nava sropa rasalaka
manj uri bhai.
3. Nila sarojahute abhirama lase tana Syama ki sobha suhal
4. Gave nace ju khari Harivallabha Raga Vasanta ki rita
banai.




ltThe new sprouts of the trees have made their 
appearance; thus the Lord of Rati has enhanced the beauty of 
the forest.
There, he, wearing a peacock feather crest, and his 
ears adorned with a cluster of the flowers of mango-tree, is 
enjoying.
There shines the beauty of the body of Syama, even 
more charming than the blue lotus.
Harivallabha says that they (musicians) are dancing 
and singing in honour of Raga Vasanta. ”
a. The flower pots are carried about by musicians and dancing 
women at the feast of Vasanta PancamI as an offering to 
people of rank, from whom they receive presents in return.* 
Bates, Hindi-English Diet. p.160.
180.
Vara^i (Dlpaka), Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century. Size 10* x
7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 22.
The heroine is seated on a bed leaning against a 
cushion. The hero is seated before her; his attitude betokens 
amorous dalliance. On either side of the bed stands a hand­
maid. In the foreground two female musicians are singing to 
the accompaniment of the tambourine.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Baira$I, Copair
1. BairaVl nagarl piya pyarl, karata vinoda parama rasa bhari
2. Pan§i marata perna upajayau.
3. Raci nlpafa raci catural, musakl mori mu^a mana karal
4. Grnyore vat a hpdai hu bhavai naina hasai mu§a mauna lagavai
5. Piya samlpa anandita harl, makafca kafachi hota nahi nyarl
Doha:
liana mitavana su$a karapa, harai vithya Manamatha,
Hamaki musaki rasa basa kle, virahl melisi hatha. 23. 
Translation:
*VarapI Ragipl is beloved of her husband; she is 
cracking jokes full of mirth and jollity.
She produced love by winking her eyes.
She has adorned herself with great skill, and 
turning her muski she is simulating pride.
181.
The talks in her interest please her heart; her 
eyes are smiling but her mouth is keeping silence;
The happy woman is near her husband, but she does 
not desist from knitting her brows.
Amorous desire, the remover of pride and the giver 
of pleasure, removes the pain.
Laughing and smiling she has enamoured the separated 
one* who has touched her with his hand.*
Vara$I (Dlpaka), Rajasthani?. Late 18th century. Size x 7" 
B.M. Stowe, Or. 18. fol. 7.
The hero and heroine are seated on a cot embracing 
each other. They look rather wistfully at each other. They 
are shaded by a canopy supported by two poles. In the fore­
ground there are flower beds. On the reverse the following 
inscription is superscribed in Persian:
Ragini Bararl.
182.
Vara$I (Dlpaka), Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 x
4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 35.
The hero stands on a terrace with his lefthand 
passed through the armpit of the heroine. She wears a
jamah, paijama^c and a transparent oybanl.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top *
Raga Vararl Dlpagakl, savaiya:
1. Rupa bharl rasa ranga bhari kala koka kalani sau kama
baghavai.
2* Pitama caha uroja dharai, karata sirabhara kalagi
cajhavai.
3. Bhu§ana anga umanga bhari, rati kai rasa laja na antara
avai.
4. Dlpaka Raga ki Ragani saujf Varari yahai jihi nama
kahavai . 23.
Translation:
"Pull of youth and amorous desires, she enhances
a.
the love of her husband by the gentle art of koka.
Lovingly the beloved is holding her breasts, and 
she is arranging his kalagi (an ornament on the turban) with 
her hands.
Her limbs are adorned with ornaments. Pilled with 
exultations, she does not feel shy in amorous dalliance.
183.
She the RaginI of Dlpaka has the nomenclature of
Varafl.1 Z
Variants: Or. 8839, fol. 28:
1. Atha VairapI Ragani la. Kokalani.
2. Uroja, kallgl. sira caru#
3. Umanga, rati.
4. Sol, yahai jiha is left over. 23.
Add. 26,550, fol. 23.
1. Rupa bhari, rasa r&nga bhari, kokilana so.
2. Uro dharai.
3. Bhari, antara is left over.
4. DIpaga Raga ki Ragani, Vaira^I nama kahavai 23.
a. A treatise on erotics by lcokkoka
184.
Kanhaya (Dlpaka). Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century.
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 21.
Sri Krishna stands on the balcony of the palace 
with a lotus blossom in his right hand and a sword in the 
left. A shield is dangling from his left shoulder, and there 
is a dagger in the folds of his cummerbund. Behind him 
stands a cauri-bearer. On the left, two soldiers stand with 
one of their hands upraised. In the foreground is an 
elephant.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani K£nha$au, Copal:
1. Murisa bhepa kanapau ju kiyau, ca£hi parau garaga kara
llyo.
^ _ ,5*
2. SasI ara saga bhe§a karavai, lSaaraga gahai kara baha
ufhavai
3. All eka caura sira £harai, bhal jlti mana madanahl marai.
4. Piya ke viraha syama raga bhal aura sarasaba jlti taba gal
5. Ika kara jLhala sura ati bhSrl.
Doha:
Dharai mukafa ati jlta kau, piya bala kai abhimanay 
Payau raja sterna kau ora na triya samana. 22. 
Translation:
“Kanhaya has put on the guise of a man. Standing 
on a wooden sandal she holds a sword.
185.
A confidante with her has taken up the same guise, 
and with a sword in her hand she has upraised her arm.
A second attendant is waring the oaurl over her 
head. Thus subjugating her mind she has annihilated love.
Due to the separation with her husband, she has 
turned dark; and she has conquered everything.
In one of her hands a beautiful shield is shining.
She, being proud of the prowess of her husband,
wears the crown of victory; / has acquired the kingdom of
love; there is no woman like her.
186.
Kanha^a (Dlpaka), Jaipur, 19th century. Size 6 3/10" x 4 2/5*
Or. 8838, fol. 7.
Sri krishna is seated on a mound with a small knife
in his right hand and a sword in the left. Two warriors
are seated before himfeach with one of his hands raised. In
the foreground is an elephant with its trunk lopped off.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Raga kanaro Dlpaga kau Savaiyar
1. KIrati jyoti ujyari dharai nppa asana vaifho virajata
nlkai.
2. Bhafa sare vara bhavata ago sunai jasa kau hargavata
hlkai.
3. Syama sarira suvuddhi-keidhira sajai tana bhu§ana bhavatai
nlkai.
4. Dlpaga Raga ki Ragani janiyai kanaro mohana hai avanlke#22. 
Translation:
"Resplendent with the light of his fame, the King, 
seated on an asana, appears to be very charming.
The bards standing before him are recounting the 
tales of his prowess.
Hearing the story of his fame he is greatly 
delighted in his heart.
Syamqfis the receptacle of skill, osl  whose person 
ornaments attain great charm#
Kanhaj*a is known as the RaginT of Dlpaka, who is 
the delight of everybody on this earth#*’
Variants* Or# 8839, fol# 16*
1# Atha Hanaro la# Klrati, joti.
2# Baradavata, agai, suna#
3. Suvudhi, rSga is missing, janiye, mohata.
Add# 26,550, fol. 22.
1. Joti, ujyari, vyora, nlkai.
2. Varabhavata, agai, suni, jasako.
3. Syama, sarira suvudhi ke dhira, bhumata nikai.
4. Janiyai is missing, hai, kau.
188
Dhana^ri (Dipaka), Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century* 
Size lo* x 7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 19.
The heroine is seated in a room leaning against a 
cushion, with a drawing-panel in her left hand and a brush 
in the right. She has drawn the outline of the portrait of 
the hero. An attendant is seated before her, and a cauri- 
bearer stands behind. A horse-man led by a musician with a 
tanapura is depicted in the foreground.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
topi
Ragani Dhanasarl, Copali
1. Dhani dhani dhani Dhanasari rapl, Vidhina vudhi kai raci
# savari.
2. Joplya pala bhari pasi na de$ai, virahani hoi citra yo
rigal.
3. Sa§I sanga nahi keli suhai, rahai dhyana nanana-hu faka
lag**
4. Sya-mcihu rana$atavala baipl, Idu badana mpgasava ke naip
5. Hikai rupa bhusana hi sobha, kamipi catura kama ki gobha.
Doha i
Dhani vidhina dhani vudhi bala raci heta hita lai.
Manahu murati joti ki, nainau rahi samaya . 20.
189.
Translation*
•Thrice blessed is Raginl DhanaSrI; the Creator 
has created and decorated her with great skill.
If she does not see her husband even for a moment, 
she, suffering from the pangs of separation, draws a picture 
in this manner.
Sports with her confidante do not please her. She 
is always absorbed in meditation and she does not wink her 
eyes.
She, the moon-faced one and fawn-eyed, is annoyed.
The ornaments have attained lustre on account of 
her charm. This skilful woman is the sprout of love.
Praise be to the Creator and his creative power, 
who has produced her with proper consideration.
She, like the image of light, has permeated deeply 
into the vision.*
Dhan&6rl (Dlpaka)# Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size 8* x
5-J*. French Collection
The heroine, dressed in a red coll and blue skirt, 
is drawing a picture on the wooden panel. A maidservant 
stands behind her waving a piece of cloth to keep away flies.
A second handmaid is seated before her with a colourpot. On 
the right a female tanapura-player is seated.
The following inscription is superscribed at the 
the bottom: Dhanasarl Ragani. 23.
190.
DhanadrI (Dlpaka), Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO* x 
4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838, fol.24.
The heroine, seated on a terrace, is drawing a 
picture on a wooden panel. A handmaid is seated before her 
with folded hands.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top?
Raga DhanaSrI Dlpaka ki, Savaya.
1*. Lipati hut! jihi surati ja madhi kama jagyo tihi citra
#
cahi.
2. Virahi tana china kiyo, sigarana saga sakhi j ini va^a gahl
3. Surati lag! tihi dhyana visurati a suni aglya bhiji rahi
4. Dlpaka ki su Dhanasarl Ragani nama para-gafa AbhirSma
kahl , 20.
Translation:
*The likeness which she was drawing has produced 
amorous desire, and therefore she appreciates the picture.
The pangs of separation have emaciated her; and she 
has seized the arm of her confidante while decorating herself.
Absorbed in his memory she is forgetting her own
thoughts, and the tears are wetting her bodice.
tAbhiramat says that the Raginl of Dlpaka is known 
by the name of DhanaSrI.”
Variants, Add. 2&.550, fol.20*
1. Huti, tiha, citrahl.
2. Vraha china tana kiyo, slgarana sanga sasi jlna vahu gahl
hait
3. Surati lagi tiya dhyana visurati asu si angiya bhijl rahi
hai.
4. Dlpaga, 20.
Or. 8839, fol. 9.
1. A. Dhana&ri lak?a£u Huti, surati, hai.
2. VIraha china tana kiyo, aigarana sakhl jlni vahai.
3. Tihi, asunl, angiya, bhljl.
4. DIpaga, namakahi; the rest has been left over.
192.
PurvI (Dlpaka), Jaipur, 19th century. Size 6 if 10* x 4 2/5*
B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 8.
The scene is laid on a terrace. The heroine,
leaning against a cushion stretches herself. Both her hands
are interlocked above her head, in^carkaja-mudra^ expressive of 
amorous deBire. An attendant with a bowl in her hands, is 
seated before her.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top?
RSga Puravl Dipaga ki, swaiyS.
1. fha^lhl sajI $higa cora (Jhuravai pari vaha-tau viraha du^a
sanl.
2. Xga^Sti jabhati sada cita mal anihl piya oitahi anl„
3 • Jati maha kubhilara gharl gharl atapa majha prasuna si
janl s
4. Dipaga Raga ki Ragani Puravl yehl apuraVa rupa vajanl . 24. 
Translation?
*The handmaid standing close by is waving a caurl, 
but she is completely overpowered by the pangs of separation.
Bringing the thought of her husband to her heart, 
she is stretchingand yawning.
She belongs to a high caste, and like a flower in 
the sun she has withered.
Thus is described the peerless beauty of PurvI, 
the Raginl of Dlpaka.*
Variants? Or* 8839, fol. 3.
1. Atha Puravl Ragani la* phlga, $haravai, pari, vahato,
sani.
2* Agahl^atti, atihl, piye, hi*
3* Kubhllaro, ghari ghari, majha, jani.
4. Puravl, apurava, rupa. 24*
Add. 26,550, fol. 24?
1. Jh§^Ll, sa§i, caura, pari vohoto vira? ika, sani.
2. AgajLati, jahhati, anahl piyakl cltahl ani.
3. Mahi, kubhalara, dhari? ghari, atama prasuta
4. PurvI, nama kahanl, the rest is left over.Ah.
194.
Pancama (Vasanta) # Rajasthani, 18th century. Size 7^* x 6i* 
Gold border with floral decoration. B.M. Add#26,934 fol.l.
The scene is laid in a garden. The hero and 
heroine stand on a platform bordered by flower beds# Both 
hold betel leaves in one of their hands. A caurl-bearer 
stands behind them. On the right are a group of four male 
musicians and a danseuse.
On the border above is superscribed in Persian: 
Pancama caharum raginl vasanta Raga ^  Pancama the fourth 
Raginl of Vasanta.
At the bottom Sltala Dasa, the name of the artist, 
is superscribed.
Descriptive verse at the top?
1. Manina jajita tana bhujapa viraja mSna, vasana vicitra
vara penhe cuni caru hai.
2. Nacata navlna gati bheda je sa-gltana ke, degi kai sughara
hiya anada apSra hai.
3. Gorl mana bhori thorl vaisa maha pana pata, adhara lalSI
sohai ache hiya hara hai.
4. Pyare Ranga La la juko sanga lai ananga vasa pancaml si
vala karai vipina vihSra hai. 1.
Translation:
*His body is adorned with the ornaments inlaid with 
jewels, and he wears beautiful and selected garmants.
Seeing the dancer dancing new steps, well versed
195.
in the intricacies of music, there is immense joy in the 
heart of the skilful one.
The youthful, artless and fair lady is chewing the 
betel-leaves; her lips are adorned with a reddish tinge and 
there is a beautiful necklace dangling on her chest.
Governed with the desire of amorous dalliance, the 
young woman, appearing like the fifth day of lunation, 
accompanied by Rangalala, is enjoying in the forest.1'
196
Sri Raga* Jaipur* 17th century* Size 10* x 7*.
B.1I. Or. 2821, fol*29.
In a room the hero and heroine are seated on the 
carpet* He wears the usual jamah, trousers and turban with
a plume, and is holding a rose-flower in his right^ She is
dressed in a coll skirt, orhani etc. Behind them stands the> w •
caurl-bearer• On the left a musician with a pointed beard,
dressed in a pitam-bara and dupa££a, is playing a vipa,
IL'
Two others are playing^tanapura and cymbals*
• The following inscription is superscribed at the
topr
Raga Sri Raga, copalz 
1* Pancama ora Kamoda supi, tijl Setamalara 
Sri 8rl Raga AsSvari le Pancama kedSra,
1, Sri Sri Raga raja chavi liye, ragahl sunata raga ghari
hiya*
2* Raga ranga mai sava dina jabi, harama bheda kachu kaho
na jal„
3* Gavata Tumvara tana taranga, manahu rambha bhari umaji
Ganga.
4* Gup I apa gupa guplyana pavai, tana pramana Nara&a sifaravai 
5* Sughara saglta glta vidhi janai manaki ruoita raja mana
manai,
Doha:
Sura Gandhana gati tana ki, bhava bheda saba a^ga
197.
Evatai nijl palya, Sri Raga parasanga.3/.
Translation:
/
•Pancama, Kamo da, thirdly Sveta Malara, AsSvarl, 
and fifthly Kedara constitute Sri Raga.
Sri Sri Raga bearing the kingly dignity listens 
to the ragas with great pleasure.
He passes his days in gaiety and music, and the 
unfathomable mystery of his harem is beyond description.
Tumburu is singing there giving full ejqpression to 
the currents of tana, as if the Ganges is overflowing with 
tumultuous noise.
He himself is a qualified musician, and receives 
training from the qualified persons? Narada teaches him the 
duration of tana."
Rambha - Tumultuous noise, Hindi Sabda sSgara, p.2876.
Sri Raga. Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size vf* x 5£
French Collection.
On the left Krishna is seated on a cot wearing & 
jamah, a red paijama and a mukufa. He holds a flute. The 
heroine seated before him demands the flute. Behind her 
stands a handmaid with a bottle.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
bottom:
Sri Sri Raga Pura§a.
Sri Purufa Raga. Rajasthani. Late 18th century.
7* x 5^". French Collection.
In a room,on the left;a couple is seated. The
man wears a turban, a jamah and blue trousers (paijama).
His left arm is around the heroinefs neck. A caurl-bearer
stands behind them. Before them two female musicians are 
ivr
playing on cymbals and vlpa. At the bottom, on the left, a
A.
third female musician is singing to a tana-pura, and on the 
right a woman is ascending the stairs with a rose-water 
sprinkler.
It bears the following inscription at the bottom: 
Sri Purasa Raga^ 36.
199
Sri Raga. Jaipur. 19th century. Gold border with
floral decoration. Size 6 l/lO* x 4 2/5*. B.M. Or. 8838,
fol. 6.
Sri Krishna is seated on a Simhasana with Radha. 
Behind them stands a cauri-bearer. Before them Narada^ and 
Tumburu with the head of an ass; are playing on vipa and 
cymbals respectively.




1. Syama sanra anupa vanyo, subha Lachiya sanga sada^hl
suhavai.
2. Vaifhe hai hema sighasana asana, agai^hl Narada
Tuvara gSval.
3. Phula ke harani klyau sigara, jar&va jare^ tana bhujana
bhavai.
4. Ya vidhi Sri Raga sobha va? va^Lhavata, jahi^samoda gun I
jana gava# 25.
Translation:
•Peerless is the beauty of the body of Syama; and 
Lakfmi always adorns his side.
They are seated on a golden Simhasana, and before 
them Narada and Tumburu are singing.
He has decorated himself with the garlands of 
flowers, and the jewelled ornaments adorn his body.
200.
In this manner Sri Raga is enhancing his splendour,
wh€jm the musicians sing with great relish.,;
Variants* Or. 8839, fol* 23*
1* Ata Sri Ragala, Syama, vano, Lachiya.
2. Yaifhi, sigasana, vajavai.
3. Phule, klyo.
4. VidhI, sohha, jahl, gunl, gavai.
Add* 26,550, fol. 25*
1* Syama, sarira, sadai.
2. Hai is missing, sirtgasana, aga, vena vajavai. 
3• Harana, klyo, s xgara.
4* So bhava ca^havata, gavai „ ay;
Pancama, Jaipur* 17th century* Size 10w x 7**
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 30.
201.
On the right, the hero is engaged in amorous 
dalliance with the heroine, while the caurl-bearer stands 
behind them. Two musicians are seated outside the room with 
a saroda and cymbals* A female attendant is offering them 
some gift from the hero which one of them is receiving*
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Pancama Ragani, Qopal*
1. Bhuvana apurva seja suhal, Pancama piya syo keli karal.
2. Sobha-nidhi susakari kamipl, tajai na sanga divasa aru
j ami pi.
3. Sahaja saheti caurahi <jLharahi, desi rupa Manamatha jihi
mm
harahi
4. Sura kap£ha gupi jana gavahi, tiya nipaja catura kara saja
baja-vahi.
5. Rijho raya dana tihi dehi, Gupljana harpavanta kara lei*
Doha*
r P m
Naina magana sarupa mai, Panama desi prasangaA *
Samara lajanau desi chavi, tathai bhayau Ananga . 32. 
Translation*
"Seated On a comfortable bed laid in a room,
Pancama is engaged in amorous dalliance with her husband.
202.
** That lady, the giver of joy and the repository of 
charm, does not leave his company by night or day.
An artless handmaid is waving cauri over her, 
beholding whose beauty even Kama accepts his defeat.
The musicians are singing in melodious voice, and 
the extremely clever woman is playing the musical instrument.
The king being gratified is offering them gifts, 
which the musicians are accepting with great pleasure.
Beholding the amorous sports of Pancama the eyes 
are absorbed in her beauty.
Seeing her charm Kama was put to shame and therefore 
turned ananga (bodiless)• "
203
Pancama (Sri Raga), Jaipur* 19th century* Size 6 l/lO" x
4 2/5"* B*M. Or* 8838, fol. 9.
The heroine is seated in a roomgleaning against a 
pillow with a female musician on either side. In the back­
ground is depicted a mango tree growing on the bank of a 
lake, and at the bottom a fountain is bubbling.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Raga Pancama Sri RagakI, Savaya:
1. AsI hai nagari rupa ujagari, nSrinihu ke sucita curavai
2. Naha sau neha lagaya rahe atlhasa vilasa sada sarasSve.
3. Raga kai ranga mai bhljl rahai, nija ali saketa dai
v&hara avai.
4. Pancama so SirI Raga ki Ragani, jahi gunl mana bhai-kai
gavai. 26.
Translations
"Such is the lady radiant with beauty, who even 
steals the hearts of women.
She is deeply in love with her Lord, and she 
produces mirth and amorous desires.
She is immersed in the pleasures of love, and after 
making a gesture towards her confidante goes out.
She is Pancama, the Raginl of Sri Raga wh^m the 
musicians sing with great relish.1
Variants* Or. 8839, fol. 6:
1. Atha Pancama Ragala. AisI, rupa, narinihu.
2. Suneha, lagai, rahai, sarasavai.
3. Nlja, vatavai, vahari avai.
4. Sirl, 26.
Add. 26,550, fol. 26:
1. AisI, nagari, rupa, ujagara, hu, cita* uravai.
2. So, rahe, sarasSvai.
3. Ma, raJtil, ali, saketana.
4. Sri, bhaya.
205.
Kamoda (Sri Raga), Jaipur. 17th century. Size 10H x 7W.
B.M. Or. 2821, fol. 31.
The heroine, dressed in a sari and ophani, the 
upper part of her hody "being quite bare, is worshipping the 
Siva 1ingam. In her left hand she holds a rosary, and before 
her,on the ground^various requisites of puja,such as the 
conch shell, bell, lamp and water jug,are lying. Behind her 
stands on one leg a hand-maid with a garland. On the left
lluT
a female musician is playing tanapura. On the right there 
is a room furnished with a bed. Another lady stretches 
herself on the balcony of the second floor.
In the foreground there is a lotus pond full of 
lotus blossoms.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Kamoda, copal:
1. Kamadani ati viraha satal, liatha jori kari seva lal
2. Nadi tlra lai mandara kinha, tiha ai kai Govjda
3. Piya kai dhyana magana piya mahi, vina piya ora na sughara
kahi.
4. Man a mai dhyana sad a yah a dharai, Sri Raga maya mohi
karai.




Abharapa seja sigara saba, bhai viyogani bhama.
C!ai hanyau aga ca$apa£i, e gupa klne kama . 33.
Translation:
"Kamoda very much afflicted by the pangs of separa­
tion, has brought the requisite of puja with folded hands.
The temple is situated on the bank of a river, and
u
arriving there she recognised Govinda.
Absorbed in the thought of her beloved there is 
nothing in her life without her dear and accomplished husband. 
She always cogitates in her mind *SrI Raga loves
me •1
Whenever she thinks of amorous sports, the passion 
heats her body from head to foot.
Ornaments, bed, requisites of toilet all are avail­
able, but the lady is afflicted by separation.
The desire (of union) has created commotion in her 
heart; of what use these things are1.
a. The Raginl is Virahotkanihitanayika *She who expects 
and yearns for her lover.1 Coomaraswamy, Rajput 
Painting, I. ^ 3 - ^
207.
Kamoda (Sri Raga), Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 i f  10* x 4 2/&
B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 13.
The heroine, dressed in the usual Rajput oostumej 
stands in a forest with a garland in each hand. There is a 
couchant fawn nearby.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
tops
Kumoda Ragani Sri Raga ki, savayai
1. Canda-mukhI, cita piya ss?lai karai Hari japu rahai vana
a
mahl,
2. Ora kachu na suhavata, ubhi akell sahali hu pasa hai
nahi.
3. Jovana purl sigarahu bhavai nal samra ? nacati hai ika
fhahl•
4. Sol kahl Sir! Raga ki Raginl, nama kumodanl tasu kahal
2g.
Translation:
MThe lady, with a moon-like face, living in the 
forest, her heart full of the thought of her husband, is 
muttering the name of Hari.
Nothing appeases her; she is alone, not even a 
confidante is near her.
Full of youth she is fond of decorations......
208.
This is said to be the Raginl of Sri Raga, and her 
name is Kamoda. '*
Variants, Or. 8839, fol. 20.
1. Atha kumodanl Ragala candamugl, plye, majhl.
2. Kachu, ubhl, sahellhu.
3. Sigarahu, samunavatlhai, Ika.
4. SI Raga, ragani, Kamodanl, kahava.
Add. 26,550, fol.30.
1. CandamusI, so is missing, laya karai, Hari sapura.
2. Akeli, sahalihu, pasi, nahi.
3. Puri, sigara, Ragani, kamodanl% 30.
209.
Asavari (Sri Baga), Raga), Rajasthani, 17th century. 
Size 10" x 7". B.M. Or. 2821, fol.33.
In a forest, under the shade of a tree, the heroine 
is seated on a bear’s skin. She holdB a snake in her right 
hand^and many others have been attracted by her music. A 
male musician, dressed in a tunic made of various strips of 
cloth, is playing a snake charmer’s pipe (mahuara) • In the 
background are mango trees and in the foreground is a lake 
full of lotus blossoms.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragan i As avar i, caup al:
1. Aralasa vudhi Asavari Rani, piya viyoga viraha akulapl.
» T2. Viraha anila dau hiradai jar I, deha jaral syama kari-£arjj
3. Kama-rupa vividha saga §elai, musa bhuvanga kara palava
rnela^ .
4. Mukata^mala abharapa sagasajai, mora-candra-pafa kiklnl
raje ,
5. Asana karyau sigari giri jal, candana virsa chaha gaharal
Doha:
Piya magu cahata Asavari, ca^ lhi Maliyacala.
Oha^ Li sarpa Srl-sa^a tajl, rahe deha lapafaye jasa „ 35.
210.
Trans la t ions
"Asavari Rani, with aralasal intellect, is very 
much agitated "by the pangs of separation in the absence of 
her lover.
The flames of the fire of separation have consumed 
her heart, and having scorched the body have made it black.
Kama, in his varied guises, is playing with her, 
and she puts her sprout-like hand in the mojarth of a serpent.
The pearl necklace shines in the company of other 
ornaments; and a girdle adorns her peacock feather garment.
She has taken her seat on the summit of a mountain^ 
under the deep shade of a sandal-wood tree.
Asavari, ascending on the Malayaaala,is wishing the 
return of her husband, and the serpents leaving the sandal-wood 
tree are entwining round her body."
211.
Asavari (Sri Raga). Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO" x
4 2/5". B.M. Or. 8838, fol.31.
The heroine^dressed in a leaf-skirt,is seated on a 
mountain rock playing a snake charmer1s pipe. Serpents are 
attracted by her.music. In the foreground a river is depicted 
with a boy piper seated on its bank.
The following inscription is superscribed at the top; 
Ragani Asavari Sri Ragaki Savaya;
1. Vaifhl Sumera mahadhara upara, Avai gunl algoja vajavai*
2. Sanga bhujanga rahai mana mohl ke citta viraga kachu na
suhavai
3. Anga suvasa dharai savilasa, rahi vanavSsa-hi mai citalavai
4. Asavari Sri Raga ki Ragani, desata citta hulSsa hvai avai,21. 
Translation:
11 (She is) seated on the summit of the great mountain 
Sumeru; the snake charmer comes and plays algoj% (small flageolet 
The snake being charmed keeps her company; her mind 
is detached and nothing appeases her.
She wears luxurious garments, but the bent of mind is 
towards the life of the forest.
Asavari is the Ragir^I of Sri, whose appearance brings 
happiness to mind.”
Variants, Or.8839. fol.10:
1. Atha Asavari la. avaifho.
a
3 • Hulasa, hvai avi is added after cita.
4. It is left over.
212.
Add. 26,550, fol. 27.
1. Vaifhi, upari, ava gunl.
The second line is left over.
3. Narnga, vasanga, cittahi lyavai.
4. Cita, hulasa 27.
213.
Kedara (Sri Raga)• Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10" x 7". B.M* Or. 2821, fol.34.
An ascetic, dreBsed in a plt&nbara and a very thin 
dupafja, with his hair arranged in a top knot, is seated 
outside the palace under the shade of a tree. A disciple 
with a caurl stands behind him. Another man wearing 1b 
jamah and turban, is seated before him with folded hands. A 
second raan;with a sword and shield in his hand,standB behind 
him. In the foreground is seated a groom holding the reins 
of a prancing horse.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Jfedarau, copal:
1. Piya viyoga virahani 'kedarau, joga kai bhega sabai aga
dhara
2. ¥iraha bhasxna lai anga ca$hal, yo mu§a viraha viraha ki
batakahai,
3. JogI janl sabai kou avai, biraha bata syo joga sigavai.
4. Rajata sanga sahacarl jogani, tasyo karata alapa bivagani
5. Chu£e cikura udasani bharl, jagata nisa biti-gal siLrl.
Doha:
Supl ghupl nada tarangaki, thake nisakara janu, virahani 
ghafai Kedara kau, sukasai hota vihana 36.
Translation:
"Kedara has turned virahipl in the absence of her 
beloved, and she has bedecked her limbs with the accoutrements 
of yogis.
She has besmeared her body with the ash of Separation 
and thus she has discussed the topic of separation from her 
own mouth.
Taking her to be a yogi everybody approaches her, and 
she teaches them yoga by her talks on separation.
A yogini confidante adorns her side, with whom she
talks•
Her hair is scattered; she is greatly dejected and 
she has kept vigil in the night.
Hearing the tremulous melody (of kedara) it seems as 
if the moon is exhausted, but the pangs of separation of 
Jcedara are not allayed; and easily the day dawns."
Kedara (Sri Raga)%Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size 7J* x 
5-jjj-*. French Collection.
The scene is laid in a forest. The heroine dressed
in a shirt, is seated on a bear-skin under a canopy. She is
playing a vipa. A handmaid waves a piece of cloth over her 
head. Before the heroine, a man with blue complexion, dressed 
in janghia, and holding a peacock feather flywhisk (morachala) 
is seated. A second man is blowing the fire. On the ground
are lying cups and a pitcher. The following inscription is 
superscribed at the bottom: Kedaro Ragapi. 41.
215
Kedara (Sri Raga). Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO" x
4 2/5". B.M. Or. 8888, fol.25.
The hero is seated on the roof of a house, situated 
on the hanks of a river. A musician, dressed in a pitambara 
and dupaffa, is playing vi^ ia before him. A dozing boatman 
wearing a dhoti and a turban, both his legs tied by a voga 
paffa, is seated on a boat in the river#
The following inscription is superscribed at the
t0P s
Sri 4 * 1 *
Kedaro Hagani^ savaiya:
1. Ujala anga vibhuti dharai, vana majha vairaga so vasa kiai
hai.
a
2. JBka-hl cala rahai nita sevana, siddhi kahavata riddhi
A -
diyai hai
3. Raja praja sava dasa kahavata, rasata caha kachu na hiyai
hai.
4. Lala kahai Sirl Raga ki RaginI nama ^ kedaro prasiddhi liye
hai. 30.
Translation:
“She is dwelling in the forest due to vairagya 
(freedom from worldly attachments); her fair body is besmeared 
with ash.
A solitary disciple is attached to her daily service. 
She is known as a sage, but she bequeaths prosperity.
S )■ 0 \ J U €  C-1 - ■ £  L f
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Kings and subjects are in her service, hut has no 
desire in her heart.
•Lala1 says that the RSgini of Sri Raga, named 
jkedara, has thus attained fame.’'
Variantss Or. 8839, fol.25.
1. Atha 4cedaro Ragala, ujala, kiye.
2. Aika hi cela rahai nitya sevata 
Sidha kahavata ridhi hiye.
3. Sava is extra, hvai avata, hiye, hai.
4. Kahe, Lala kahai Megha malarakT Ragani, prasidhi kahavai, 34
Add. 26,5501
1. Ujala, majha, varaga, so, kiyo.
2. Aikahi ava cala raha nita, sava sidha ka havata ridha hiye
hai.
3• Hiye•
4. Sri Raga, Ragani, naina is missing, prasidhi. * °l.
Kedara (Sri Raga). Rajasthani. 18th century. Size 7" x 
B.M. Stowe, Or. 18, fol. 4.
The hero dressed in the usual Rajput costume is seen 
riding on an elephant within the enclosure of the palace. On
the right, the heroine is offering* from a balcony, presents, 
while he, in return, is giving her a garland. On the left, 
from another window a handmaid is showing a torch. To the 
right is an attendant of the elephant.
The following inscription is superscribed on the 
back* Kedara.
Seta-Malara (Sri Raga). Rajasthani. 17th century. 
Size 10" x 7” • B.M. Or.2821, fol.32.
217
A very emaciated ascetic is seated on a platform
before the palace. His matted locks are falling down his 
hack. An attendant stands behind him with a piece of cloth 
to whisk the flies. Before the ascetic a musician is
playing^tanapura. At the bottom, on the left, stands another 
ascetic dressed in}a loose tunic made out of various pieces of 
cloth sewn together (gudapa)f^ a stick in the right hand and 
the left raised to bless a man who has fallen at his feet. 
Behind him stands an attendant dressed in a tiger-skin loin­
cloth and duppaffa, with a knap-sack (jholi). To the right, 
on the staircase leading to the platform, stands a man 
welcoming the ascetic. A part of a lake is visible on the 
extreme right.
3. Joga jafa jogasana kiye, suma/jfita avadhi aghari liye
4. Bhu^apa bhoga su§a kachu na suhavai.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top 5
Ragani Seta-malar a , copai:
1. Viraha rupa Malara udasanl, puri§a bhe§a dhari bhai




5# Uma£l ghafa cahu disa kari, vahau nayaka piya manahri
visari.
Dohar
Ika avala sukumara tana virahi nava sasa#
Caina haryau aga cafa-pafi, Sri Raga ki asa. 34# 
Translation:
"The anchorite Malar! is the very personification 
of Reparation*; in the guise of man she has turned a 
sanyasini*
Her body is besmeared with ash, and there is a 
deer skin on her waist; she is absorbed in (the thought of) 
separation, her hair is gathered in the shape of a bud#
With matted hair and in^attitude of yoga, she is 
thinking about the end of her term (of separation)#
The pleasure of ornaments and revelries she does
not like#
The gathering of black clouds is surging from all 
directions, then also the beloved hero^dispelled her from 
memory#
The powerless lady, in recent separation,with a 
delicate body/ heaves deep breath.
Restlessness caused by the hope of Sri Raga has 
killed her bodily comfort.*'
219.
Bangall (Sri Raga), Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 3/10" x
4 2/5". B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 30.
The heroine, dressed in a pitambara, but no coll, 
a.
with a gomukhi in her right hand, is seated. Before her, 
on a simhasana, is a small daligrama. Behind her is a lion 
in a cage. In the background is a river flowing through a 
mango grove.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
tops
Vangali Sri Ragaki, aavayas
1. Sundari nari rahai vrahm&c&ri suseva karai Hari dhyana
lagavai.
2. Oita hulasa vilasa liyai piya asa/dharai vanavasa
suhavai.
3. Pasa sa^i mydu yona jLhurSvati, tasak^a/cita kau bhau na
pavai
4. Ya vidhi so SdrI Raga ki RaginI, Xgana Vagall nama
kahavai v 28.
Translation:
"The handsome lady remains a Brahma-caripi, and she 
serves Hari attentively.
She with her mind full of happiness and amorous 
desireplacing her confidance in her husband, appears 
charmingly while dwelling in the forest.
220.
Standing near her; ajhandmaid is fanning her softly; 
nobody can fathom the mystery of her mind.
In this manner, says Angana, Bangall, the Rag ini 
of Sri Raga, is known.
Variants, Or* 8839, fol.33:
1. Atha Wangall Ragani la. Sudarl narl.
2. Citta, liye.
3. Mydu pona ^huravati, tasake cita, ko bheva na pavai.
4. Sir! Raga kl Ragani 28.
Add. 26,550^ fol.28.
ml
1• Sudari, raha, dhyana•
2. Citta, liye.
3. Pasi, madu pauna, tasake citta, kou na pavai.
4. Sau, Sri Raga, ragani, Vangallna, Angana is missing. 28.
a. A cloth bag containing a rosary the hand being thrust in
counts the beads. Bates, Hindi-English Dictionary, p.180.
Bangali (Sri Raga)* RSjasthanl. Late 18th century.
Size 7^" x 5tH. Prench Collection.
On the left a tiger is seen in a cage. Before 
him, a man dressed in a pitambara^ is seated. He is drawing 
a caste mark on his forehead. Behind him stands a lady with 
folded hands. Down the steps, on the right, are two water 
pots on a stool.
221.
Gaurl (Sri Raga). Rajasthani. 18th century. Size 6^" x 7^M 
Gold border with floral decoration. B.M. Add. 2^934 fol#2.
The heroine is playing vlpa beneath a pavilion. On 
her right stands an attendant with a peacock feather fly-whisk. 
Before her two others stand with a bete1-box and a goblet 
(surahi). In the background is depicted a mango grove. At 
the top is an inscription in PersianCCaharum raginl Sri Raga} 
and at the bottom Girdharl Lala, the name of the artist.
The following inscription is also superscribed at
the topi
1. Nllamapi aiso jako savaro salono gata, sohata Tilotama
lau supama sohagari
2. Manda musakyati mukha sundara lasata ati, bhaga bhari
GaurisI sakala gupa agar!
3. Nira au samlra panadana-vall allgana, sevata vividha
bhSti jani vapabhaga ri
4. Parama pravlna rasallna hvai vajavai vlna, prltama navTna
Ranga Lala anuragarl.
Translation:
u She, the house of beauty, whose dark brown and glossy 
body is like.sapphire, shines like Tilottama.
The slow smile enhances the splendour of her face; 
she, the receptacle of all virtues, is as lucky as Gaurl.
222.
The handmaids holding water pot, fan and betel box, 
are serving her in many ways, taking it to be their good 
luck.
The young and beloved one says Rangalala, immersed 
in great joy, is playing^vipa.
223 •
Meghamalara. RajasthanTl, Jaipur* 17th. century* Size 10H 
x 7". B.M* Or. 2821, fol. 23.
Sri Krishna is dancing under a Kadamba tree with 
a vlpa in his left hand. The heroine (Radha) is dancing 
before M m .  Two musicians are playing on mjrdanga and 
cymbals behind her. On the right two other musicians are 
playing the tanapura^ and cymbals. In the background in the 
sky overcast with clouds, a swarm of birds is seen flying.
In the foreground the usual lake full of lotus blossoms is 
represented.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Raga Liegha -ma lara, doha :
Gau$i Jcakubha aura Gujarl VangSlau VibhSsa.
Tinahi-mai Megha-maliira nypa njrttata karata vilasa.
Copal:
1. Megha-malara catura nypa nlke, nyttata karata ananda sahi ke
#• m- 4?2. Priti basana kSchapi m^ga-ohala, vara$a savage naina
visalS.
3. Bhusa$a vividhi bhatl aga klyai vanita sabai saja kara
liyai.
4. Ughafata sabada tala tatakarl, bajata upanga gahaira
ghupi bhari




Samau suhavana sarasa riti dampati karata kilola.
Gavata tanata rangalai raga ranga rasa vola¥ 25. 
Translation:
" Gau$T, Kakubha, Gujarl, BangalT and Vibhasa, with 
them King Megha malara is dancing and dallying.
Megha-malara is a good and skilful king, and he is 
dancing and enjoying in right spirit.
He wears a yellow kachani (a cloth worn around the 
hips passing between the legs and tucked behind) and a deer­
skin.
His complexion is dark brown, and his eyes are
large•
Putting various ornaments on their bodies, the women 
stand with all sorts of musical instruments.
To the sound of clapping the songs are sung, and the 
mydanga is producing deep notes.
The deep gathering of the elephant-grey clouds is 
surging in the sky, and it has brought flashes of lightning 
and pattering rain.
The time is pleasant and charming the weather; 
the couple is making merry, at times singing full of mirthy 
the sentimental songs.''
225.
Meghamalara. Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lOw x 4 l/5*
B.E. Or* 8838, fol. 1.
Krishna is dancing with a vljjia in his left hand.
Two musicians stand on either side. The sky is overcast with 
clouds.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Raga Me gha -ma lara , a:avayat
1. Nacata gavata vlna vajavata, sySma sarTra su-havata joi>
2. Phula ke hara sigara kiyai nara^ai dhana priti vajLhavata
joi.
3. Tala mydanga liyai rasaranga, sasl sava sanga lasai
sullabhol
4. Ya vidhi Megha-malara kahavata rSgana mai pahi-cSnata koi 31
% •
Translation:
'4 Singing, dancing and playing on vipa, the person of 
Syama appears charmingly.
Adorned with flower ornaments, he stimulates the 
love desire of women by his appearance.
All the attendants full of gaiety^ with mydanga and 
cymbals t appear with him.
In this manner, Meghamalara^ is recognised and sung 
by everybody. ”
226.
Variants; Or* 8839, fol.22*
1* Atha Megha-malara la* jol.
2. kiye, vara|»ai, ghana, prita, jol 




2. Singara, klyai, prita, va^havata, jol 
3* Liye, sulahhoi.
4. Maf pahacanata. -3/,
Megha-malara, Jaipur. 18th Century. Size 9j* x 5g** 
Johnson Collection, India Office (Reading Room) fol*17*
Krishna is dancing on a terrace with a full blown
lotus in his left hand. On his right two female musicians
are playing the vlpa and cymbals, and on the left the other 
musicians are playing cymbals, tanapura and mjdanga, 
respectively. In the background, a rivei^vith a row of 
houses situated on its bank,is depicted. The sky is overcast 
with clouds. In the foreground is a small fountain with 
golden fish.
227.
Gujari (Megha-malara), R5jasthanl, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10" x 7*. B.M. Or. 2821, fol.24.
In the palace the heroine is seated on a stocl 
(caukl) with a vipa. A caurI-bearer stands behind her,while 
before her a peacock is dancing. On the right two female 
musicians are playing the tanapura and cymbals.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top*
Ragani Gujari, Copai*
1. Raca pacl vidhi vudhi racl Gujari parama sughara cita
ujarl.
2. Agai sa^I Ika baina bajavai, apapa vai^hi baina bajavai
3. Gana sunahi aura phuhi var§ai, jaba de^ai taba piya mana
harsai.
4. Viraja eka tiha ati gati sohai, panchi sarasa vola mana
mo hai
5. Aisi aura na depl narl prana^patiki pranaplyarl.
Doha*
Prlti vasana tana pahari kai vaisl Syama-kuvari 
Gita liyo cita-cori kai rijhe Megha-malara. 26.
Translationr
The Creator, taking great pains with his skill, has 
\u
createdx accomplished and fair-minded Gujari.
An attendant is playing vipa before her. She is 
herself playing it while seated.
228.
She hears the music when the rain is drizzling. 
Whenever she sees her husbanjiher heart is delighted.
A beautiful tree grows t w h e r e  the melodious 
songs of the birds captivate the heart.
No such woman as she, the beloved of her husband, is 
to be seen.
The lady with brown complexion is draped in yellow 
clothes. Meghamalara is enamoured of her as she has stolen 
his heart.
Gujari (Meghamalara), Rajasthani. 17th century. Size 11" x 7" 
B.M. (Prints 8c Drawings) 1914-4-7-06.
The heroine is seated on a terrace with a vipa.
Two attendants stand behind her. In the foerground three 
female musicians are playing o* tanapura, mfdanga and cymbals. 
In the background the sky is overcast with clouds. A 
peacock is perched on a tree.
This painting has avery strong resemblance with 
Or. 2821, fol.24, in the treatment of architecture, drapery, 
etc. and it is probable they have originated from the same 
place, possibly Jaipur.
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Gujari (Megha-malara), Jaipur. 19th century.
B.M. Or. 8838, fol. 28.
The heroine is seated in a garden under the shade 
of tree with a vipa.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Gujari Ragani Megha kit
1. Anga b u -china vajavati vlna mayura nacai tihi agai sadai
2. Plya-kl surat i dhyavati cita mai sanga sag I ika vaifhi
suhai%
3. Pachai sari ika oora dhuravati apu slgha-sana upara bhai
4. Gujari Megha-malara ki Ragani ya vidhi antara^-dhyana mai
alt 33•
Translation!
1 Her limbs are emaciated, she is playing on vipS and
a peacock is always dancing before her.
She remembers the form of her husband. A charming 
attendant is seated with her.
Another attendant standing behind her is waving the 
caurl, and she herself is seated on a simhasana.
Gujari, the RSginI of Meghamalara is thus invoked 
in the mind.
Variants: Or. 8839, fol. 17.
1. Atha Gujari Ragani, Vajavata, jihi sadahi,
2. Surat! dhyavati, sangl gagl Ika, vai^hi suhavai.
3. Yika, phuravai, slgasana, upari, namaka
230.
Add. 26,550, fol.33:
1. Suchina, vajavata vepa.
2. Piya ki surati, ma, vaifhi tau para bhai.
3. The third line is left over.
4. Gujari, ma al. 33.
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Vibhasa (Megha-malara}, Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10t x 7H• B.M. Or. 2821, fol.27.
Sri Krishna shoots an arrow of lotus towards the 
heroine who rests on a bed lying underneath a canopy. In the
foreground a lake full of lotus blossoms is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Vibhasa, copai:
1. Megha-malara kama gati kinhl, Megha Vibhasa anka bhari
llnhi
2. Pauhaupa dhanusa bana kara liyai, rati sangrSma vicarati
hiyai
3. Vaha neha ura hathl lagavai, vadana mori piya pema bau
pavai
4. Dou bali-vanta dou jujhakari, rahe samana kou nahi hari
5. Sughara rupa ekai unihari, navala triya piya jo-bana-barl
Doha:
Su^iyata katha ju kama ki, riti vinoda pada-sanga.
Sarasa naina kari nirasiye sarasaisarasahi rangav 29. 
Translation:
aMegha-malara has entered the path of love and Megha 
has embraced Vibhasa^
Holding the flowered bow and arrow in his hand, he 
is thinking to fight the battle of love.
He puts his hand on her chest; she turns her face 
which affords pleasure to the husband.
232*
Both, are valiant fighters; both are equally- 
matched and no-one is defeated*
Hearing the tale of love, and the way and means of 
union, look at them with tender eyes, and by and by your 
pleasure will be enhanced*
Vibhasa (Megha-malara) # Rajasthani* Late 18th century*
Size 7" x 5&n• French Collection*
In the palace the heroine sleeps on a cot, while 
the hero is seated beside her* Outside the room a handmaid 
sleeps on the floor. In the foreground tto the left, there are 
two water pots (kala^as)*





Vibhasa (Meghamalara). Rajasthani. (Tonk, RSjputana).
A.D. 1760-1780. Size 11* x 8 " I.M.45-1911
The heroine sleeps on a bed lying on a terrace.
The hero is seated at her feet shooting a cock. Some candles, 
a betel box and a spittoon are lying about on the floor.
In the background is depicted the portrait of Taliwar 
Khan,- for whom this painting was executed.
Vibhasa (Megha-malara), Jaipur. 19th century. Size 6 l/lO* 
x 4 2/5. B.M. Or. 8838, fol.33.
A couple, fully dressed, sleeps on a bed laid on a 
terrace. Two wine containers and a cup, a betel boxfare 
lying on the floor.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Vibhasa Megha-kl, savaiya:
1. Sundari rupa anupa^ vano, tana nSha tiyS sau bhalai rasa
bhlne
2. Jagi hai raini bhayo parabhata, lagyo tihi kama kamana kau
llnai.
3. Yasai hulasa vilasa kiyal bharl mana sau sol sabai sukha
dlnai.
234.




'‘Peerless is the charm of the handsome woman, and 
the person of the husband is engaged in amorous dalliance with 
the lady•
Having kept awake for the whole night, the dawn 
breaks, and then Kama with a bow struck her.
Therefore, full of exultation she is dallying and 
often filled with pride, imparts pleasure to everybody.
Such is the sporting and glittering RSginI of 
MalSra, known as Vibhasa. ”
Variants; Or. 8839, fol.26:
1. Atha Vibhasa la. S«£^dari, rupa anupa vanyo, so bhlnl
2. Jagi ha raini, jagyo jihi kama kamana ko lini
3. Aise, klyai, soi, su§a dine.
4. AisI, Vibhasa sadahl kautiga kinI. 36.
Add. 26,550, fol.36.
1. Sudara, rupa, vanyo, taha, so, bhSla.
2. Jagi hai, tiha, kulina.
3. Aise, kiye, mana so soi savai sugha dlnu.
4. So yaihai, Vibhari nama vilasana kinu. 36.
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Kakubha (Megha-malara), Rajasthani, Jaipur* 17th century,
size 10M x 7M. B.M. Or. 2821, fol.26#
The heroine, with a garland in each hand, is 
playing with peacools in a garden. On the left a female 
musician with a tanapura stands under a tree. In the fore­
ground a lotus-pond is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragan i Jcakubha, c op al r
1. Kakubha nagari viraha satal, cha<Ji sumahala Irana-mahai al
2. Pahaupa aneka virsa bahu-bhati, raci savari anupama pati
3. Vana mahi vandara keli karShi, saravara eka tiha kamala
phalahi,
4. Yo phupT mora sora vauhalai, pati mana deha dhyana visaral^
5. Kamala haazita na kachu-najsambharl mana yaha kapfha mile
piya pyarl
Doha:
Dharata dhyana mana surati mai, piya dyga majha karara 
Yaha basanai jiya^akumbha kai, bharai nahi vrihe. 28. 
Translation:
U Lady Kakubha very much afflicted by the pangs of 
separation, has come to the forest relinquishing the palace.
Various flowers and trees adorned with wonderful 
leaves grow there.
The monkeys are sporting in the forest and the 
lotus-vessels are growing in abundance in a pond.
236.
t
Listening to tlie noise of the peacocks, she, absorbed
/-
in the memory of her husband, has become oblivious of her body.
The greenery of the Vernal season she does, not care; 
the only thought in her mind is to embrace her beloved.
Putting her body and soul in the thought of her 
husbandj restlessness is reflected in her eyes.
There is only one desire in the mind of Kakubha that 
she should not die due- te separation.
Kakubha (Megha malara). Rajasthani. 17th century. 
Size x 7**. I.M.
The RSginI stands in the wilderness with a garland
in each of her hands, which the peacocks are pecking on. In
the background trees with birds chirping over them are 
depicted. In the foreground there is a lake full of lotus 
blossoms and sporting cranes.
Kakubha (Megha malara), Rajasthani. 18th century.
Size 9^m x 6m. Johnson Collection. India Office,
(Reading Room)
The heroine, with a garland in rig&t hand, and a
tanapura in the left, stands in the wilderness strewn with
rocks. Peacocks are attracted by her music. In the back­
ground the sky is depicted overcast with clouds. A fort is
also to be seen on the extreme right. In the foreground a
lake ful 1 of lotus buds is^rapres anted ~___________________ _—
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Kakubha (Meghamalara) 9 Jaipur, 19th century* Size 6 l/lO,f
x 4 2/511 • B.M. Or* 8838, fol* 27.
A lady is feeding peacocks in a garden.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top;
Kukubha ragani, Megha kl, savaya;
A n  4^0
1. Kama sau purl lasai ati sundari Sva ke chaha mai £hS$hI
suhavai
2. Sari jar! kl virajata anga-mal agl vicitra urojani bhava 
3* Bhu^ana anga jarava jare gharai morani cita lagaT cugavai
4. So yaha Meghmalara kl RaginI haiJ}caku$hai sunam~a kaha^
vai 35*
Translations
The beautiful lady is filled with amorous desire^ 
which has enhanced her charm. She appears very charming* 
standing in the shade of the mango tree*
An embroidered sayl decorates her limbs, and a 
beautiful bodice adorns her bust*
She wears jewelled ornaments* She is feeding the 
peacocks with great attention.
This is known as Ksikubhaj the RSgipI of Megha—
-malara. *’ .
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Malari (Megha malara), Jaipur* 19th century* Size 6 l/lOw x
4 2/5* • B*M* Or* 8838, fol. 22.
An ascetic, dressed in a loin-cloth (langoja) is 
a.
seated in padmSsana. A musician with a snake charmer*&  pipe
is seated before him. In the background is a cavern. The
following inscription is superscribed at the top*
Raga Malarl Megha kl*
1* Canda sau Snana sundara rupa hai ujjala anga vibhuti
ramSye
2. Avara china koplna lasai, ika sisa anupa jafa chi$a-kaye
3* Bhari viyoga liyai rahai joga^mai rSga ke ranga nihl
su§a pavai
4. RSga-malara kl seta Malarika RaginI hai, yaha . nama
kahayau 32*
Translation*
LL Her face is like the moon; her form is charming, 
and she has besmeared ash on her fair limbs*
She is adorned by a narrow waist- 
cloth, and she has a wonderful band of matted hair over her 
head •
Suffering the pangs of separation, she has taken 
recourse to yoga, and does not derive pleasure from the 
amorous dalliance.
iv _  ^ _
Seta Malar 1 , the Ragini of Malara is known by thiB* r
name. n
23 9.
Variants; Or. 8839, fol.13.
1. Atha fcflalari RaganI la. Sudara rupa, ujala, vihhuta,
lagaya. t
2. Chafakaye.
Sota Malarl, RaganT hi yo hai.
Add. 26,550. fol.32*
1. Canda so anana sudara, ujala, ramaye
2. Kopina, chifa kaye.
3. Liya! raha, mai, nahl
4. Sera-malarl ka RaganI, kahavai.
a. *A cettain posture of the Hindu ascetics when absorbed 
in religious meditation in which they sit with the thighs 
crossed, one hand resting on the left thigh and the other 
held up with the thumb upon the heart - the eyes being 
concentrated on the tip of the nose.*1 Bates, Hindi-English 
Diet. p.405.
Malar! (Megha-malara)# RajasthfinI (Jaipur), 18th century.
Johnson Collection. India Office (Reading Room) Fol.33.
The heroine dressed in a leaf-skirt is seated on 
lotus petals, in a rocky island. She holds a bow and arrow 
in her hands. The lake abounds in blue and red lotus 
blossoms. In the background the sky is shown overcast with 
clouds.
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Malari (Megha-malara), Rajasthani. Late 18th century.
Size 12 * x 8*. Johnson Collection. Book 36, fol. 3.
India Office.
The heroine, seated on a terrace, beneath a pavilion, 
is playing on the viya. In the background a river and fields
are depicted. The sky is overcast with clouds and the rain
is falling.
On the reverse is painted a tree with birds, bearing 
the following inscription*
Dhaivata ansaru nyasa graha §ajlaga y^abha te hlna 
Cave o$ava p&vasahi, MallSri paravlna.
1. Damini ki duti jita lai Haravaliabha gata gurai.
2* Vina laye tiya gavana ke misa bhavana ki sudha leta sa~daf
3. Kokila te kala kamva vanl, nija jovana de^a gari murajhal
4. Asu £hare ati dina bhal, vidha y§ vidha raga Malari vanai
Dhasari mari dhasa sapa mar i rnari map a dha map a dharna 
padhasa dhari sadha pama.
Translation:
n Harivallabha says that the fairness of her body has 
surpassed the brilliance of lightning.
Holding a vi$a, the lady, under the pretext of 
singing, always remembers her husband.
Her voice is more melodious than the cuckoo*s, and 
seeing her blooming youth being wasted like this*
Tears are flowing out of her eyes, and she is 
miserable; thus Brahma has created Ragini-Malar!
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Gaupakarl (Megha-malara), RajasthSnl, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10* x 7M• B.M. Or. 2821, fol.25.
The heroine is seated on a lotus seat in a garden
which abounds in mango, kadamba and plantain trees. Her
music to a vipa has attracted two fawns. On the left a 
female musician is p laying ^vipa beneath a kadamba tree. In 
the background the sky is depicted overcast with clouds. A 
temple is also to be seen. In the faRground a lake full of
lotus blossoms is depicted.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top:
Ragani Gaupakari, copal*
1. Gaupakari kamipi sukuvari, agama piya saneha man a dhari.
2. Hita karana lka agai baijhi, karata vata janu mana-mai
paifhT
3. Sasi aura lka rivaja bajavai, ananda umagi madhura sura
gavai.
4. Piya avana ki bata jaba^upl, tana phull aura anadai ghapl
5. Basana anupa ranga liyai, citavata magu caturai kiye.
Doha*
Gaupa kamipi kSma chavi, pati syo ati anu-kula.
-  T'
Piya a^ama jiya janikai tathai tana kuphula *27.
Translation:
u The delicate lady Gaupakarl,^ has a deep and 
unfathomable love for her husband.
242.
One of her we11-wishers,seated before her, is 
talking as if she has probed the depths of her heart.
Another attendant is playing the rivaja; and over­
flowing with happiness she is singing in melodious voicef 
Vhen she heard the news of the return of her 
husband, her body was elated with deep pleasure.
She wears clothes of variegated hues, shown to 
advantage, and waits for the return (of her husband).
Lady Gau£a,with the beauty of Kama, is favourably 
disposed towards her husband.
And hearing the return of her husband, her body is
elated. ”
Gau$a-malara (Megha-malara)• Jaipur. 19th century.
Size 6 l/lO» x 4 2/5M. B.M.0r.8838, fol.23.
243 •
The heroine is seated on a terrace. Her 
confidante with a tray of flowers is before her.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top t
Gau<Ja-Malara Megha ki, savaiya*
1. Piya saketa gayo kava-kau taha apu gai na viyoga va^Lhayo
2. Sanga sahelikai vaifhi phula guthavai~ti ya/vidhi jasu
hiyo viramayo
3. Motina hara sigara kiyai nabha chSi rahe ghana cita
calayo•
4. Go^a-malara MalarakI Ragani nama yahai abhirama suhayo% 34 
Translation*
The lover has gone to the trysting place long before, 
but she did not go there. Thus the pangs of separation are 
enhanced•
Seated with her attendants she is stringing the 
flowers; in this way her mind is occupied.
She is adorned with a pearl necklace. Her mind is 
moved by the gathering of clouds in the sky.
Gau^La-malSra, the RSgini of Malara thus shines forth 
in this name.
Variants, Or. 8839, fol.27. Atha Go$a-malara ragala.
1. Saketa, kavako.
2. Sanga saheli ke vina vajavati 
3• Kiye, chai, lagaye•
4. GojLa-malara si-raga ki Ragani nama 26.
Add. 26,550, fol.34.
1. Piya kako taha, vajLha^hayo.
2. Sanga sahelikajhi vepavajavata ya vidhi jaso hiyo
viramayo.
3 • S Ig ara, ahaya •
4. Nama praga£a abhirama kahl, 34.
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Bangall (Megha-Malara)* Rajasthani, Jaipur. 17th century.
Size 10" x 7M• B.M. Or. 2821, fol.28.
The heroine is seated on a platform wearing a 
sapl, orhani and the usual ornaments. She holds a rosary 
in her right hand. A handmaid waits upon her. On the left 
a female musician is playing the tanapurS. In the fore­
ground is seen a couchant tiger. A temple is depicted in 
the background.
The following inscription is superscribed at the
top *
Ragani Bangalo, copal»
1. Seta kumafha vauhauta ujalSI liye asapa vaifhi mfgachala
kiye
2. Siva ko dhyana rahaiai mana mahi, mafhahi cha vaifhl vana
mahi
e~\_
3. Dargata vahuta sarupa vanal, tina-para vandara keli karai
4. Vadala umagi bahuta kara Sai, mafha Siva tala simha ju
bai^haye
5. Jakai agal saravara hoi, javica kamala hi panchl keli
karai
Doha*
Vangalo viyo-gani adhika dhyana rahata piya mahi 
• ^
Sanga na suhavata sahacari, piya mi la—na ki cahi, 30.
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Translation*
"she with very fair complexion, holding a white 
kamatha, is seated on a deer-skin for a seat.
The thought of Siva always dwells in her mind. Ste 
has quitted the monastery and come to the forest.
The trees have adorned themselves beautifully and 
the monkeys are sporting on them.
The deep gathering of clouds is surging, and there 
is a couchant tiger on the floor of Siva*s temple.
In front of it there is a pond where, among the 
lotus blossoms, the birds are sporting.
Bangali,separated from her husband, is absorbed in 
the thought of her beloved. She does not like the company 
of her handmaid, her thoughts are centred round the hope to 
meet her husband. ”
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Desakara (Meghamalara), RSjasthani* Late 18th century.
Size 12iH x 8M. Johnson Collection, Book 36, fol. 5.
The hero and heroine are seated on a terrace in an 
amorous attitude. A small fountain is bubbling on either side. 
On the reverse doves are painted bearing an 
inscription over their bodies:
Sa<jLaga nyasa aru giraha saba purana sasise anga 
Prata De^akari kahe mile vairafi sanga.
Kavitta: PrTtama ke satha keli kautuka karati ati kare
saja-kare kesa bahuta bhari hai.
Sarada sapurana sudha dhare sobhajita, vadana kl 
dlpata so kranta ujiyarl hai.
Anga anga rajata,ananga mai, adbhuta kucana so kalasa 
kanaka duti harl hai
Kamala se nena Harabala hi sugadena mydu vena bole tiya 
raga DesakarT hai.
Saga paga risa saga dhapa dhapa mapa dha saga.
Translation:
*iTJith her long and jet black hair scattered she is 
absorbed in amorous dalliance.
Surpassing the beauty of the full autumnal moon, 
the brilliance of her face has bedimmed the glory of moonlight.
Every limb of that amorous lady is glittering, and 
her wonderful breasts have even surpassed the brilliance of
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the golden pitcher.
The lady with lotus-like eyes, and giver of joy, 
speaking gentle words, says Harvala, is Ragini Be^aker!.*'
Desakara (Megha-malara). RSjasthani. Late 18th century.
Size 7itt x 5*. I.M. 292-1914.
It* ^
Sri Krishna, seated on a raised platform is playing^ 
caupaya with Radha. In the background is depicted a row of 
trees.
The following inscriptions in Hindi and Persian are 
superscribed at the top*
Hindi: Ragini Desakara 6.
Persian:
Desakara (Megha-malSra), Rajasthani. Late 18th century.
Size 7^" x 54“• French Collection.
In the palace, the hero is seated on a bed tying his 
turban, one end of which is held by a handmaid. Another maid
holds a mirror before him. It is day time as the sun is
i \ j r
depicted shining i^ sky.
The following inscription is superscribed a^he top: 
Rfigapa Desakara.
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Tanka. Rajasthani. Late 18th century. Size 12 w x 8".
Johnson Collection, Book 36, fol. 2.
The heroine is seated on a bed covered with a bed 
sheet made of lotus petals. An attendant is fanning while 
another before her is offering flower garlands. The bed
stands on the terrace, opening before the room. On the
right an attendant is rubbing sandal on a horsS (around slab 
cf stone). A second stands with a rose water-sprinkler.
Persian: Ragini Janka; time, evening.
Hindi:
Sohe sura gaijavate aru sampurana anga, kavigana aise 
kahata hai Tanka Ragani ranga.
r->
Kavita - Seyata hex nalini dala seja me sundara maina ke 
vana hanl
STtala saujana le ali ai kare kare upa-cara kl rlta ghanl
Graha aiyo piya sud^gata tlya kabu anu-hara kl rlta vanl
a
Ati rupa anupa kaho Harvalabha ya vidha ragani Tanka kahl 
Sani dhapa magari sasa dhapa ma gagari sa 
Translation:
MThe beauteous one, pierced by the dark of Kama, has 
taken to the bed prepared with lotus petals.
The attendant bringing cooling articles is looking 
after her in various ways.
Returning to his home she saw the sad plight of his
beloved.
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Harivallabha says that she is the Ragini Janka, 
with her unrivalled beauty/'
This is the seventh stage of love-sickness, when 
the body is wasted by the fever of love.
The situation is very well described by Vidyapati:
The fire of sundering from herself devours her body 
in its flames....
Today or to-morrow she is like to die, such burning 
love she bears.
Refreshing water, lotus leaves upon her bed.
Or Oynement of sandal-paste.
Bach and all are flames of fire.....
All night she wends and wakes.
Ooomaraswamy, Rajput Painting, p.*rot
Bhupali (hyojk-y^* . Rajasthani. Late 18th century. 
Size 12 * x 8*. Johnson Collection, Book 36, fol. 1.
251.
The heroine stands on the terrace with her attendants 
holding betel box, cauri, etc.
The reverse is decorated with a tree with birds 
perched on it, bearing the following inscription:
Persian: Ragini Bhupali; time evening.
Hindi:
Tina sa-karana anga raca, mu§a pari-purapa J.yoti•
Santi rasa-hi me sajha-hl Bhupali yo hota.
Campaka te cara deha bharl ati tiya neha anga anga kama
geha, adharana lall hai.
Kumkuma kl khora sula rahl_hai kucana para, manda dasa
Ir i
laja rahata hai.
Santa rasa maha jLharl ati dusabhari ura ana lagata 
viyoga bata bharl hai.
Nena Hara-valabha se indlvarahute ali san^a so-hata yo 
Ragani Bhu-pall hai.
Jhaya: Sasa dha pa gara gapa dha sadha padha sari gari,




Her body is more delicate than ^ campaka flower 
(michelia clampaca). The woman is overflowing with love;
252 •
her limbs are the habitat of the God of Love, and there is 
a reddish tinge on her lips.
The marks of kumkuma on her breasts appear 
charmingly, and beholding whose slow gait the swan dies of 
shame •
Hr
Absorbed in^pacific sentiment, she is full of 
misery, and her heart is greatly moved by separation.
Harivallabha says that Ragini Bhupali, with eyes 
even more charming than the lotus blossom, appears with her 
confidante •"
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